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SYNOPSIS
This study explores the fa.ctors which influence the design
and implementation of EAP content.-based courses for seccnd-
language learn~rs at tertiary level. It draws upon
international experience in thi.s area, information from a
case, study of an adjunct EAl? I content-based engineering
course at the University of the WitWatersrand and the
experience (jf other EAl? practitioners in Soutllern Af:r'ica.
A set of key , comprehensive factors which affect the
succesS and effectiveness of RAP content ...based courseS are
identified.
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CHAPTER 1.: INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this study is to examine the faotors which
i.nfluence the design and implementation of content-based or
cont.extiuaLised EAP courses for second language underprepared
students.
since EAP courses only have a 10-15 year history in southern
Africa, a crucial aspect of this task is to examine the theory
and practice in this field internationally which has a
considerably longek and established history of 50 years.
The sources of information are the exp~rience of a particular EAP
course in engineering at the Univerr;ity of the Witwatersrand
presented as a case study as well additional information frOll\
si~ilar types of courses being offered at universities in south
Africa. Predominant concerns and problems are documented, common
threads drawn and the main factors Lnfluencing the design and
implementation of such courses in South Africa are identified.
In documenting the above, a study of this nature is ~.n~·imarily
aimed at a wider group of South African EAP practitioners and,
course designers.
Rationale
Academic Development (AD) at tertiary level is a relatively new
area of educational practice in South Africa. The majority of AD
practi tioners are engaged in addressing the language and llearning
needs of English second language (ESL) students in academic
contexts. As it is a neW and grot'l,ingconcerti, AD practitioners
have tended to work in.tensively and in isolation within their own
immediate contexts. Apart from the annual AD conference forum,
few opportunities have existed for collaborative or comparative
academic exchange in this area.
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Practitioners: have had to develop practical responses t::> the
combined challenges of:-
a) addressing educational underpreparedness of the
students
b) meeting the expectations of mainstream staff to equip
students with the necessary skills for the pursuit of
higher edUcation in a relatively short period of time
c) developing interventions outside mainstream curriculum
development.
These are major challenges in the absence of established practice
or research in this area. In addition, the relatively junior
status of the prac·titioners and the generally poor regard. for
educational practice in tmive:csities have exacerbated +ihe
problem.
Despite these constraints, considerable insight and experience
has been gained in significant areas such as:-
a) the nature of a=ademi.c literacy and coc:nitive
development,
b) ways in which to inf luence mainstream staff and
structures to sustain ADwork in the future and
c) the kind of pedagogical and methodological factors
which enhance good practice.
There is a growing need for research in this area = a deeper
understanding of students' language-related problems and
J.nformation about working courses in chis area is required to
assess their relative successe~; and failures. This study attempts
to explore these issues from the perspective of one such courSe.
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Research Design
1. An extensive international literature search Wasconducted
of the work done by theorists and practitioners in EAP.
This literature was itself used as a vehicle for the design
of the Wits engineering EAPcourse.
-c.--"
2. The cour-se was developed using informatiofl from the South
African literature as t'Tell as local experience.
3. The st.udy is based on' reflections of the key .'i;actors which
informed the wits EJU' engineerinq course as well as the
experience of other EAPpractitioners.
Time'Frame
The literature search was conducted Initially in 1987 and
regularly updated. The data collection took place in 1991: the
questionna,ire was sent out in March 1991 and the interviews were
conducted in November1991.
Method(.)logy
Action research served to identify key issues and questions from
within the wits course, which in, turn informed a set of
questions for the questionnaire and the interviews for other
practitioners. In other words, issues surfaced from the
particular experience of teaching a course which were then test.ed.
in thE:.;>,riderfield to assess their generalisabili.ty. Therefore,
personal experience has unquestionably influenc .d the type of
questions posed in the subsequent survey.
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CHAPTER 2: THE LITERATURE SEARCH
2el Part 1: International
Internationally, EAPcourses at tertiary level usually fall undnr
the broad umbrella of what has come to be known as English for
Specific Purposes (ESP). The ESPmovementis a relatively new
but fast growing concern within the more widely known English
Language field. Much has been published em the experiences
gained internationally within the ESPmovement.
The origins, the tl1eory und p~"actioes of various ESPproj ~ct;:; as
well as th~ identification of the dominant trends in needs
analysis, curricula/ staffing arrangements and materials
development matters are of 'portance,
~.1.1 What is ESP?
Internationally, English hr.s become the language for the
communication of scientific and cow~ercial interests:
".The phenomenal spread of the English language throughout the
world is an uncontested fact : English is used by about 750
million people, only half of whomspeak it as a mo·ther tongue.
More than half of the world's technical and scientific
periodicals are in English, and English is the mediumfor 80%of
the Lnf o'rmet.Lon stored in the world's computers". (Norton-Pierce,
1989 :401) •
As a result, in many countries, the scientific community often
makes a conscious switch to English even t.hour+ithe homelanguage
can "serve adequately and even elegantly as a vehicle for
expressing and discussing lil3.tters of science" (strevens, 1980:74)
Hutchinson and Waters (1987:7) attribute this to the "realities
of the market pIace" . They argue tha t the demand for an
international language arose due to a massive expansion in the
scientific, technical and commer'cLa.l, fields worldwide and given
the economic muscle of the USA,post 1945, it fell upon English.
to assume this role.
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0ther reasons for the use of English have been that it has served
the J:. Ie of a unifying language in manyex-colonial countries and
'chat l,ts structures are of an accommodat.Lnq nature. In addition,
"ib" discourse rules and vocabulary are resilient, its widespread
use and proven ability to gl.'01".llwith daveLopi.nq expertise in
• 10'}
countless fields" (ST-revenS, 1980E shows that it is a powerful
and accepted communication tool.
Consequently, there has been a remarkable growth in English as
a Foreign Language (EFL) teaching internationally. Over the
years, streve:ns (op. cit) he>*, noted tht the :,,;>urseshave become
less and less generalised in corrt.ent;and moxe and more closely
related to the learner (s needs and wishes. Pressure has been put
on the language teaching profession to deliver functional English
courses.
" Thus where in 1970 the g!.·eat majority of EFLwas provided as
'general English' in the form of 'English as a subject of a
liberal arts education', in 1980 this generalised EFLprovision
is declining in many countries at the same time as there is
building up a more-than-proportionate increase in demandfor and
provision of 'functional Englishes' or ESP." (strevens,
1980:105).
English began to address the need for developing English
proficiency in particular subject areas like Botany, Medicine and
Engineering as opposed to the strong tendency to view English as
a literary 'subject'. (This literacy bias in secondary school
teaching strengthens the perception in science-inclined pupils
that English as a SUbject for the Arts and therefore does not
merit serious attention).
At a teaching-learnin9 level, increasing dissatisfaction was
reported over general purpose courses : they were felt to be
inadequate by practitioners as the learners tended to be
motiviated adults (Robinson, 1980) for whomEnglish was a vehicle
for the expression of some immediate and specific purpose. Most
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ESP learners already had somegeneral education and required ESP
for a practical reason.
This distinction is neatly explained by the following : "the
general with which we are contrasting the specific of ESP is that
of general, education-for-life, cult.ur.e and literature orient:ated
language course, in which language itself is the subject matter
and the purpose of the course. The student of ESP, however, is
learning English en route to the acquisition of some quite
different body of knowledge or set of ski.lls" (Robinson, 1980: 6) .
Another way of looking at this distinction is to view ESP as
training for the development of re.stricted competence and General
Language as ~ducation for the development of general capacity
(Widdowson, 1.983).
Thus, a re-orientation in English Language teaching began and the
resul t has been the emergence of a new approach to 1anquaqe
learning. A recognised branch has. become established. It is
important to note that it does not const.Lbut;e a separate
discipline as such but rather II an approach to lange' ve teaching
in which all decisions as to content and method are based on the
learner's reason for learning' (Htrt.ch.i.naonand Waters 1987:19).
Whothe learners are, the nature of the language in which they
will need to operate and the learning context all determine the
nature of an ESP r "'urse.
So, what are the cP,racteristics of ESP course? Strevens
(1980:109) offers us a working definition
II ESP entails the provision of English Language instruction
1. devised to meet the learner's particular needs
2. related in themes and topic to desig11ated occupations or
areas of study
3. selective (ie not general) as to language content
4. when indicated, restricted as to the 'language skills'
included.u
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An ESP course aims to develop successful performance, ie,
linguistic and communicative competence in second language
learners for higher education or for specialised purposes in
business I industry or th.e professions. The teaching of ESP
courses usually takes place outside the school system and within
tertiary instit1,tions since these are unlike the conventional
English courses.
The notion of a needs analysis is central to .the process
by which relevant and appropriate content for specialised
language couzses and therefore a syllabus or curriculum
are arrived at (MC'.ckay,1978).
Munby(1978) has b(~el1responsible for devising an instrument (The
Communication Syllabus design) which identifies a set of needs
analysis procedures as a base for syllabus specificat:ion. Valid
syllabi for specific groups of Leaimer-s are dzawn up after
determining the communicative needs of those learners.
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However, in practice, the constraining' factors are usefully
described by Chambers (1980:30) who says that" +.:heproblem of
why needs seem so contradictory, restricti ve I 'damaging to the
course a~d intractable to any answer by needs analysis becomes
clearer. Most of the clashes are not clashes of needs, but
various restrictive constraints demandedby the participants 011
the course, who are likely to have d.issimilar interests.1I
Thus, ESP courses differ from each other as they are based on an
analysis of learners' needs : thb language, skills, topics all
depend on the 'target' situation. Thus the core content is
usually non-transferable although the methods adopted can be of
interest and of use in other settings. ESP input usually takes
place over a limited and i:1tellsive period of time (Robinson,
1980) .
In addition, the design of an ESP courSe is determined by
.1.. the purpose for which the students are Leaz'n i.nq
English
ii the time available
iii the age of students
iv the level of study
In short ESP can be viewed in respect of terminal aims, for
example, being able to write a scientific report.
English For Science and Technology EST
ESP courses as mentioned before are dis.tinguished by the nature
of the learners' specialism. Historically, within th~ ESPfield,
several reoognised sub-branches emerged : for example, English
for Science and Technology (EST), English for Medical Studies
(EME), and English for Business and Economics (EBB).
lic has for some time been acknowledged. (t;ilbert and Osborne 1980,
ESThas always been a major and is the oldest branch within ESP.
Although the language patterns in ESTare hot dissimilar to those
employed in General English, there are certain features of
scientific discourse which merit a specific approach. Thus the
content and characteristics of science necessitated the
development of EST as a distinctive branch.
,
Davies and Green 1984, Swales 1985) that studying in the sciences
places apec i.f Lc demands on the learner at achooI and <tertiary
level.
The language of science has been described as "impenetra.ble and
distanced from the pupils I own language" (Davies, 1986: 101)
The APU "Language of Science" report (1988:35) states
categorically that the "lingu.istic community of science is not
easy to enter". f1utton expresses the same sentimnnt but in a
stronger way, "there can be no doubt; that science is in manyways
the natural enemy of language" (1980:51).
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Furthermore~ the :readability of science texts poses problems
"scientific Lanquaqe stri.ves to be precise. often this means
that the reader is exposed to a large number of scientific terms,
each with their own precise meaning outside familiar context
cues, all embedded in an extremely complicated st'''ntence
structure" (Bulman, 1985:21).
The impersonal tone and form of scientific English are real
barriers to understanding. Davies notes that tlsciencetexts are
constantly rated as being the most di.fficult" (1986:101). It has
been found that the average reading level of material faced by
first formers in science( 11 year olds) called for a reading age
of 13.5 years in British education (Harrison 1979).
At tertiary level, Bradley, Staskuh and White (1985:175), go as
far as saying that II the technical vocabulary required of a
first year student of science is at least as extensive as that
typically required in a foreign language course. Many of the
concepts that these technical words are meant to identify are
abstract and unfamiliar, rather than concrete and familiar."
Scientists, historically, have tried to give words fixed
meanings. Although science teachers are frequently aware of the
Greek and Latin origins of many of ·theterms employed, learners
often find it difficult to access their meanings since they have
not had SUfficient exposure to the literature. Therefore, they
need to be taught to develop IIan awareness ,:;!fhow language is a
tool in the struggle to interprp-texperience" (Sutton, 1980:53).
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sutton (1980) suggests that all learning inVOlves a search for
mean Lnq , He makes a distinction between the denotative and
connotative meaning of words. One can arrive at the denotative
meaning of a word by using a definition. connotative meanings
are arrived at "~hroughknOWledge of the definition as well as how
the word has cOI.1.\eto be used by scientists historically. Science
teaching appeaxs to have underplayed or rejected the latter
method for word explication. In science: both methods need to be
employed but the nature of science t.eaoh.i.nqdoes not make this
explicit, thus rendering room for misinterpretation of words.
Scientific discourse is also characterised by an elabora.te
combination of non-verbal forms such as graphs and diagrams,
"scientific English" (the..vocabulary of which is partly comrnon-
core and partly specialised), and mathematical formulae.
Extensive exposure to and practice of this forntof communication
is required in order to help develop scientific thought.
Scientific English, as a variety of English, is described by
strevens (1976) as consisting of "superficial surface features"
and "deeper levels". The superficial surface features include:
* long complicated noun phrases
* passive C04structions
* logico-graln..1'llaticalconstructions
* items of specialised vocabulary
Deeper levels of scientific English cover the rhetoric, axgument
and communicati on func·tions of language which are chosen to serve
a particular purpose of the writer. The actual acts are to do
with classification, description, inter-relationships or
explanation.
The above two categories of features combine to give scientific
English (as opposed to any other "kind" of English) its
distinguishing characteristics.
Another factor which contributes to the difficulties of learning
science is the way in which everyday words used in a science
context take on a different meaning (Johnstone and Cassels,
1978). Many common science words do not appear to be under-snood
correctly by learners who get confused by the everyday meaning
of the words.
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Scientific writing also employs a recognisably precise, concise
and objective style unlike the Arts which allow and encourage a
greater degree of individual expression and style. (Barnes and
Barnes, 1981) In most secondary schools worldwide" it is the
latter style which is formally taught at the expense of the
former.
The above features have been the organising principles around
which EST courses have tended to be designed. 'rheemphasis given
to these features, however I can vary from one EST course to
another depending on the prevailing under-srt.and.i.nqof scientific
language, linguistics, students' educational backgrounds and the
needs in tl'\;eclassroom :.all these factors inform and influence
course designers.
Development of ESP and EST
It is useful review the developmental threads that Can be
identified in ESP and EST (Robinson, 1980 I Hutchinson and Waters,
1.987). Both went through the following stages:-
1. Early EST courses were based on the notion of specific
regi,ster$,for example Chemistry or Engineering subjects
which were studied in depth to identify their grammatical
and lexical features. Attention was placed on the frequency
of key vocabulary items or the predominance of certain verb
forms. Language exercises were then devised around these
core items. Register analysis characterised texts in
respect of their formal linguistic prC"perties, ie, the
passive voice and specialised semi-technical vocabulary.
Common criticism was that syllabus design
a) was based on a quantitative approach
b) remained at sentence level,
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2. The next stage involved a ~hift from isolated sentence
work to look at how ~entences combined to give
meaning. This became known as rhetorical or discourse
analysis. Irext analyses were conducted on the
assumption that texts, like language would vary in
accordance with their subject matter. So in EST, cause
and effect, definitions, description were included in
the materials. Widdowson (op cit) criticised register
analysis as inadequate since activities based on this
approach did not focus on how meaning was arrived at.
3. The subsequent school of thought developed the notion of
target situatibn analysis (TSA) which was an attempt to
systematise all past developments by detailing the
learners'needs in terms of oommunf.oatd.on purposes. Thus the
communication setting, the means of communication, language
skills and fUnctions were all studied as a whole.
Increasingly, the material was made more and more relevant
to the learners' needs. Munby (op.cit) developed the
communication syllabus design so that the COurse designers
had a checklist as a frame of reference.
It is acknowledged by linguists that identifying needs
is a tricky business and that it is difficult to get
it absolutely right. In an interesting departure from
the commonly accepted student-based needs analysis, it
has been suggested that needs analysis to be done by
three separate parties ; the learner, the teaching
establishment and the user establishment (Richerich
and Chanceral, 1978).
Despite this attempt at systemisation of needs,
certain obvious limitations remained because of the
nature of ESP itself; it is difficult to produce a
truly relevant course design because
a) the needs of a group change
b) defining needs is not enouqh variety and level of
material needs tc be considered
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This kind of triangulated needs analysis is necessary and
desirable but Chambers (1980:30) suggests that as a
priority, target situation analysis shouLd be the main data
eouzce . He advocates that ~:Deedsdetermined by TSAare the real
needs w. -Lch all efforts should be made to fulfilL.. because
needs detl:.....mined by TSA,are relatively permanent and provide the
aims of the course."
In response to the constraints of contradictory needs of
different stakeholders and the transient nature of needs,
Chambers (op. cit) orfers two solutions. Firstly, since
needs change, ,to plan a course in terms of ·'hort-term,
medium-term and long-'cerm objecti ves and s,..condly to
incorporate a process of "off-line" research (ie, needs
identified by research prior to the course and "on-line"
research (ie, continuous assessment of the needs
established by off-line researoh, ensuring that they are
appropriate and being accomplished).
4. The skills and strateqies approach followed. This has
gone beyond the surface forms and is based on the
notion that there are oommon reasoning and
interpreting processes underpinning all language use
which allow us to extract meaning from discourse.
Learning is viewed as a prooess and learners as
processors of information. Essentially, this approach
is informed by the cognitive theory of learning.
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5. Hutchinson and Waters (1987) have placed the notion of
learner-cen'tred .syllabi on the theoretical agenda.
They claim that learning theories make up the missing
dimension in language learning and should inform
practitioners on howto facilitate language learning.
Language training per se does not provide teachers
with the know-how: meta-cognitive skills employed by
learners also have a bearing on language learning.
Earlier approaches tended to concentrate on the
technical aspects of how language is learned. It can
be Seen that a combination of developments in
educational psychology, the language movement and in
applied linguistics have all had an influence on ESP.
In summary, a clear trend can be identified : a narrow view of
language development has been found to be limiting. The above
five developmental steps when combined offer a more complete and
satisfactory understanding of language learning. RegiGter
analysis, discourse analysis, target language and requirements,
information-processing and the motivational and affective factors
that the learner brings to bear on the task are all important
dimensions at the language learning and teaching interface.
2.1.2 Theoretical Issues Regarding Language Acquisition, Second-
Language Ae~isition and the Communicative Language Movement
What is Language acquisition?
Language acqu.is:i.tionis the study of how human beingG acquire a
grammar a set of semantic, syntactic, morphological, and
phonological cate';Joriesand rules which underlie their ability
to speak and under'at.andthe language to wh ich they are exposed.
Language acquisition is the study of the transformation from a
mental state in which the child does not possess a g-rammar of a
particular language to a mental state in which the child does
(Parker, 1986).
The theoretical work of many of the most notable psychologists
and linguists over the last seventy years has culminated to a
point whereby we can pose the question; "Does the initial state
of the human mind contain language-specific capacities and/or
general cognitive capacities?" In the late fifties, the work of
two theorists, Skinner and Chomsky set the parameters of the
debate in motion.
Skinner (1957) argued that children are not born with linguistic
knowledge but that language ability is gained by making
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associations among events in the environment. Behaviour,
according to h Im , is a function of specific environmental factors
and is culturally determined. Human beings learn by doing and
engaging with events, behaviour Is trainable and rules are
acquired through interaction. The behaviourist theory "regards
the person as essentially a being rather than as an agent. He is
passive and moulded by his environment" (Clark, 1975:307).
on the other hand, Chomsky (1959) arguG'::,that children are born
with the innate knowledge of the structure of human language. He
postulated the existence of a Language Acquisition Device (LAD),
more commonly known as the "black box", which is activated by
hearing spoken V-i.lguage.His argument was that we all have t.he
abiL:ty, from fl very young age, to make -grammatically correct
sentences which we ha've never heard before. Essentially, he
believed that the LAD contains prior knowledge of language ie,
human beings are born with the capacity of speech.
He developed the position that children's cognitive development
is shaped by their active as well as their unconscious
structuring of input from the environment. At each stage of
development, they can only deal with aspects of the world that
they can make sense of. Children assimilate new input into their
thought. From concrete to symbolic operations, children develop
the ability to form mental images of objects after which they
link words to them.
piaget (1982) disagreed with the notion that language specific
structures Were innate. He believed that language acquisition
arose out of the interaction of various cognitive capacities like
intelligence, memory and motivation.
Piaget observed that children's speech did not determine
behaviour and that language is constrained by the level of
sophistication that has already been attained in cognitive
development : "Language ability is generally determined by the
level achieved in cognitive development. II (op cit)
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1982) .
His phrase "language services thought" summarises his position
on the relationship between language and cognit,ive development.
vygotsky (1962), submitted the hypothesis that "'l'houghtmust pass
first through meaning and then through words" (1962:150). He
contended that thought, meaning and word all combine in a complex
interplay with one another and form a dynamic relationship.
A continual movement exists between thought and word and vice-
versa but according to Vygotsky, "Thought is not merely expressed
in words it comes into existence through them." (op cit:186).
When EAJ? practioners are asked to describe the nature of the
learning pnob Lems , they emphatically say that students have
"conceptual and language Ii difficulties. When asked to elaborate
on this, they, without exception, say that they are uncertain as
to whether the cause is conceptual or linguist,ic. Language and
cognition have come to be regarded as totally inter-related : a
deeper theoretical grasp of this relationship should inform how
learning problems should be addressed.
Second language acquisition
since the academic, language and comml.lnica.::ionneeds of second
language speakers are the subject of this study, an understanding
of the acquisition of a second language is important. How a
aeoond language is acquired has been the subject of several
theoretical studies (Littlewood 1984, Schumann 1978, Lamendalla,
1979, Krashen 1987, Hatch, 1980).
Four theoretical models can be cited from the literature : the
acculturation model( the neurofunctional approach, the monitor
theory and the discourse perspective (Larsen-Freeman, 1983).
The accultura.tion model offers us the explanation that the extent
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to which the learner is motivated to acquire a second language
has a bearing on the acquisition process. Whether the learner has
functional needs or social needs in learning the language
determines the internalisation or integration of the language.
The neurofunctional approach argues that input (verbal or
written) is transformed by some sup-sections of the central
nervous system to produce a modified output-physiological
approach - the LADof Chomsky is subsumed in Lamendella' s
neurolinguistic neurofunctional systems.
The mcnitor theory makes a distinction betweGn acquired and
learnt knowled:;e. Acquired knowLedqe takes place whenthe learner
participates in natural communication Which provides f What
Krashen (1987) terms "Comprehensible input". A condition for
acquisi tion is that the input should be slightly beyond the
current level of competence of the learner. "Adults have two
means of internalising "rules" in a second language."
The discourse perspective theory simply suggests that language
grows out of conversational discourse (Hatch, 1980).
Acquisition is SUb-conscious similar to child language
acquisition. Learning is conscious. It is 'knowing about' a
language, or 'formal' knowledge of a language" (Krashen, 1987).
Learnt knowledge derives from the conscious study of the formal
characteristics of the language.
Larsen-Freeman (op.cit) claims that each of the four theoretical
posi tions goes some way to explain aspects of second La.iquaqe
acquisition but that they leave out the cognitive strategies
employed by learners. The latest moves towards content-based
instruction (Brinton, Snowand Wesche, 1989) seek to address this
gap. (elaborated on pg 21)
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Muchof the literature attempts to understand rather than explain
(ochssne'r, 1979, in Larsen-Freeman) the process of second language
acquisition. The research as yet does not point to definitive
processes or steps behind second language acquisi:tion : IINo
theory yat developed by linguists or psychologists can account
satisfactorily for children's la.hguagelearning ability·' (Baugh,
1988:67). The literature merely presents us TN'ithtentative
factors whichmight aid acquisition.
These factors are to e'" . :tth the age of the learner I the exposure
to the target language, tbe kind of setting th.at the learning
takes place within (ie formal or informal) f the stage of
development (c.onceptual) and fl\otivation of the learner and the
extent to which reinforcement is provided for the learner
(Ingram, 1975).
Sauvignon (1983) has neatly condensedthe above'factors into the
four categories of the ItTqho, What,Whereand HoW"of the second-
acquisition process (Fig I).
VARIABLES IN U ,ACQUISITION: A I<ALElDOSCOPIC VIEW
WHO
Lamer variables
age. sex
formal education
other language code(s)
intelligence
needs
attitudes
personality
WHERE
Seilillg(s) or situation
formailinformal
amount of time
rote models
access to L2
WHAT
Comm:micative competence
grammatlcal competence
sociolinguistic competence
discourse competence
strategic competence
HOW
Strategies and processes
interaction with 12
learning style
cognltlveprocesseJ. .
structuring
practice
activities
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Many of the techniques used to teach a second language at
tertiary level are behaviourist and make the assumption that
since the concepts have already been developed, much of the
second language work involves the translation of these into
different linguistic terms.
This assumption might not necessarily hold for us in South
Af.:rica. Given the na·ture of science instruction in black schools,
lea.rners have not acqu.ired well developed scientific frameworks,
either in the mother-tongue or in the second language to allow
for the smooth translation of terms and concepts. Furthermore,
there appear to be differences in the structures of Indo-European
and African languages (case, 1968, strevens 1979). The latter do
not appear to have key scientific concepts and terms, the
vocabulary is limited and neither do they include the full range
of connectors, prepositions and articles to enable the
communication of meaning as required in the scientific medium.
'rherefore, the problem cannot be conceived in simple second
language translation terms; the remediation and expansion of
content and appropriate language needs to be examinedat the same
'time.
Any language intervention in south Africa would need to take the
above factors into account when designing a course and. when
looking at comparative work done elsewhere.
The communicative Language Movement
o
sirlce ESP is concerned wIt.h developing learners' linguistic
competence in order to conveymeaning in written and oral forms,
there is a natiuzaI marriage between ESP and the communicative.
Language Teaching (CLT), (Maurice, 1987, Williams, 1981).
Brumfit, (1984) gives the following reason:
o
"It is clear that an ESPcourse is directly concerned with the
purposes for whLch learners need English, purposes which (".J:e
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usually expre~sed in functional terms. ESP thus fits firmly,
within the general movement b.,wards "communicative!! teaching of
the last decade or so".
CLT has been influential since the early 70'S. The CLT revolution
argued that i·tis not enough to teach language in terms of its
grammar and vocabulary and emphasised the need to go beyond the
simple manipUlation or mastery of linguistic items and
structures. The CLT approach stresses the need to "develop
strategies for relating tnese structures to their communicative
functions in real situations and real time" (Littlewood, 1981).
communicati ve teaching, therefore, aims at the activation or
extension of the grammatical competence already acquired by
learners, for real-life use illparticular areas of activity such
as social discourse or academic study.
opportunities are consciouslY created to link language for
communication since "Linguistic competence involves not just
being able to communicate meaning but, in that process,
conforming to linguistic (ie grammatical and lexical) norms as
well" (Prabhu, 1987:69).
In short, t.hegeneration of meaning via language is the primary
concern. Prabhu explains that, in addition, this approach allows
the development of an internal system of rules for language
acquisition as all limeaning-focused activity involves learners
in making sense of various pieces of language in the course of
understanding the information provided, interpreting the
Linguistic competence is developed by setting learners tasks
which lienable them to achieve, in due course, grammatical
conformity in their use of language. Grammatical conformity in
language use is thought to arise from the operation of Some
internal system of abstract rules or principles, and it is the
development of that system that tasle-based activity is intended
to prolUoteil (l?rabhu, 1987:69).
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teacher's questions or Lnst.ruct Ions , working out a solution t or
mentally following an exohange. between the teacher and a fellow--
learnerli (l?rabhu 1987:69). Language is acquired through use
rather than through separate language learnin~ exercises, ie,
"form-focused activities" such as labelling diagrams or
completing a close paragraph.
The teacher's role is to facilitate meaning-focused activities
by creating as rich and authentic a learning environment as
possible (Blacquire 1987).
The bas ic contention of CLT is that g'ranunar can be acquired in
natural teaching settings without explicitly teaohing grammar.
If the heed arises for explaining grammar, it is done in a way
that associates the "rules" to the purpose of communication.
In south. A.frica, this debate is of profound importance since many
of our secondary school learners, whohave achieved a matric pass
in English, have not acquired the basic Leve l, of competence
required for tertiary study in a particular acadend.c field.
For a communicative approach to succeed, skilled teachers are
required to bridge the gap between base-line competence and
communicating in an academic context.
2.1~3 C~ntent-based instruction (CBI): the integration of
languaqe and eonte~t
!t was cummins' (1984) work that gave the theoretical rationale
for the integration of language and cont.en+ instruc'tion. In
exploring the relationship between Lanquaqe proficiency and
academic achievement, he draws upon two continua: "context-
em}.)edded" versus "context-reduced' communication and
"cognitively-demanding" versus IIcognitively-undemanding" tasks.
He places the former on a horizontal continuum and the latter. on
a vertical continuum. Figure.2
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Figure 2: Range of contextual support and degree ~f cognitive
involvement in communicative activities.
In context-embedded communication, learners can convey and
negotiate meaning quite easily as this type of commun.i.cazLon is
supporrced by many meaningful linguistic cues (typified by
everyday communication). context~reduced commu~ication, however
(such as academic writing), relies upon 1I1in.guistic cues to
meaning and thus successful interpretation of the message depends
heavily on Jmowledge of the language itself" (op.cit, 1984:24),
rather than the shared reality of everyday communication and is
much more demanding.
The vertical continuum addresses the degree of cognitive
involvement that a task requires. Therefore, he r:llassifies
quadrant A skills as basic interpersonal communication skills
(BICS) which are context-embedded and cognitively undemanding.
Quadrant D skills are context-reduced and cognitively demanding,
a type 0:::: prof iciency which he labels as cognitive academic
language proficiency (CALP). Academic reading and writing tasks
which require learners to rely prima.cily on the written word for
meaning is an example of CALP.
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The cognitive demands placed on student.s are :i.ntensifiedwhen
they have to study in a second language. The situation fo!:'many
of our South African students whose schooling falls under the
Department of Education and Training (DET) is further compounded
by the lack of the development of CALP type skills and the pre-
dominance of rote-learning or BICS type skills. In attempting to
prepare our students for the academic demands of tertiar.y
education, the explicit teaching of CALP skills in the context
within wh i.ch they will be used ie, the context of the
discipline), in other words a content-based approach would seem
to be appropriate.
Increasingly, there is a move.away from courses in whd.chlanguage
skills are taught in isolation from the.content of the learner's
chosen discipline. (chellapan 1985, Bhatia 1985, Mohan 1986,
Gunawardens and Knight 1986, Robinson B 1985, shih 1986, Driver
and Riordan 1992).
In a content-based approach, "the focus is on the kind of
cogni tj,ve and instructional tasks and act.L vities learners
encounter in their content classes" (Richards and Rodgers 1987
: 49).
The. argument that has been put forward for this approach is that
the I.anguage skills approach incorporates a small part of the
learners' total language needs and that the relationship between
langu.age skill and academic achievement is crucial for the
successful performance in the learners' chosen discipline.
domains of language,
development together.
b) Integ'ration allows for meaningful and
purposeful language learning for effective
cognition and academic
Snow et al (1989:202) present four reasons for an integrated
appr-oach
a) An integrated approach brings the three
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communication within particular academic
contexts.
c) By using cont:ent material in language
classes, the learner becomes motivated to
acquire the necessary language skills
required to perform the tasK.
d) subject-specific registers are acquired more
rapidly as thE= content naturally conveys
them.
snow et al (op.cit) argue that the success of immersion as a
model of foreign language education has provided strong evidence
for the effectiveness of language LearriLnqthrough subject-matter
learning. Brennan and Van Naersan (1989) stipulate that the more
co-ordination there is between the learner, the content lecturer
and the ESP teacher, the more likely it is that. a qualitatively
richer learning as well as language experience is offered.
The settings for content-based approaches can vary a great deal
but Brinton (1989) describes thr~e pre-dominant content-based
approaches: theme-based instruction, sheltered content
instruction and adjunct language instruction; it. is useful to
consider these before elaborating on the factors identified in
this study.
According to Brinton (op.cit) theme-based instruction entails
instruct:ion in which the course is oz'qanLaed around a theme or
topic rather t.han any other organising featUre such as a
grammatical syllabus. The EAP tutor would choose a topic as a
vehicle for focussing on language development.
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Shel tered eentient, instruction is done in classes in which
students s+udy content through a second langu.age. This would mean
that mainstream staff are sensitised to the academic skills and
language acquisition process and to the stUdents' language needs.
Within this approach, the content is not in any waywatered down,
skills aquisition would occur through content mastery and the
main focus is on content rather than language.
Lastly, adjunct language i1'\struction involves an approach in
which students are enrolled in concurrent content and language
classes. 'l'he tutorials are team taught and the content courses
provide a dep3.rture point for the language tutorial. The students
are required to master academic and language skills which dre
necessary for success in the content area.
Generally, in exploring the differences and similarities between
ESP/EST and CBI, it is evident that they share a common
Philosophy that is informed by the needs, backgrounds and
interests of the learners. (Brinton, 1989) \
Johns (1992:71-75) argues that eBI and ESPboth departed from the
tendency -to abstract language from its natural envdronmerrt. They
both combine language use \1ith an emphasis on discourse-embedded
language usage" Authentic materials, tasks and language
environments are used as vehicles for achieving the teaching
goals. 1n addition, cognitive skills and critical thinking are
considered to be part of language teaching.
According to Brinton, eBI courses differ from traditional EAP/ESP
courses in that they incorpora·te an integrated, all-skills focus 0
She suggests that the difference is II u.nlike the linguistically
oriented and text~based research of ESP, eBI is concerned with
the immediate classroom ie, materials / curricUlum design,
instructional strategies .•• fl (op.cit:9)
She also claims that eBI "consists of a broad-based inquiry into
academic knowledge, with a particular topic chosen not as an
object, but as a vehicle of study.1I (op.cit:9)
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Thus, the characteristics of content-based or integrated approach
can be summarised as follows :
a) learner needs are defined in terms of tasks and
activities which characterise learning in content
areas;
b) language learning is
proficiency, that is,
to use language for
educational purposes;
viewed in terms of
as the skills 'needed
different kinds of
c) there is integration of language learning
and content learning " (Richards and
Rodgers, 1987:49).
However, there are a number of staffing and practical
implications which are highlighted in the literature and need to
be taken into account before the above approach can be
implemented in the form of integrated language courses. The ones
which relate to engineering contexts have been especiallY
selected given that the case study in this research is
engineering-based. The next section concentrates on these
factors.
2.1v4 staffing Considerations of Content-Based Engineering
Courses Internationally.
Most language specialists have a background in the Arts and are
often called upon to serve the needs of science students.
However, five content-based projects outside south Africa,
(University of NeWcastle, England; University of Surrey 1 England;
university of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka; University of Technology,
Papua New Guinea and Nanyang Technological Institute, Singapore),
found that language specialists could not successfully address
the needs of second language learners withc)utcollaborating with
subject specialists (Bhatia, 1986, Dudley-Evans, 1984, Gee et al
1984) .
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It is instructive to look at their experiences in some detail:
two of the insti +ut.Lons are based in an English-speaking
country; the other three institutions are based in countries
where the everyday language is not English. The important
distinction to bear in mind is that in the first two institutions
students are exposed to communf.cat.L ve English in a natural '(flay
whereas at the other three ins·ti tutions the language and academic
skills have to be acquired in a second language sett.:i.ng.
Twomajor points of significance emerge:
(a) even in a first language setting, it was felt that
language specialist teachers could not address the needs of
second language students without the help of subject
specia ',ists ,
(b) despite the different levels of instruction at these
institutions, noticeable improvement.in student performal1ce
was only achieved after collaboration between the two
specialists.
Institutions in an English environment
At the University of Neweastle-upon-Tyne in England, the civil
Engineering departmental staff attempted to teach language and
communicative skills to their students over a period of ten years
and found there was litt.le improvement in the quality of the
work. The Department considered asking one of the linguists in
the University to provide a course but rejected this option for
two reasons: " because of the diif icul ty of matching the
interests of the lecturer with the needs of the students and also
the problem of motivating engineering students to attend what
they woUld see as language classes."
(Jackson and Price,1981:37)
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A new course was devised based on collaboration between the
subject specialist and the linguist, which has proved to be very
successful- leading to a marked improvement in the work of the
students as compar-edwith previous years. Furthermore, the course
is nowbeing offered to native as well as overseas student.s. The
conclusion that was drawn from their experience was that
"language teat;hers invited to 'do something about the students'
language' and working in a vacuum are inevitably plagued by
doubts about the relevance of what they are doing and frustrated
by the students' lack of interest. Thus neither the engineer nor
the linguist alone can solve the problems satisfactorily" (op
cit:37/38).
The civil Engineering department at the University of Surrey has
a high proportion of overseas students. These students, in
technical terms, were as well qualified (students are selected
on the basis of their A level results) as the home students but
do not have a comparable proficiency in English. The Engineering
department worked with the English Language Institute and has
devised a communication skills course and a language support
course. Close co-operation with the subject specialist was sought
to identify language problems which affected academic performance
and to define the target level of competence.
The initial content material was identified and supplied by civil
engineers and the language and communication components were
built around this. The teaching took place in the form of group
discussions, workshops and tutorials. The latter were arranged
separately:
(a) with subject-specialist staff to deal with problems
related to understanding of the subject matter;
b) with language tutors to deal with problems of
presenta'tion, organisation and with language problems in
general.
student motivati.onwas high because the subject was "part of the
degree course work and therefore more meaningful" (Gee et aL,
1984:119). They were carefully monitored and the study of
language in the context of relevant/well chosen subject matter
made them realisn, "why it was necessary to know the English
language Well" (op,cit:124). The success of the joint work
between ~he two specialist fields of EFL and a ~ivil Engineering
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department has been attributed to the following factors:
",illingness to collaborate on the part of both sets of
staff;
clear demarcation as to where their respective
responsibilities lie;
awareness of each other's conceptual apparatu~ nd teaching
approach and;
the joint effort being viewed by the student as a
complementary teaching situation. (op.cit~.126)
Institutions in a foreign language enviro».raeht.
The University or Moratl.1Wa in sri r~ankaoffers a diploma as \l1ell
as a degree course in Engineering. Students are educated in the
vernacular and study English as a subject up to GeE (0) level.
Therefore, the Engineering courses are the students' first
English-medium courses of study. The University's English
Language Teaching Centre and the ESP unit of the Ministry of
Higher Education established formal links and secured resources
to develop a new language oourse for the students.
The course design process of the diploma course is interesting:
the course planners found that pUblished EST matiez-LaL was not
suitable for local needs. They set up a team of cour-sedesigners.
This team included two British V80S, an Engineer as well as a
Graphic artist. The collaboration took place at the materials
writing stage; the EST staff have the responsibility for the
final form. Implicit in their approach is the be)ief th~'lt"the
English teacher is not "l disseminator of technical information"
and, although the materials use technical content \"idely, the
teachers are not expected to teach content but to "concentrate
on assisting the students when they have ~')roblemsexpressing
'':::heirideas either orally or in writingll (Baumgarder et al:151)
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At this institution, the team effort is harnessed at the course
planning and selection of materials stages so that the course
"will help the English language and subject area teacher, at
least in part, to feel 'that their particular interests are both
fully considered and Wt.::!ldedtogether." (op.Cit:15J.)
A't the papua New Guinea. University of Technology, language
specialists have been actively engaged in implementing aspects
of the language across the curriculum movementwhich argues for
the acti ve and explici t use of language in every subj ect
classroom. '].'helinguist and the engineering specialist" are of
the opinion that this close co-operation between sUbject and
language lecturers provides a better overall learning package for
the students concerned." (Robinson, 1985;76)
Choice of content, level and appropriate language tasks were
enhanced as a result of joint consultations. Although this
particular course is not team--taught, a number of the other
language courses at this institution include team-teaching as a
strategy. Eliciting the advice of the. subj ect, apeoLaList; has
enabled the linguist to synchronise extracts used in the language
classes with content covered in the subj ect course I thereby
increasing the topicality of the language course for ~he
students. The linguist in this proj ect mentions another valuable
spinoff arising from the joint work: he is consulted on the
format of specialist examination questions as a matter of course.
(Robinson, 1985)
At the Na.nyangTechnological Institute in Singapore, the language
staff are official membersof the Engineering departments. The
collaborationist approach has been taken to its logical end
point: the language staff" take part in the life of the Schools
and are therefore totallY immersed in the discipline. Working
toqether with their engineering counter-parts is a natural
outcome of lithe process of aoc.i.aLi.aat.Lo....into the sub-wor-Ldof
engineering" (Yin and Cheung, 1986:68).
Tl ~ high status given to the ]anguage staff has led to
professional respect and a working relationship which has meant
that engineering staff are fully involved and participate in the
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langnage and co:mmunicationcourse "playing the role of speci~.list
informants" and the course "complements rather than supplements
the engineering subjects" (op.cit:68) Their team-t-=aching concept
developed from the recognition that the knowledgegap between the
subj ect and Lanquaqe specialist is very wide and that ESP
practioners need to offer a form of Lanquaqe learning which is
"closer to the immediat~ needs of the learners." (op.cit)
The language staff in all the above mentioned projects either
team-teach or work collaboratively in designing the taskS in the
language course and as a result, all the proj ects report a higher
level of motivation and interest displayed by learners as a
result of this approach. In addition, language specialists <'::'I?
not plagued with the inevitable doubts about tpeir credibility
in a "foreignll discipline.
A cautionary note
Richards and Rodgers (1987.:67) have made a powerful criticism
of the field of language teaching whenthey urgue that : "Progr,:un
or cur-ricufumdevelopment in language teaching has not typically
been viewed as an integrated set of processes that invol ve
careful data gathering, planning, experimentation, monitoring,
consultrtion and evaluation."
They argue that "rather, simplistic solutions of the process, for
example by advocating changes in teaching techniques, methods,
learning styles, technologies, materials Clr teaching training"
tend to predominate within the field of Lanquaqe teaching
(op.cit) .
Theypropose a more oompxehensLveview of language learning which
involves a more conscious and planned response; one which takes
all the elements i:1boveinto account Whendesigning a language
course rather than taking a micro view of language learning.
The literature would appear to support their view strongly if not
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emphatically. In South Africa, the need for designing courses
which develop sound English language skills, in second language
llAarners whowill eventually make up the majority of tertiary
level students is bound to persist and grow rapidly. The
Ii terature on language instruction· wouLd Seemto suggest that
language deveLopmentr, ideally, should take central cognisance of
the requirements of the. learners'discipline (ie, its register,
discol.J:.;sepatterns, groundrules etc), and combine a task-based,
communicetive teaching methodology, incorporating content-based
subject material with a degree of collaboration with subject
specia.lists.
2_2 Part 2: Literature Sea.;r:ch:SOU?-:)l African Educational Context
The Lack of Articulation between Schooli~g and Higher Education
In schools
::ensouth Africa, racla1 segregation, discriminatory financial
policies for educational provision and the creation of tauH:iple
educat.Lona.laU.thorities has meant that there is a wide disparity
in curricula content, teacher qualifications, starldards and
dssessment procedures in schools.
Consequently, African second language speakers under the
Department of Education and Training (DET)recej '19 a generally
poor quality secondary education due to shortages of basic
reSourC.:!lSand qualified teachers. Teachers use rote-learning
methodologies and learners adopt an uncritical, non-assertive
approach to their education which hinders their cognitive
development. Memorisation is the predominant modeof learning at
the expense of real understanding of su.bject matter.
For disadvantaged and under'pr'epar-ad students I the wide
disjuncture between the content, level, pace and volume of work
At university level
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expected at school and at university levels makes thE1transition
very difficult since the degree of under-preparedness is
considerable.
Whilst possessing the required paper qualifications;, they lack
some or all of the following: the academic skills, learning
approaches and linguistic competence as well as content knowledg:a
required by the particular academic disciplines as base-line
competencies.
2.2.1 Language and science Instruction in South Africa
In DET schools the standard of language and science subjects
teaching is unsatisfactory. The standard of science teaching is
very loW so that the students' scientific knowledge is not very
well deve l.ope. 'if the time they leave school. (Kahn and Rollnick
1991, christie 1~85, Agar 1991, ANCiISTG 1992)
Changes in language policy (chi.ck, 1992) I (ie s'Vlitchesin the
medium of instruction) over the past twenty to tWenty-five years
have exacerbated the language problems of students whose home
language is not English on entry to Englisll-medium institutions
at tertiary level. This has meant that students have not received
sustained mother-tongue instruction after the first four years
of schooling, nor have they been taught science through this
medium.
:MacDonald (1988) reports that primary schooJ pup i Ls have to cross
a wide gap when they switch from the vernacular to using English
as a medium for all subjects. Quite abruptly, at an age of 11,
they have to study ten subjects using Engli$h as a medium of
instruction, from having studied Engl~sh as a SUbject amongst
seVeral others in tbe previous year.
The linguistic switch is simply too demanding for all conce:cned:-
11' we found anxious teachers who were struggling to r;et their
children to understand difficult concepts in English, teachers
who were racing against the clock to get their lessons
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finished ..• " (op.cit:3)
The lack of consistency in language policy-making and
implementation has meant that learners have not had a chance to
fully develop scientific conceptual. frame~lorks in anyone
language or to acquire basic language competen~ies in English.
Despite. all these disadvantages, some students from the DET
system do gain matriculation passes in their science and language
courses.
Implicat:i.ons for studell.ts
At the historically-white institutions I second language learners 1
level of academic achievement in English (as well as sub) ect
matter knowledge) is judged by compar-Lsori with first language
English speaking students. HoweverDET,English -Second Language
(ESL) learners have not been exposed to this standard and type
of English and often feel that any intervention which separates
them for speoial needs is a slight on their potential and
therefore unwelcome even trLough the.i.r school English does not
serve them vle11 at tertiary level.
This attitude, partly t has its root:::\ in the way traditional
school curricula for all students are organised as well as
teacher education. (Bruckmann,1983). At school, learners are
taught that there are the .Arts and then there are the Sciences.
Depending on their inclination and apt:t tude, matriculants are
encouz'aqed to choose decisively between the Arts or Science based
courses at a h1gher level.
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Presel"'t school curricula do not incorporate an English across t.lle
cur1:'icu1ummethodology which values and rElcognises that a medium
of instruction shoUld be reinforced in all subjects.
A shift Ls slowly beginning to take place in curriculum and
policy planning: a recognition Hthat good functional English is
just as demandd.nqon skill and intellect as literary English.
Pupils should not be advised. to take science and technology
merely because they are not good at languages." is gaining
currency. (Bruclcmann op cit: 35) However I practical spinoffs of
a language across the curriculum policy will take aome time since
curriculum development and teacher training along these lines
have yet to be widely implemented.
At tertiary level, too, the common perception of English held by
science students is 'that it is a cultural, literary and soft
sUbject; they view it as a subject to dispense with at matric,
alongside Art and History. Passing at matric is a testimony to
their competence and as far as they are concerned they have
parted company with the Arts, the soft options, and ale serious
scholars.
Ii English as taught at the English language universities tends
-t.obe literature orientated. In many cases this affects \..h~
attitude of teachers to language skills - they reward pup iLs
writing imaginatively and 'creatively' while those who give
accurate and clear accounts are often labelled ;pedestrian or
unimaginative. At secondary schools the view that lit~~rary
English is the most important aspect of English is :reinforced b::..r
the emphasis on preparing students for entry to the humanities
at the university" (op.cit:35)
In an interesting study (Jiya: 1993) conducted at the University
of Fort Hare on science. students' perceptions of their language
problems and how they should be addressed, nUmerous examples of
the type of language and cognitive difficulties are cited, such
as hoW English is spoken and used in the process of disctlssing
scientific concepts, language as a tool in communication and
accessing information from textbooks. (op.Cit:82)
However, when confronted with the options of taking formal
courses to address these difficulties, students were reluctant.
Such courses would II infringe on precious timeU and the add Ltid.ona L
justification was that they " did not do well because natural
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science is a tough option because of the gap between school and
university and because of problems with scientific reasoning and
with the tentative nature of soLence , II (J'iya:83)
Implications for language and subjeot teachers
Most teachers in the DET were trained under Bantu Education, when
the vernacular was used until standard 6, they therefore, lack
proficiency in English and are ill-equipped to teach through the
medium of English.
English as a medium of instruct.ion for the majority of ESL
learners is practised by teachers w'hohave received little or no
training for teaching their SUbject to second language pupils.
For these teachers, English is often a second or third language
which further compounds the problem.
The Soweto English tlanguage Research project's expe:r:ienceis that
" Bantu Education has not provided teachers with the English
language skills necessary to teach in a second language .... and
as a result, teachers are feeling ill-equipped and uncertain
about what to do in classrooms .•.• other problems such as no
reading matter- even for the teachers in some cases, huge classes
(often over 60), low salarie$ and lack of teaching aids don't
make their task any lighter." (SELRP, 1982:10)
In a survey of teachers'opinions on language use, Bot (1993:3)
reports that in schools Which used an African language and
English, a substantial proportion of teachers (96%) was not
primarily fluent in English. In English-medium schools, this
applied to 37% of teachers.
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It is not suprising that these teachers do not feel confident in
Engli'"IH (McDonald, 1988) and switch to the vernacular in the
cLaaai.com. Since scielltific discourse itself, is not well-
established in the vernaculars (Case, 1968, 'llowse1977, Jardine
1986) this does not lead to a scientifically literate school-
leaving population. The English language, as a ,subject, is also
not taught well or for communicative purposes.
Despi te the odds, many DET students do achd.eve matriculation
exemption and gain admittance to tertiary education. However,
neither language proficiency nor scientific competence can be
assumed given. the school backgrounds of the learners.
Redressal of the problem in this case is more complex than for
French second language learners studying engineering in England
who basically need to be able to translate the concepts and
expand their vocabulary (I<otecha,Rutherford and Starfield, 1990) .
In our context, bridging has to be provided in science/
engineering subjects as well as in languagej academic skills.
This has implications for course design and methodology of an EAP
course because understanding of subject matter cannot be assumed.
At anyone time, our learners could be experiencing conceptual
or language problems or indeed both. (Kotecha, 1991:166)
What is often overlooked is that the types of learners referred
to (like our French Second language learners) have probably had
a good early undisrUpted grOUnding in education, which was
compulso):'Yand that their mother tongue has evolveC: to a fairly
sophisticated degree.
Leading theorists like Widdowson (1987) refer to " a universal
underlying structure to different areas of scientific discourse
which is neutral in respect of the different languages whd.ch are
used to realise it." (op.cit:27).
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Widdowson's assumption that " the student 'entering higher
education will have already been initiated into these concepts
and procedures as they are realised through his own language and
through non-verbal symbolisation. Thus he already knows a great
deal of how scientific communication is carried out through the
use of the partiCUlar linguistic system of English. The task of
the English teacher at this point, therefore, is to extend the
r-anqeof the student's communicative ability by making him aware
of an alternative way of expressing the knowledge of science he
already has" (op.cit:27) is not applicable for us.
This traditional ESP approach (a La Widdowson) assumes that
students have studied science and acquired the basic scientific
concepts in the.ir first language and require assistance in
expressing these appropriately in English. OUr learners, however
receive their science teaching in a second language from Standard
The theoretical brief from this dominant approach which advocates
that VI the English teacher's task is not to develop this
knowledge but to demonstrate how it is realised through the
medium of a different language" (Widdowson op.cit:28) cannot be
applied in South Africa.
Implications for EAP materials development.
DET learners have been disadvantaged educationally, more
specifically scientifically as well as linguistically. These
learners have to acquire the language of the subject, general
language/learning skills and the content of the subject
simultaneously.
Therefore the theoretical and meth0dologi~al approaches used in
overseas courses and materials cannot be used wholescale since
most of them take for granted the un i,versali ty of language
structure and a level of scientific competence.
Materials development has always occupied an important place in
ESP literature. In any teaching situation, materials "are an
embodiment of the aims, values and methods of the particular
teaching/learnin-J situation." (Hutchinson and Waters, 1987)
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Materials make up the interface between the syllabus and the
method: they enact the curriculum by means of smaller, focused,
meaningful activities. By engaging in activities, learners
participate in a process of discovery of the knowledge and skills
associated with a discipline.
Materials provide a framevlOrk for learning and teaching.
They are really the tools used by teachers to make explicit the
aims of a particular teaching situation.
Thus, materials writing helps to clarify and sharpen the teaching
process, especially where the writer and the teacher are the same
person which is often the case in ESP.
In ESP teaching, it can be argued that materials are perhaps more
critical since ESP is, by definition, a response to a specific
learning demand or gap: ESP skills are not addressed in formal,
established curricula and textbookS. The ESP teacher is highly
dependent upon the development of additional teaching materials,
since she is not teachin~ content matter per seD Thus, ESP has
had to occupy this gap and has carved out a specific niche in the
materials developlllentmarket. (Block, 1991)
Therefore, the notion of "informed intuition" of our own
circumstances will have an even great.erbearing on the materials
writing process in the South African context.
Sinclair (1978:99) discusses how "circumstances" and "informed
intuition" of these circumstances tend to influence materials
writing in ESP. The type of materials Which need to be developed
in South African learning contexts will have part:.icular
characteristics since they will be addressing a different type
of problem to the second language problems experienced by
stUdents in many other countries.
Developing tailor-made materials does have many advantages since
the writsr can pitch them at the level suitable for the
particular group of learners. Since in this kind of situation,
the writer/teacher has a very good idea of the range of ability
in the class, tailor-made materials have the added advantage of
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flexibility. So, if certain skills need to be further practised,
the materials writer is able to ac.d to or to extend the
Skill/topic.
However I Sheldon (1988:238) gives materials developers a salutary
warning when he remarks that, " it is a cruel paradox that for
students, teacher-generated material (which potentially has a
dynamic and maximal relevance to local needs) often has less
credibility than a pUblished textbook, no matter how inadequate
that may be".
Ac~ording to Hutchinson and Jaters (1987), good ESP materials
should contain interesting texts, enjoyable activities which
engage learners! thinking capacities, opportunities for learners
to use their existing knowledge and skills and content which both
learners and the teacher can cope with.
2.3 summary Issues from the Literature
What are the relevant pointers from the literature search for EAP
practitioners in south Africa?
In sumnlary, the literature search provides us with:- i) micro-
level pointers for content-based EAP courses in our tertiary
context and ii) offer macro-level categories for organising the
rest of this study I ie I the case study and the broader
investigation.
II Pointers for the design of content-based EAP courses in
south A.frica
The literature indicates that the following factors need to
be taken Lnt;o account for the course design and
implementation of content-based EAP courses in south
Africa:
a) an understanding of language and the learning
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difficulties posed by a particular discipline
b) a detailed needs anaLys i,s of the learners in
question
c) a need to integrate the language, learning and
content components of the discipline
d) an approach which combines the linguistic,
communicative, cognitive and academic requirements of
the discipline in question
e) the kinds of expertise which need to be harnessed in
the design and Jceachingof an EST course
f) materials which reflect the above considerations
2) Five broad categories emerging from the literature search
An analytical reading of the content of the literature
search offers the five broad categories of a) needs and
perceptions, b) course d~sign and ~proach, c) staffing/
expertise/ methodology I structure and consequently I d)
evaluation. These are helpful overall categories which will
be used as an organising frame or conceptual checklist
device for the presentation of the South African EAP
experience.
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A Needs and Perceptions
Whose needs should be identified?
Whose needs should be given priority?
How should the needs of all parties be accommodated?
B Course Design and Approach
What view of language and cognitive development shOUld
be adopted for ESL underprepared students at tertiary
level in South Africa?
How can a discipline-bas8d, content-based course be
developed? How can the appropriate skills be
id.entified?
What kind of materials are required?
Which methodology should be adopted?
C Staffing, Expertise and methodology .
What kind of staffing arrangements are necessary?
D structure
Where should.the course be "housed"?
Which kind of structural arrangements enhance the
status and credibility of the course?
E Evaluation
Are the course objectives being met?
Hot'lwill the effectiveness of the course be assessed?
How will student progress/performance be tested?
The macro-level cai'.egoriesfrom the literature search will be
tested against the experience of one partjcular course as well
as other EAP/ESP experience in South Africa.
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CHAPTER 3: A CASE STUDY OF THE WISPE LANGUAGE AND
COMMUNICATION COURSE
Introduction
Much has been written (craig 1989, Agar 1990, Hofmeyer and Spence
1989, l.fillar1989, scott 1990) on the nature and effects of
problems experienced by underprepared students in South African
universities but relatively little on how they may be remediated
in a structured and developmental way.
The following case study outlines ~..:.hedevelopment of an EAP
course in a chronological way, ie,
i from conducting a needs analysis to
ii conceptualising a course outline or syllabus
iii implementing and piloting it
iv evaluating it to aSsess its strengths and weaknesses at
tertiary level
This course has been in operation sil1c:e1987 and was developed
over three years by the researcher in collaboration with subject
specialists and merits dOCUlnentation since it departed from the
conventional practice of offering decontextualised language
/academic skills support.
3.:1 The Teaching and Learning contexts of ESL Underprepared
Engineeri~q Students at the University of the witwatersrand
(WITS)
The problem
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The failure rates in engineering for all students have been
unacceptably high at wits. "OnilT25% -ofall students, and 6% of
DET students registered in first year at Wits between 1980 and
1.986 graduated in the minimum period of 4 years," (Jawitz,
Kotecha et aI, 1990).In 1986, the faculty decided to explore
ways in which to improve the to" 'ention and pass rates of these
students.
Reasons for failure
The reasons for failure are wide-ranging: the Engineering
syllabus is heavily content-based and all s:tudents have to
grapr:-:le vTith new, often unrelated information, new concepts,
differing lecturing styles, major time constraints and a totally
different social envdz-onmerrt, Successf~ll adaptation to
university study requires a high level of initiative,
understanding and motivation and a rigid self-discipline to cope
with the volume and pace of the work. Anability to makethe best
use of resources Ls also advantageous.
Moreover, the. style of teaching within the faculty is such that
the onu~ is entirely on students to take full responsibility for
their learning in a system with large classes and limited
individual attention. High student-staff ratios I lecturer-
dominated instruction and the lack of personal contact with
faculty staff require a radical shift from the learning styles
in a school environment.
Besides the disadvantages with respect to formal education,
underprepared students also exper La.rce social and economic
disadvantage and do not have easy access to the amenities I
benefits and knowledge taken for granted by the more priveleged
students. These can act as restricting factors on their academic
development, especially in high-status disciplines like
engineering.
All these factors contribute to the high failure rates found in
engineering at, wits.
The Nature of Under-preparedneas and the F,xpe:rienceof Addressing
it at the University of the witwatersrand
The natnnre of underpreparedness in engineering was gauged by
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investigating:-
a) the enginee't'ing staff' perceptions of learners' difficulties
and;
b) the ASPI S experience of meet.ing the needs of unde.rpzeparred
learners and its study skills course.
In ascertaining faculty perceptions and experiences of the
academic problems faced by underprepared learners, the following
beoameclear :
,* "Lack of awareness of Engineering, lack of working
knowledge of contextualised language and lack of problem
solving skills" (Bruckmann, 1983: 35) were cited as the
three major problems that learners experience-.
* A fast movingcurriculum meant that underprepared learners
",Tere faced with a barrage of new scientific concepts
without having a firl'll grounding in the sciences from
school.
* The experience of the Science Faculty was cited. Their
"slow stream" redttced-load option indicated that stude.nts
do not necessarily makegood use of free unstructured study
time even though they are provided with ample time at their
disposal. The assumption that " they wouLd be,
sUfficiently motivated to use the additional tiltle, and
indeed knowhow to use it." proved to be unrealistic in
practice. (Bradley and stanton, 1986(534)
Discussions with ASPstuff indicated that
o
o
* since underprepared learners tend to work at a slower pace
and require extra time to engage in extensive bridging
activities, it was Lmpcr-carrti for learners to spend adequate
time-on-task (Agar, Hofmeyer and Moulder, 1991) for
virtually every subject or at least on high risk courses.
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* A concurrent form of support was deemed advisable as the
skills and groundrules appropriate to the discipline and
its cUrriculum are acquired in context; context-free
academi.::lsupport courses were proving inadequate, as
students were finding it difficult to transfer skills into
their own courses.
It was considered that the. concurrent model would also improve
the awareness on the part of mainstream staff. They would be
sensitised to the problem and so improve their own practices.
'rhis proCess would neccesitate a fair amount of contact and
exchange between support starf and mainstream staff to ensure
that the support provided was imme~iatelY relevant.
* A sound educational approach waS deemed necessary for
successful remediation to take place. (Gerrans, 1986)
cognitive development in learners is dependent not only on
what is taught but how it is taught.
Research has shown that sUdcessful learners are those who
systematicallY employ meta-cognitive strategies (Wenden and
Rubin, 1987). Meta-cognitive processes Lnvo lve thinking
about.thinking: ~IacDonald (1987) explains these as "control
activities which are important for the solution of tasks or
problems. "(op.Cit:5)
She elabo:rates upon what this means in practice by identifying
five key processes;
"1 Planning the steps to be used to do the task
2 Monitoring the effectiveness of the steps taken
3 Tes"t.ingone's strat'egy as one performs it
4 Revising the &trategy as the need arises
5 Evaluating the strategy for effectiveness" (op.cit:5).
In other words, a process of reflection and evaluation of task
1Jerfo~'manceare important sub pz'oceuses which take place in the
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The pre-dominance of rote-learning strategie.$ mean that these
vital meta-cognitive abilities remain undeveloped,
Therefore t support teaching for undezpr-epar'edlearners would have
to consciously address this.
* Since the ASP study skills course was specifically
designed for undez prepar'ed learners, it provided a good
starting point to gain insights into the remediation of
rote learning strategies.
fairly theoretical course
It proved to be a general f
Which showed learners the
processes behind key aspects of learning, eg reading, note
taking. Attendance at and observations from the course le.d
to the conclusion that the course offered a sound but
subject-free mata-cognitive approach to studying.
The course offered valuable insights into the kind of broad
learning sldlls which underprepared students need to acqu i.re, But
an analysis of how these skills relate to the demands of the
engineering cur-ri.culum was subsequently necessary.
Why an Adjunct EAP Course for Engineering students?: Background
In 1986, discussions took place between the Faculty of
Engineering and the Academic Support programme at the University
of the Witwatersrand to address the low retention rates of first
year underprepared stUdents.
It was felt that these students required support around their
language and learning needs as well as in their mainstream
content areas. A language specialist was appointed to
COI'lcept'llalise,develop and implement an EAP course. At the same
time the faculty was concerned about how best to address the need
for academic support in tho mainstream content areas.
Three main reasons were given for the development of an adjunct
(Brinton, 1989) EAP courSe were given:
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(Brinton, 1989) RAP Course were given:
J.. Second Language Speakers in SA need to develop academic!
language skills and need time in the undergraduate
curriculum to practise writing and reading in English
2. The nature of Engineering discourse requires a
particular form o.f communication which means that the
visual, mathematical, Oral and written forlUs all inter-
relate to convey meaning.
3 There is great frustration within the Engineering
profession which finds that graduates are unable to write
C''=' speak with the J evel of fluency and clarity that is
required. The undergraduate cur-rLcu Lum needs to address
this.
1J.1h€!prevailing form of academic support was to provide voluntary,
supplementary tutorials for students over and above their normal
heavy workload. The experience, in engineeriJ;1g and in other
faculties was indicating that:
a) despite t.he provision of academic support in the first
year I the normal length of degree structures was beyond the
capabilities of underprepared as well as the majority of
all students.
b) it was difficult tel compensate for twelve years of
educational disadvantage in one year of academic support.
Having assessed the problems auscc Labed with the prevailing forms
of academic support, the faculty of Engineering with the
assistance of the Academic support programme decided to establish
an alternative, extended five year curriculum called The Wits
Integrated study Programme fOl"Engineers (Wispe).
3.2 The structural Context for the EAP course: The Wits
Integrated study programme for Engineers; wispe
Course structure
An who l.i.strf,oapproach to academic support was Wispe' s
distinguishing featur~. This was arrived at by analysing the
Engineering curriculum in its entirety and determining the form
and nature of support required hy underprepared, second-language
learners from the DET school system.
The first three years of the engineering curriculum have been re-
structured by extending the degree from 4 to 5 years.
The subject courses in the first two years of the engineering
curriculum were spread. over three years. The remaining two years
stayed the same as in years 3 and 4 of the mainstream four year
degree. The changes amounted to fewer mainstream credit sUbjects
in the first three years of a five year extp· ded degree
programme.
The extra time gained was utilised for ~he three components of
the Wispe programme which Were:
a) a support component; the inclusion of formal academic
support courSeS for the content subjects,
b) a preparatory component; introductory courses designed
to pr-epar-e students for mainstream courses which were taken
in the following year of study and
0) an academic/la.nguage stills COllrse. (Figure 3)
students are invited to join on the basis of their April test
results. First year Wispe students retain ,twomainstream credit
courses and are enrolled for tbe three components of the wispe
Programme. In the second year of the programme, scuderrt.scomplete
the remaining firs't'-yearcourses, do preparatory courses for
second-year mainstream courses and continue with the
academic/language skills course. In the third y~ar of.Wispe,
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students do second year engine~~ring courses specific to their
chos en branch and receive addi.tIbns L assistance with them, while
continuing with the academic / lar',)guage skills course.
The programme was specifically' designed to integrate academic
support with the mainstream credit courses by offering a
concurrent model Of support. All these courses were non-credit-
bearing but compulsory. However, course codes were ascribed to
each course 1:;.0 give the courses and the whole programme a formal,
official semblance. The programmewas inclUded and publicised in
the faculty';:; official " Rules and Syllabuses" information
booklet as a recognised alternate curriculum structure.
Proportion of time spent in.Mainstream and on wispe
In effect, learners spend time in the mainstream environment as
well as within a highly structured and systematic support
programme. The total contact time per year for Wispe students was
appr oxLmat.ej.y the same as for scuderrt.s on a four year cuz'r-LcuLum,
This arrangement was also favoured since it was felt that it best
allowed the learners to become accustomed to the pace and
pressure intrinsic to engineering study at wits.
A considerable amount of time spent by the learners on specific
wispe courses in the first year. This time decreased in the
second year and :t'educed fUrther in the third year , with a
corresponding increase in the time spent on maLns+r-eam courses
(Figure 4 ). 'I'he term IIscaffoldinglt is used to describe the
provision of support structures in learning which are gradually
withdrawn. In wispe, learners are offered a SUbstantial scaffold
and the learning tools when they start; on entry to their third
year of the normal curriculum, they are expected to cope on their
own after 3 years with Wispe.
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Thusr a holistic, integrated curriculum which reduced the nnmbez
of credits taken over a per.iod of three years but at the same
time enabled them to adjust to the academic environment was
established.
Selection and enrolment
A "falter-first" approach to select.ion was used because students
find it difficult initially, to accept assistance. When they
eventuallY do, it is more often than not, too late. At the "open"
universities mere acceptance is perceived by them as an
affirmation of their ability. (Hofmeyerand Spence, 1989)
The selection process was based on the April Maths and Physics
test results which were subjected to a discriminant analysis,
designed to identify 11 a.t-risk" students who had a reasonable
oi.ance of passing by the end of the year. (Appendix 1)
Engineering students write their first subject tests in April.
These results provide the first indication of student performance
in a university environment so that although this is at an early
stage of students' academic career, the faculty believed that it
was one of the better predictors of success at the end of the
first academic year.
The programmecatered for 30 students: +ouqh Ly 60-70 letters were
sent to these "at-risk." students offering them a place on the
programme. All interested students were interviewed and completed
a biographical questionnaire. Priority was given to African
students and if space allowed, a few places were offered to
other, predominantly Indian, students.
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Whilst enrolment for Wispe was voluntary, once a place had been
accepted, attendance of all the courses and the tutorials was
compulsory.
1987 was the first year of the Wispe programme in which students
enrolled. After the first two years, approximately 60-70 students
were enrolled on the Wi-speprQgranune and therefore the EAP cou: {;'.e
in anyone year.
staffing arrangements
Mainstream staff and post-graduate students were app oached for
the teaching of the subject-specific courses. They identified the
typically difficult concepts and skills within the mainstream
c.ourses and used these as the core items for the development of
the Wispe coUrse outlines.
A lot of autonomy and flexibility was granted to the co-ordinator
and the individual tutors. This was advantageous from the point
of view +hat; it enabled experimentation to take place but
disadvantaCle:>US in that important decisions relating the choice
of content, skills and approach were to be left to the discretion
of the tutors at an individual level.
since the extended programme was the firs't one of its ki.nd, it
was important to keep good records on attendance figures, to
monitor student progress in the tutorials and to mon:.tor aspects
of overall course development and implementation.
For this purpose, each tutor was required to complete a tutor
record sheet (Appendix 2) designed to note
a) the topic/aim of each tutorial,
b) the method used, and
c) comment on how the session had transpired and
d) the absentees.
such recor'<tswere considered important au they would assist
towards an internal, formative. evaluation as we+l as a long-term
external evaluation of the courses and the programme as a whole.
The characteristics of Wispe can be summarised as follows:
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A faculty-based progra: Q
An integrated programme
An extended degree structure
Addressed retention and academic support beyond first year
Early identification of "at-risk" students
A steady group of learners(ie. they stayed on the programme
for three years)
Voluntary enrolment, co~pulsory attendance
Instruction ill problem-solving I academic/language skills
for communication
Mediation in and preparation for content: in mainstream
courses
structured course which could 1-f i.de learners with ampLe
The Wispe format of academic support strengthened the position
of tbe prospective EAP course from many points of view. It was
part. and parcel of a structured, programme which had an immedi.ate
network of engineering staff to consult and 1ilOrk\<7ithin a
collaborative vlay.
The course would therefore not be marlJinalised';it was to have
an official code and had the Sdme status as the other content
support courses. Its aims and objectives would be shared with
the other programme staff who in turn could reinforce its aims.
A three-year course meant that it was possible to devise a weJl-
practice in the varied and numerous academic, language and
communicative skills that they required.
3.3 Conceptualisation of the Course
In conceptualising the oour se, the kind of immediate and basic
issues which 1:~quired consideration Tll1ere:
What kind of a course was required to equip underprepared
studei"\tsto become efficient learners in engineering?
Who should teach it?
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HowShould it be taught?
What kind of content was desirable?
Howwould the skills and t.asks be sequenced?
What kind of materials were required?
There were several constraints which needed to be taken Lnco
account before the coUrse could take shape.
The Main constraints
At studell,- Level
students perceptions and attitudes towards a pr ospeot.Lve EAP
course varied a great deal. The mastery of content rnatcer i11the
engineering v:~g of paramount importance to them. '1lhese were
students whowere already struggling in their ma.i ns+r-eamsubjects
and therefors. a dis<.::repancywas found between thE::ir perceived and
actual needs in English.
FaC'\llty staff
MainstreClmengineering staff were unequivocal on the need for the
development of langt~ge and learning skills in under prepared
students. As subject specialists they felt that t.hey had no
training in how to identify or to teach the l·anguag.e/acartemd,o
demands of their courses. They were primarily appointed on the
basis of their qUalifications rather than on their .:tbility to
teach or lecture ~I.:.!ll. No educational training prior to the
appointment was required. They felt that a language :;pecialist
was more suited to the task.
The Language sp~~ialist
As is generally the case, the appointed person came :Erclman Arts
background in education I~ndJ.anguagetraining. It was evident to
her that a fusion of the two very different discilllines of
science and language would be necessary. However, difEiculties
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were posed in identifying sUbject specific staff who could work
closely with the language specialist and provide input in the
design of this hew course.
The students clearly needed to develop their language, academic
and communicative skills within the context of their discipline.
The question was how to address these given th~ reported
attitudes of the learners and the lack of expertise of the
specialist in science/engineering.
If resistance rather an acknowledgement of their needs was
likely, every effort would have t.obe made to devise a course
\'lhich would enlist their participation and ,co-operation. A
developmental rather than a remedial approach was favoured
despite the fact that the rudiments of the English language had
been covered 1..1•• satisfactorily at school level •
The Need,s Analysis
Discussions were held \'ii"t.:.hkey Wits engineering s'l:affto ide;ntify
possible content and skills for the course. simultaneously, an
international literature search was embarked upon to find oat
about the type of courses wh i.chhad been designee' vV'srseClv, The
information gleaned from the two sources was th~..m formally
translated into a courSe design.
,
!
As part of the needs aneLysLs , familiarity with 'engineering was
required to establish the kind of groundrl.lles.associ~'ltedwith
this discipline, to acquire a IIfeel" of these.
The method behind the needs analysis was to interview engineers
about their discipline, track (ie attend lectures and tutorials)
and to workshop the precise range of skills whf.ch would be
included in the course.
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The Target Situation Analysis: Defining Engineering as a
Discipline
A colleague in the EngineE"~ingfaculty provided this definition
of his discipline ~ " Engineel:ing requires a knowledge of the
mathematical and natural scLeuces which is gained by study,
experience and practice and applied with judgement to develop
ways to utilise, ect"'\nomicu]Ly , the materialS and forces of nature
for the benefit of mankind."
(Berrt.e.L, 1987)
As a discipline, engineering is grounded in the sciences. Both
scientists and engineers observe, understand and explain the
principles of nature but engineers go beyond this shared
perspective and use scientific knowledge to improve the world
around us by inventing new devices that can serve people.
Engineers apply the principles of science to construct dams,
bridges, chemical plants, electrical grids and to extract
minerals and metp',ls.
The academi,-, study of engineering involves the ability to solve
problems. The combined skills of producing workable solutions
Tllithin given constraints I drawing upon scientific theories, using
mathematical and design procedures are required from an engineer.
The study of engineering at university is demanding and
intensive. It requires a high degree of motivation, self
discipline, sophisticated problem solving sJdlls and a capacity
for independent learning. A fast moving curriculum coupled with
heavy workloads mean that learners need to employ eff icient study
skills in the context of a second language.
In 1987, no comprehensive EAPcurriculum in SAwhich had been
tried and tested in Engineering was available, therefore there
were no models to follow. A few short communications courses were
formally offered as part of mainstream curricula in engineering
departments but these did not include language/academic skills
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and were not geared for underprepared learners.
Having achieved a bette~::,sense of the sUbject and its groundrules
the next task was to define more closely the necessary academic,
cognitive, communicative and linguistic skiLls for studying
engineering successfully.
Findings of the Needs Analysis
In answer to the above question, the skills of graphical
7.iteracy, contextualised language and communication:written and
verbal (Kemp, 1983) were cited as crucial. The transfel'.' and
integration of irlformation between the verbal" wri tten, numerical
and diagrammatic modes of expression are prominent features of
engineering discourse and would require explicit teaching.
Essentially, the needs analysis highlighted the key organising
principles of the development of problem solving, academic/study
skills I contextualised language, and reading/writing a.n
science/engineering. Although initially, the problem was felt to
be predominantly a language one, the needs analysis suggested
that the a range of learning skills would also have to be
addressed and integrated into this course. Language skills
deve.lopment would have to be an aspect within the course but
would not provide the sole focus.
The course would have to adopt a task-based teaching approach
involving the use of authentic science/engineering sUbject
matter. Academic skills would have to be integrated with
engineering rhetoric.
The. higher order skills of analysis (selecting relevant.
information from a pool of information) and synthesis (comparing,
contrasting, arguing around this information) and +he
presentation of researched material could be expected t.owards the:
end of the course. The basic skills of listening t talking,
reading and writing in an academic context would need to bel
mastered and reinforced at the early stages. Mastery of these~
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basic skills when combined with increasing the level of
complexity of the tasks should lead to the mastery of the higher
order skills.
3.4 The Course Design
Out of the needs analysis process, some clarity had emerged and
a statement of intent had been articulated to alert all the
parties which had contributed to this process of clarification
of the stance taken.
The intervention was litodevelop cognitive skills i1':Engineering
using English as a medium to solve problems. Emphasis will be
Laced upon the discovery of processes in problem solving .
English and study skills will have an implicit role in so far as
students will be readJ.~l.gand comprehending problems and writing
up solutions. Language, communication and.academic skills will
be integrated but the overall emphasis will be on developing
appropriate cognitiVe skills for communicative compete~ce in the
academic study of engineering." (Kotecha, 198'7)
The course designer, at this point found a SUbject specialist who
was interested in team teaching the course. A workshop was
organised to brainstorm the specific skills required by stUdents.
The help of three ASP 'staff members and engineering staff was
enlisted to further refine the objectives. This produced a
comprehensive list of academic and language skills which staff
felt were important to develop in learners. Broad aims were
arrived at first, followed by the discrete skills. The
identified aims of the course, the approach and the Skills are
outlined below.
A: course Aims:
1 TO develop appropriate cogni~ive skills in Engineering
students using English as a mediUm of learning
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2 To emphasise the
problem solving
learning
and to
processes required
develop strategies
in
to
facilitate such learning processes.
3 To develop talking, listening, reading and writing
skills for the purposes of
a) Seekin(j, gathering and synthesing information.
b) Problem identification, dtlf::i.nH..ion and solution.
c) Writing and presenting re~;t)rtfi
d) Effective communication witb: engineers and non-
engineers
4 Tc develop a critical awareness of the use of language
h''( Engineering
5 To enabJe students to develop a self-confident,
encouraging active,
their own capabilities by
critical and independent
positive outlook of
approaches to learning.
B: Sources for contextualisation and Materials Development
1 The Language team tracked all Wispe courses to draw
from and build upon the conten.t and underlying
learning/teaching processes.
2 Other related sources such as "New ScientipJ~·f,
"Engineering Newsll, Escom pub Lf.cat.Lons., "Mining
Survey" and Transport/ElectrJ.fication-related journals
and other popular engineering journa~s were used.
3 Engineering sta.ff Were also to be approached for
ideas, data and case studies.
c: Skills
six major skills areas were identified:
i) Reading
Students should be able to:
preview, skim and scan
comprehend reading material, ie, prescibed textbooks
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elicit explicit/implicit meanings
for specific/general information
transfer and transform information
integratE';conoepbs
identify arguments and supporting points
decode scientific jargon
analyse and synthesise various readings
spot inferences and logical connections
evaluate readings
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ii) writing
Students shol'ld be able to:
develop appropriate writing styles (structure and
lexisJ
practtse clear, precise, logical writing
develQP report writing skills
take useful notes
develop research writing skills
iii) Communication
students Sh04ld be able to:
ask questions
be aware of re.lation between answer and question
listen actively
rephrase questions
give explanations
present structured talks
structure communication in orderly fashion
be aware of aUdience and intent
talk at appropriate levels
initiate and participate in group work
communicate by graphical means
iv) Language Development and contextualised Language
students should be able to:
use language appropriately
use the impersonal, precise and objective language of
science
USe scientific regi'1ters
identify and differentiate between words used in a
technical/scient\fic cQntext and everyday contexts
v) conceptual Skills for Engineering
students should be able to:
be aware of the learning process
formulate effective learning strategies
develop latera). but.logical thought
reflect upon, understand and evaluate one's own
learning·
encourage learners to OVercome affective blocks
identif~i',explore, understand and synthesise
explore links between life experiences and academic
theory
vi) Problem Solving
students should be able to:
understand and identify problems
analyse and intepret data
synthesise information
present viable solutions." (Kot.eoha, 1987)
The identified skills and the approach chosen then had to be
mabohad with suitable engineering content for teaching purposes.
Materials development
Several commercial textbooks were scrutinised but they tended to
include topics like "Measurement", "construction" and II Tools"
which could broaden learners knowledge, but it was felt might not
hold immediate appeal or interest for our learners. These
overseas textbooks tended to emphasise cognitive and language
skills somewhat repetit.ively and include many drill-like
activities rather than open-ended prC"~lems, so it was felt:that
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materials which were more appropriate for our particulal:lE~arners
were needed.
Therefore, the quest for appropriate tElxtbookswhich would work
in our context was abandoned at an early stage.
The course d.esign had included materials development as an
integral component of the team-teaching and contextuali$ation
venture. The pla.nwas to write our own materials -._$inglocal, ie
South African, engineering issues, concerns and topics as tile
content for the teaching and practising of the identified
language/academic skills.
Materials development was therefore seen as the important link
between the design alldthe implementation of the course and it
was felt that considerable time would need to be invested in this
area. iI
f,~
j;
r,
I;
r
)
!
The limited engineering knowledge of the course desi~lnerwould
undoubtedly restrict the complexity and kind of tasks t'1at could
be set despite the anticipated involvement of a subject
specialist. Therefore, popular non-technica~ but engaging
engineering texts would have to be used.
3.5 Intended Methodology and Role of the EAP staff
The adoption of the principles of CBl or contextualisation/
integration and team teaching appeared to be the only way to
meet the constraints. contextualisation would mean using
science/engineering material to teach in a'1integrated way the
identified skills.
J'
~"
I
I
I
I
!
I.
I;
1,
fTeam teaching would mean collaboratl.L.gwith a member from
mainstream staff who would be prepared to help the language
specialist to develop the course.
In reality, team teaching was the most pragmatic option available
for implementing an integrated approach.
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Thf~ ionale for the two prine:; ples was based 0\11 the following
points;
* The language specialist had a background in the Arts and the
Humanities and would find it difficult, at least initially, to
deliver content effectively from a discipline outside her
training.
* It t-J<iS known that students lacked competence .lrboth science
and in academic/ language skills and would. have difrleulty in
coming to terms with the latter problem. The presence oE both
specialists should enhance the face-val.idity of the course.
* The problem of lack of transfer of language/academ~ , skills
into engineering would be minimised by taking the cognitive
demands of the same discipline and using these as an organising
principle to devise an EAP course.
The subject; specialist would articulate the explicit and the
impl.icit demands of the discipline to the language specialist;
they wou.Ld jointly develop a relevant course.
,
I
!.'
* Team teaching would enable thl::subject specialist to develop
a sensitivity to and an awar'eneseof language issues as well as
to acquire the t;:-,ainingin how t.oteach them and vice-versa. The
language specialist wou.Ld integrate content matter of the
specific discipline with the academic/language skills.
Both specialists Would plan the sessions together I daveLop
materials and evaluate the course from their respective
perspectives.
* 'l'eamteaching wouLd i:mprovethe chances of well-chosen material
because the subject specialist would be able to decide on the
suitability of content and level.
J
* Greater ownership and sharing of the lan';iuageproblem would be
made possible. Traditionally, language support has been firmly
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located within academic support units or linguistics departments.
Disciplines tend to relegate language/academic skills work to an
outside "expert". Team teaching would enable the sUbject
specialist to play a pivotal role in contributing relevant.
knowledge. Thus both spectalists will gain additional expertise
in an important area of educational development.
The findings of the literature search and the needs analysis
helped to inform t~is rationale. Johns and Dudley-Evans (1980),
based on their now, very well known, enterprise on team.teaching
emphasise the impo:t'tanceof lithetriangular relationship" between
the student, the subject teacher and the language teacher. Their
j"ustification for a team-teaching approach is that when learners
fail, it "is rarely attributable to "knowledge of the language"
or "knowledge of the subjeot;" but that "these factors are
inextricably linked".
A resonance was found between their justification of this
approach and the course designers' reasons for opting the
team-teachil"''Jroute.
In addition, the two specialists would attempt to :
2
~
3
4
5
6
1 act as facilitators and create learning environments
which encourage active participation/ exploration of
given material.
adopt a discovery/guided discovery method dependi~; on
the nature of the subject material
promote an inquiring, questioning and deep-level
approach to a pre-determined bOdy of knowledge
adopt learne':'-centredmethods using peer groups
develop interactive teach.ing/learning strategies using
creative science/engineering material
undertake 1,2,3,4+5 in a team
collaborative teaching context
teaching
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Year 1 is devoted to the development of the basic academic
skills. The areas which are covered are reading Skills,
both general and in the sciences, the structures of
information in science, scientific register and vocabulary,
listening skills, notetaking skills, library skills, time
management, exam techniques and a unit on introduction to
writing skills.
3.6 mhe Division of Skills over the Three Years of the EAPCourse
,in Engineering
The three years of the cour-se enccmpasa all the afore-mentioned
skills. 'rhethree years are divided in the following way:
Year 2 has report writing and presentation as its overall
focus. The different sections of a rep~rtf its parts,
organisation and structure, interpreting data to use in a
report, t,he role of graphics, coherence and cohesion in
report writing, descriptive/ expository/discursive writing,
featUres of scientific writing ie, the passive and the use
of logical connectors, developing arguments logically,
using appropriate register and giving oral presentations
are covered.
Year 3 is based on project work. Various task-based
engineering problems which req1lire an analysis and
synthesis of given data are set.,The learners are expected
to generate realistic solutions to these problems.
It was decided to call the course the Wispe "Language and
communication" course.
The development of language skills wouLd not be addressed as a
separate component but would be integrated, monitored and
assessed in all three years. When particular language problems
surface they would be addressed in context.
The overall objective of the course was to equip learners with
the tools to express and present material clearly in writing and
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in speech.
3.7 Implementation of the course n~siqn
The course has nowbeen in existence for six years. The first two
years were team-taught and up t.'.ntil 1990 the LIC course was a
threlS. year course. Subsequent to 1990, the courss was
condensed into a. two year course.
How has the course fared in practice? What was actually
implemented .and.b.ow?.
An overview of tl ..S range of topics t.auqht; and how they interfaced
with skills development, materials development and task
formulatio1"' over an actual three year period is presented in a
condensed ..... .., in Table 1 below. The information was drawn from
the numerous files corrt.aining records of tutor Lrrcent; and
implementation of each teaching session.
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Tabl~l 1: An Overview of the Wispe Language/Communication COlAr.se
Illustrating the Interface of Topics, Skills, Materials and Tasks
employed in 1991
Year 1 WISPE LanguagelCommunication course
I' TOPIC
I, COMMON STUDY
PROBLEMS
PRINCIPLES OF
TIME
MANAGEMENT"
I SKILLS I MATERIALS
Identifying and
taking
responsibility
for one'S own
study problems
Using study
time more
effectively
ACT~VE--RE--AD-I-N"';'-'lUnderstanding
,the readingIprocess
PREVIEWING,
SKIMMING AND
SCANNING
:Heading.quickly
and efficiently
Using
typographic
lines and
layout of a
text
Identifying
main points
Personal
progress chart
Pe.rsona.lstudy
timetable
METHOD
small group
discussion
Whole group
discussion
Individual
work
Elicitation
and tutor
input
Timed reading
and
reflecting in
pairs
Individual
reading -
class
discussion
Tutor input
and
disdussion
Further
individual
practice at
previewing
Individual
\'lork
Individual
reading
STRUCTtmE OF
INFORMATXmr IN
ACADEMIC TEXTS
c_. ,
Using
information
strudtures to
determine
authors
intention and
line of
argument
OHP on "The
Reading
Process" and
"Active vs
Passive
Reading"
scientific
article on "The
Magnetic
Monopole
Scientific
article on
"Four
fundamental
Forces"
OHPs on "Levels
of information"
Chapter on
"Heat" from 1st
year Physics
textbc,ok.
Article on "The
nature of
reading in
Science: the
text and the
task" •
Worksheet
designed to
enable students
to access the
structure of
informati.on in
the article.
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Pair work
Whole group
discussion
TASKS
Formulat.e
objectives for
studying more
effectively
complete the
study
timetable
based On your
Own needs
Write down the
information
you managed to
glean from the
article. What
does this tell
you about the
content of the
article?
wrfte down the
main ideas in
each paragraph
Under timed
conditions,
write two
paragraphs on
"Why does
water in a
canteen stay
cooler if the
cloth jf~.il:et
surrounding
the canteen is
kept moist?"
Write down the
headings for
each paragraph
in the table
provided with
the article
TOPIC
SCIENTIFIC
TEXT TYPES
ASSESSMENT ON
ACADEMIC
READING
SKILLS
Developing
appropriate
reading
strategies for
different text
types
Evaluating and
testing std's
reading
abilities in
relation to
task
accomplishments
MATERIALS
Information
handout on the
7 main text
types in
science.
Student
worksheet
analysing
different text
types.
Exam paper
contained:
Article on
"Physics of the
Food Industry".
Selection of
four text types
frOm various
Sources and
questions based
on them.
Article on
"Airsh.iT')
Techno~ ..y".
CHARACTER'"
ISTICS OF
SCIENTIFIC
l'Yj':{XTtNG
Identifying and
using
scientific
register,
sequence
markers,
specialist
terminology,
meaning in
context .and
everyday vs
scientific
meanings of
words
METHOD TASKS
Tutor input
Pair t)ork
Tutor input
Individual
work
Timed (15
minutes)
reading of
text and
answering
questions
Written
answers in
time
conditions (1
hour)
Complete thE)
chart designed
to access
infoJ::'mation
pertaining ·to
each text type
Complete the
reading and
writing tasks
in the exam
paper
Handout
illustrating
characteristics
of scientif ie
writing,
including
exercises and
free writing
tasks
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Complete the
exercises and
writing tasks
in the handout
TOPIC SKILLS
NOTETAKING 1:
FROM LECTURES
Determining
relevant and
irrelevant
information in
lectures.
Listening for
sem\3.ntiC
markers.
Listening for
fact and
opinion.
IdentifyiIl.gthe
structure of a
lecture, main
points and
e>.;amples.
Developing
strategies for
cued and uncued
lectures.
Imposing one's
,:,wnstructure
of information.
Highlighting
and
abb;revi.ation
techniques.
Dp.v21oping
criter.ia foX'
useful notes
and methods.
MATERIALS
Students own
set of Physics
notes
Handout of 3
different sets
of notes
Notemaking
exercises and
tasks of
increasi.ng
difficulty
Two taped m:Lni-
lectures on
"Two theories
of light" and
"The four-
stroke engine"
Sall'plenotes
METHOD
Pair work
comparison
Small group
work
Individual
work
Individual
and pair work
TASKS
Determine
which is the
better set of
notes. Give
reasons.
write notes on
the two
lectures.
Compare with
your partner
and against
sample nocea ,
Identify the
features of
the best set
of notes.
NOTETAKING 2:
FROM TEXTS
II
USING THE
ENGINEERING
LIBRARY
selecting main
ideas.
synthesising
information
from different
sources.
Range of
materials on
fossil fuels
Tutor input
1'air work
Individual
work
Using
information
from your
notes, wri.te 3
paragraphs on
"Why it·is
important to
find
alte.rnative to
energy derived
from fossil
fuels. Discuss
some of the
alternatives."
Introducil.g
elementary
informati(m-
gathering and
research
methods
Using
microfiches and
catalogues to
find
information
I
·Handout; on the
referencing and
"lassification
system in the
Engineering
library
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Class
discussion
and oral
exercises
based on the
handout
Group
discussion
and
comparison of
answers
Use the
microfiohe and
consult
b...:lokshelvesto
answer 24
~uestions in
worksheets 1
and 2
TOPIC
I~RODUCTION
TO WRITI}lJG
SKILLS: TEAM
BASED PROBLEM
S01.NING TASK
(An 8 week
project)
SKILLS
Reading a range
of materials.
Notetaking,
informa.tion
gathering.
pefining the
scope and ta.sks
for:
a) whole team
b) individual
Concaptualising
and planning
the project.
Dividing up
time and
responsibilitie
s. Integrating
information
from different
sources.
Decision making
based on
consensus.
Writing drafts
and editing,
Making
recommendations
• Oral
communication.
Engineering
technical
dra.wing skills.
MATER!ALS
Handout
outlining
project
Folder of basic
readings on
Housing, power
supply, water
supply and
transport
Handout on oral.
presentations
Checklist on
the writing
process
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METHOD
Group wor'lt
(teams oj: 4)
ConSUltations
with tutor by
each team rep
Individual
and team
write-ups
Submit drafts
to tutor and
peers
Individual
writing
Oral
presentations
TASKS
Team task:
"Developing
the
infrastructure
around a new
housing
scheme" -
submit a group
report
IndiviC\\laisin
tea.r:n:
"RElsearch and
re(:ommend:
a) an
approprl.ate
tyf'~ of
hous Lnq for
the scheme
b) an
appropriate
transport
system
c) an
appropriate
water supply
system
d) an
appropriate
source of
power for
domestic
purposes
Each team to
present their
tindings to
whole class
and a panel of
invited guests
TOPIC SKILLS I,mTERIALS METHOD
Table 1: An Overview of the Wispe Language/Communication Course
Illustrating the Interface of Topios, Skills, Materials, Method.s and
Tasks employed in 1991
Year 2 WISPE Language/communication course~--------~----'-~~--=~--'------r----------------.--------~----.-'-~------------~
TASKS
write a
coherent text,
explaining
hazards due to
static
electricity and
how an oil
company can
reduce these
risks~·-·------------·~--------~--_'---------------r------------~~~---------4i
GRAPHICAL
COMMUNI-
CATION
PRACTISING
SCIENTIFIC
WRITING
Describing a
process
Writing for 3
different
audiences
Writing in the
passive
Comparing and
contrasting
Building an
argument using
logical
sequencing and
other
linguistic
devices
?qrposes and
uses of
g.L:aphicf;'l
Visualising and
transferring
information
Integrating
graphics into
writing
Cross-
referencing
skills
Determining
appropriate
graphic in
relation to
purpose
Handout and
workSheet on
"Rubber"
manufacture
3 articles on
"Glass
Manufacture"
Worksheets of
increasing
difficulty on
the topic of
"Minerals"
(close
exercises,
paragraph
writing and
extended
writing)
Handout on
Hydro-electric
and Pump
storage systems
Handout on
"Electrostatics
in the oil
Industry"
sample answer
Pair work
Individual
work
Pair work
Individual
work
Small group
work
Individual
work
Reflection
and
comparison
Small yroup
work
Individual
work
Tutor input
Small group
work
Individual
\':.dting
Pair work
complete graded
exer?.l.sr~:;,on
sch)'nt.i~':'0
wr:~ ::'in;J.
Apply these
prinCiples to a
written
description of
the Glass-
making process.
I Information
handout on
types of
graphiCS,
including
exercises,
task-based,
wr it'l:enand
graphical
assignlnents
Handout on
"Soda Ash
ManUfacture" :
mini project on
integration of
te:lCtand
graphics
Using
appropriate
register ari\i
the passive"
wr i:ce 2 short,
descriptions on
the process of
power
generation
employed by the
2 systems
Complete
graphic and
text
integration
exercises in
the handout
Develop a flow
chart on Soda
Ash making
process and use
it t.opresent a
talk tio 1st
year Science
students at the
University of
Botswana
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TOPIC SKILLS MATERIALS METHQD-----r---~--------
ENGINEERING
REEiORT
WRITING:
PARTS Or' A
REPORT
DEVELQPING
ORAL SI{.!LLS
AND COMMUNI-
CATION
Underf'tanding
basic structure
and conventions
of report
writing
Analysing and
improving a
poor report,
Writing
conclusions and
recommendations
based on given
data
Writing a
synopsis
Writing a
complete report
Reading and
integratiny
infol:mation
from different
sources
Marshalling
facts as,
support3.ng
ev i.dence
Interpretlng
data
Information
handout On the
structure of
reports
An envelope of
jumbled up
parts of a
report on. "A
faulty boiler"
Report on
"Gasoline and
Turbo Fuel"
An incomplete
report on "A
Rip Snorter
Saw";
1. Article on
engineering
curriculum
minus thE:!
synopsis
2. Industrial
safety article
Data and
inform£"tion
sheet On
Industrial
Safety
Sample outline
Checklist
criteria on
"Organisation
and
presentation of
reports"
Handout on
toxic emissions
in Eastern
Transvaal from
coal-fired
power stations.
Eskom data
sheets on
Nuclear Power
and Roeberg.
Weekly Mail
discursive
feature on
Nuclear Power.
Handout on
criteria for
the assr.,Sment
of oral
presentations.
Handout on use
of OHP'S.
Tutor input
Small group
work
Pair wnrk
Pair work
Individual
work
Pair work
Individual
work
Reflection
and
comparison
Tutor input
Small group
work
Small group
work
Individual
oral
p:t:esent-
ations
TASKS
Identify and
explain the
functions of
parts of a
report
Rearrange the
various parts
of the report
in a clear and
logical way;
Draw up an
outline for an
improved
version of the
report;
Write the
conclusions and
recommendations
section of the
report, using
same register
and tenses;
Write a
synopsis for
the report on
the explosion
at the factory;
Wr ite a .repor't
for the
managing
director, based
on your
findings of the
industrial
acci.dent which
occurred at
SAMED;
Write an
article for
"Engineering
News" on the
topic: "The
Nuclear power
controversy in
South Africa".
Present a short
talk Oil the
subject to the
whole class
,\\
TOPIC
INVESTIGATION
-SASED REPORT
WRITING
SKILLS
Researching a
topio
Determining
cause and
effect
Using logical
connection
Writing and
editing s}{ills
MAT"''''UAL
Artiole and
handout on
Kinross mining
disaster
!<lETHOD/
Class
discussion
Small group
work
Indi~ridual
report
Wl:'iting
Peer editing
TASKS
Write an
investigative
report on
altsrnatives to
polyurethane as
a tunnel lining
in mines, with
special
reference to
the Kinross
disaster
Reading,
selecting and
integrating
information
from various
sources
Notetaking
Interpreting
given data
Lateral and
logical
thinking
Problem solving
Making
recommenda'l:ions
based on
research and
evidence
Coherence and
cohesion in
====writi======t19 ==========::!::::====d
DATA-BASED
REPORT
WRITING
PROBLEM
SOLVING
REPORT ON
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
Interpr.eting,
analysing and
applying data
Handout on
generation of
e.Lactricity
including
output data
from aU SA
coal-fired
power stations
Map of South
African Power
Grid
Map of town of
Ixopo and data
on climatic
conditlons,
power costs and
other
typographical
information
Descriptions of
3 energy
retrieval
systems
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Tutor input
Pair wOl:k
Individual
work
Tutor input
Small group
worK
Individual
"'riting
write a report
for PROTEd
students on the
advantages and
disadvantages
of bt\ilding a
new coal-fired
station in SA.
Include a graph
on consumption
and future
requirements of
coal and a
gt:aphic
illustrating
the generating
capacity of
power stations
Analyse
information
relating to the
town of Ixopo
and different
type of energy
retrieval
systems and
recommend one
for uSe in
Ixopo
~able 1: An overview of the Wispe Language/Communication Course Illustrating the
Interface of Xopics, Skills, Materials, Methods and Tasks employed in 1991
~ear 3 WISP~ language/Communication course
TOPiC
ASPECTS OF
GOLD MINING:
A LITERATURE-
BASED REPORT
EVALUATION OF
THE GOLD
MINING
INDUSTRY
PROJECT 1
AN
EVALUATION OF
WATER
RESOURCES IN
SOUTH AFRICA
PART'rwO
A!'pLlCATION
OF WATER
RESOURCES
SKILLS
Reading skills
Notetaking
Using the library
Drawing information from
different sources
Establishing a conceptual
framework for the (ask and
report
Integrating graphics
Oral communication
Interpreting data
Making calculations and
recommendation
Persuasive writing
Conceptualising a macro-
problem;
Interpreting data and
diagrams;
Making calculatit .rs;
Reading maps;
Pcoblem solving
Notetaking
Making recommendations
based on research and
evid ...nee
Coherence and cohesion in
writing
MATERIAL
A folder consisting of
preliminary readings on
aspects ef gold mining
Data sheets on South African
gold mines; gold yields,
production and working costs
/ profits of the mines
regionally;
Article from Chamber of
Mines and The Star;
Sample draft report
Handout outlining project
specifications)
Maps and tables of water;
Availability and demand;
Description of hydrological
cycle;
Table of areal and seasonal
distributions of rainfall and
runoff in South Africa
Authentlc map of area in
which a ~.ommunity in Eastern
Cape is located
Handout en the writing,
drafting ami editing process
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IVLETHOD
Tutor input
Independent collection of
additional information
Interim small group work
Consultations with
subject specific staff
Individual work
Tutor input
Intensive small group
work
Individual consultations
with tutors
Individual work
Consult when necessary
TASKS
Write a report outlining
the present situation,
related problems and
possible changes on on of
the following topics:
1. Problems of
underground mining
2. Health and safety in
mines
3. Refining the ore: the
recovery process
4. Power supply
(electrical, alr.water)
\0 the mines
5. Re-processing of waste
dumps
6. Housing On the mines
7. Mechanisation of mines
Present your findings to
the whole group
You ate a consultant
engineer and you have
been requested to write a
report outlining the (;r'<lTia
you would use to
recommend the continued
working or closure of the
mines listed on the data
sheet
Write II report on aspects
of water availability,
demand and dlstribuiion in
South Africa for the
feneral (educated) public.
Consider S aspects: natural
Water precipitation, water
availability / consumption
by area and season and
collection and distribution
of water
Write a report
recommending the best
option for installing a
domestic water supply for
the Spioenkop community.
Consider the location,
height of the community
dwelling, the distance from
the source of water and the
storage/distribution of the
water from source of
dwelling
The materials development aspect of the EAP tutors' work,
unquestionably, constituted by far, the heaviest load from the
range of their other responsibilities and therefore merits a
de't.ailed description.
3.8 A Detailed LOOK at ,the Materials Develope~ Over the ~hree
Years
To illustrate the integrated-skillS, integrated~content and
graded nature of the course, selectiv3 tutorial plans, materials
and worksheets are described beLow, .some typical examples of
course content are exemplified to demonstrate the rationale and
thinking underlying the materials and therefore the teaching
session.
As 0, general rule, each unit includes a' direct ski.Ll.s
introduction/development stage as well as an application/
transfer stage. Task-based work is set in the latter stage: it
is at this stage that the extent to which the skills learnt are
integrated, internalised and applied in a different context is
assessed.
unit on reading from Year 1
Year 1 concentrates on the acquisition and practice of -the
fundamental academic skills which underpin studying at tertiary
level.
Worksheet 1 (Appendix 3) is a "lesson" plan which shows how a
session is organised from the tutors' point of view. It tackles
the skills required for effective reading. sci'ence/engineering
textbooks and discourse are very difficult to access; they are
characterised by dense, compacted layout and text. As a result,
learners very rarely read or consult them. one of the key reasons
why they find this so difficult is because they atrcempt;to read
every word in a passive manner which results i11frustration and
lack of understanding.
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The aim of the session is to demonstrate to learners the
difference between active and passive reading. An awareness of
reading with a purpose is the desired outcome of the session,
using an article entitled II The magnetic moncpo.Le" and a chapter
on "Heat VI from their Physics textbook.
The method used in this session makes conac.Lous use of meta-
cognitive questions like "Howdid you approach the reading of the
article ' The magnetic monopole '? ". Highlighting effective
reading strategies is not adequate so learners are also given the
opportunity to practi0e alternative methods by way of, in this
case, directed task-based reading.
Worksheet 2 (Appendix 4)
Apart from pre-viewing, skimming and scanning techniques I an
understanding of the information structures found in science
textbooks can improve reading strategies. In this session,
learners were introduced ·to the notion of an information
structure which underpins a scientific text. The way in which
information is organised in scientific texts is different to that
of the narrative texts of nan-scientific texts. The learners are
encouraged to explore and make explicit the information
structures in various scientific texts to help access the
underlying meanings.
Worksheet 3 (Appendix 5)
Attention is drawn here to the features of scientific writing and
scientific text types. Knowledgeof the different text types can
alert learners to the kind of reading strategies that are
required from them.
The identification of the text types and their characteristics
is presented and an example of each is included. These examples
were t as far as possible, taken from their mainstream textbooks.
In the handout they a.re presented in order of difficulty, so for
example, a classification text requires the reader to identify
the characterisitics of properties and the system used for their
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classification and categorisation.
At the other (more conceptually difficult) end of the text-types
continuum, a hypothesis text, required the conceptually-demanding
reading skills of identifying a hypothesis and evaluating its
validity based on the evidence.
Alongside exposing learners to the range of available scientific
text types, they are also introduced to the features of
scientific writing such ~s precision, the use of the passive, use
of compoundnouns and sequence/logical connectors. This is useful
exposure since mainstream lecturers expect learners to emulate
this method of writing; the next section of this unit focuses on
·this.
unit on a team-based written assignment (Appendix 6)
Teamwork is expected from learners in mainstream engineering as
well as in their eventual real-life work situation.
'rhe "Introduction to report writing" project attempts to pull
toget.her all the skills practised earlier in this first year.
Each student is required both as a member of a team and
individually to select and research an engin~ering aspect of
Communitydevelopment. Learners are provided with a file with a
description of and data pertaining to a. particular rural or peri-
urban community. video material, talks by engineers/ "development..
personnel and topical readings on housing, transport I water etc.
are provided as initial input.
The data on the community of Orange Farm and Cottondale is
genuine; each team is expected to solve the basic infrastru';::tural
problems that the communities face.
A lengthy process of research and negotiation for each ·...e uu is
required followed by an equally time-consuming drafting, editing
and writing process. To "transform writer-based prose into
reader--based prose" (Flowers 1981) is the final task for the
learners after an intensi.ve process of engagement with the
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This proj ect has now been set for three years and has been
extremely successful each time. since the assessment of their
work is done orally and in written form by i.nvited members of the
engineering facul1:Y and a video tape made of the presentations,
the motivation to do well is very high.
problem.
unit on Graphics (Appendix 7)
The use of graphics as a mediumof communication is regarded as
the scientist/engineer's shorthand. (Bradley et al, 1985) The >(
purposes to wh.i.chgraphics are put., the features of good graphic
devices and using the appropriate form of graphic are the
learning objectives in this unit.
Devising and using graphics is the intention in this unit.
Learners are expected to choose between har charts, histograms,
graphs, flm'lcharts, and pie charts and to integrate the graphic
within a wider piece of written communication. Typical ·tasks
which include interesting engineering content and require
transfer of information in graphical form are:
a) represent information on vehicle usage in SA in a
table
b) re-illustratf~ the line--graph comparLnq inflation in SA
and in ot.heir industrial countries in an aLtier-natre
graphic form
c) write a short paragraph on the pictogram comparing the
proportion of engineers and technicians in SA and
other countries
d) based on the pie~chart on the working costs of South
African gold mines, transfer the information to
written form
Following on from this I the worksheet presents data on the
utilisa'tion of coal and water in the generation of electricity
in South Africa. Learners have to analyse the amount of coal
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which was used in the decade of the eighties and give a projected
estimate for the nineties which has to presented graphically. In
addition, they have to calculate the number of water sources (ie
Vaal fl.am,spruit dam, Komati scheme etc) which supply the coal-
fired stations. The harder tasleof ranking them in order of size
of the water sources in a graphical form is the next task.
A final investigative report is based around the task of citing
the advantages and disadvantages of building a new coal-fired
power station in South Africa. The two graphics are to be
incorporated in this written report.
unit on a ressarch report (Appendix 8)
...... shows the kind of research-based projects which are set
in the third year. In the lead-up to the n Aspeccs of gold-
.mining" proj~ct, learners are given information regarding the
productiv~ output of gold and average yields of the mines.
In their roles as consulting engineers, they have to submit their
prcposals around possible closures of unproductive mines and the
criteria to be used in making this decision. The newspaper
cuttings highlighted areas where the consequences of closure
wou Ld be particularly hard felt i learners have t.o address all
such concerns in their totality.
Following on from this task, each learner can choose one aspect
of gold-mining which they would like to research extensively, for
example, power supply to the mines, problems of underground
mining etc.
For such research-based projects, learners have to do their own
primary information gathering: in earlier work, readings were
supplied; at this stage they consult staff on specifIc problems
they experience either in conceptualising the research problem
or th.:methodological aspects of the projects.
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The increasing level of cognitive difficulty illustrated across
the range of the material illustrates the progression
6 suitability for oral presentation
the students have to make from concext--embeddadtasks to context-
reduced tasks.
As can be seen frc;"\ the above descriptions I our materials vlriting
process involved 'the formulation and uae , in order of importance,
of the followIng criteria:
1 Tlelevance to mainstream syV.abusj engineering content
~hich was basic to or related "across" all engineering
branches
2 Integration of skills and spiral re-inforcement of
skills
3 Text-based (ie involves writing)
4 opportunity for graphical presentation of Lnfoz'matri.on
5 Inclusion of some planning j design component
7 LoW'or no ~vel of specialist understanding
8 Development of scientific argument: from descriptIve
to discursive writing.
3.9 Imp~ementation of the stated Methodology of the Course
Methodologically, there were two distinct phases in the
implementation of the course.
Phase 3. the experience of team teaching
In retrospect, it has been found that all the reasons for team...
teaching (pgs 63-64) were justified and borne out by our
experience.
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The first two years can be consLdened as a Phase 1. In this
period, both specialists planned, designedmaterials, taught and
evaluated the course. Anintense process of skills clarification,
gathering and honing of source material, writing of detailed
tutorial plans with clear t.ime allocations for each specialist
characterised the planning process bef,)re every teaching session.
In 1.986, team-teaching was felt to be the only and most viable
way of addressing the mu.l, ti -faceted needs of the learners and
implemetlting the aims of the oour se , It enabled the language
specialist to gain confidence to the extent that after twoyears,
it was possible for her to further develop and teach the course
on her own.
In the teaching session itself, the two specialists had to as
Nolasco (1981: 126) calls it, "operate in tandem." The subject
specialist was very clear that her input was really the vehicle
through which learning Skills were being acquired and practised;
her role being that of introducing the content and monitoring its
understanding.
The language specialist had to ensure that learnsrs had a clear
idea of the place t purpose and importance of the language/
academic skills to be practised. Thecontent was the maindriving
force in each session and it varied as to which specialist
occupied. the driving seat; the one certainty was that the
language specialist had to consciously steer the direction of the
session, emphasising !;;kills development, albeit, sometimesfrom
the back seat.
This wasn't always easy i the learners, as prospecti ve eno~.neersf
tended to find the content alWaysmore interesting and it was
natural for them to enquire further on content matters.In
practice, there was often a tension between content and skills
and in this tug and pull situation a fine nego~iation of roles
took place.
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Clarity on the purpose of each teaching situation helped to
inform the role that i rich specialist was to play although in
practice the weight and time apportionect to these roles were
frequen't:ly affected by the dynamics, interests and knowledge of
the learner group. With practice, both specialists ensured that
the reins were drawn in when academic E'-ldlls were sub~ugated in
favour of s'trong flows of content.
A great deal of tolerance and understanding had to be exercised
by both specialists; we found Nolasco's observation that" joint
ventures seem to depend crucially on the creation of a framework
in which the professionalism of both sides can contribute to each
other" (op.cit:126) to be highly relevant.
E1mphasis in the first two years was very much on ensuring that
team teaching took place smoothly. Once the language specialist
had gained sUfficient confidence and insight to teach on her own"
engineering staff were brought in on a more flexible basis.
The effectiveness of a team-teaching approach in developing the
course, in our case , was irrefutable. The team teaching was a
rich collaboration and served as a springboard for all future
developments; it certainly helped to establish the course on a
very sound footing.
The advantages of this approach were that the scudent; perception
of the relevance of language/academic skills was enhanced and
their needs were nlet in the context of their chosen discipline.
The involvement of a subject specialist enabled them to acquire
an understandin(:J of the underlying competence required in
engineering. Moreover, the language specialist was not plagued
by doubts of cr~,dibility and was relieved of the worries of
subject irrelevance, a near certai.nty had she chosen to teach the
course in a general, de-contextualised fashion, on her own.
As a direct spin ....off of this tel:tm-teaching expP":'ience, the
subj ect specialist was able to devise and establish a Mastel:s in
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science " Language in science course" within the Faculty of
science, which in turn is "educating" future science researchers
and educators in this fiald.
The success of the team-teaching depenc'ed ultimately on the
professional attitudes of the people concerned and the
compatibility of the personalities. In our case, we respected
each others input and were gu.ided entirely by the aims of the
course.
The disadvantages of team-teaching are that:
it is expensive. in terms of personnel, time and effort;
it frequently depends on personality factors;
it is dependent on the degree of receptivity and
willingness of both specialist.:;to worle together.
However, in our case f team teaching enabled a meaningful f
fruitful int.erface in curriculum deve l.opment;to take place.
Phase 2: collaboration of a more flexible nature
Phase 2 of the implementation of the course marked the phasing
out of the team teaching venture in its original form.
The language specialist had been 91initiated" and "educated II in
acquiring the ground-rules of the discipline and could select
engineering material and mould it for the purpose of teaching
language/ learning skills.
After two yeaz s of team-teaching I a wealth of experience had been
gained by her on how to t.sach successfully in an integrated
corrcnxtrua.Li sed i1ay. The Lanquaqe speodeLi.st; was now able to
recreate appropriate engineering contexts for academic/language
skills development fairly independently and competentlY.
A wide range of engineering staff from all branches were still
oonsu Ltied when new material was require:d, asked to give
introductory talkS on a chosen theme or to help assess oral
presentations/ written reports.
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'Energies, in Phase 2, were di.rected at materials, development and
streamlining the course. Collabor,';ltion with engineering staff
cont.Lnued but. occured 011 a more flexible bas.i.s.
The main difference was that the language specialist was now in
sale commandand control over choice of material, prioritisaticm
of skills and the timing of the topics to be cover-ed, The
legitimate constraints of team-teaching fell away and academic
skills development was guaranteed priority.
A new modUSoperandi had been arrived at: in fact teaching was
further strengthened in that the language specialist was now
experienced and could find ways to shift the emphaei.s from
content and skills to skills over content. (ie the perspectives
of the language specialist nowpredominated whereas before there
was a close negotiation over a shared perspective).
3.10 The Experience of Materials Development
Twomajor observations. were recorded in relcLtion to our materials
development experience: firstly, that the content should include
a combination of the familiar and the unfamiliar for the
students; and secondly, that the Leve L and difficulty of the
content should be carefully chosen, otherwise there is a danger
that the skills to be practised get Less time dnd become
secondary to the understanding of content.
Two sets of materials which best met the above two principles
are described below t.o illustrate the pz-Lno lp Lea in practice.
Worksheet 4 (Appendix 9) is designed t.o give learners the
opportunity to improve their writing skills by interpre·ting
information around the theme of electrosta.tics and i'ts hazards
in industry.
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The skills of interpreting information fre,m text and diagrams,
logical sequencing and the use of logical connectors were
selected by the team teachers to be the foci of this session.
:::.:;;::::
\\
At the time of selecting this content, it was known that the
learners had covered the theoretical aspects o,f Electrostatics
in their mainstream Physics lectures so it was considered timeous
to expand upon this topic. Learners could thus brin9 their wider
theoretical understanding to bear in this practical writing
assignment.
A promotional pamphlet published by BP provided the source
material which was then re-organised by the team teachers. The
re-organisation involved changing some of the language, making
the skills explicit for the learners, crafting the coucent; to
problematise the issue of electrostatics and designing the lay-
out with an introduction I task formulation and student worksheet.
By the end of this process, the original material had been
extensively re-worked whereby an information sheet had been
adapted to a learning-to-write tool,
The cognitive skills of selecting/linking key ideas with
supporting. examples as well as decoding diagrams had to be
employed by the lea.rners in making sense of disparate "bits" of
information. Having done so, the writing task required them to
present the information in a coherent, scientific style. Byusing
challenging, syllabus-related content, learners had the chance
not only to deepen their understanding of engineering subject
matter but also to develop key cogniti ve and conununicative
skills.
This material was designed for a team-teaching session. The
content and presentation of the material as well as the presence
of a subj ect specialist contributed to the high degree of
involvement and interest displayed by the learners. As a result
they approached the writing with a keeness to demonstrate both
their understanding Of the topic and mastery Of the language!
academic skills.
Worksheet 5 (Appendix 10) sets a pzob.Lemsolving task on the
questicm of which type of energy system wouLd be appropriate for
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the hypothetical town of Ixopo. The ideas and source material
were brainstormed and the worksheet prepared jointly with two
members of the electrical e11gineering branch. A wide variety of
articles and reference books from the engineering library were
used.
Learners were given readings on three energy systems: the Oceon
Thermal Energy cOIlversion system, the Solar Pond system and the
Helio'-Hydro-Gravity system. These readings "Tere fairly lengthy
and included information on the kind of criteria and conditions
which are required for their implementation. Learners were
expected to utilise the reading strategies which had been
practised earlier in the course. The dat.apertaining to the town
of Ixopo would have to be taken into account When the learners
inVestigated which system they would recommend.
Learners have to examine the assumptions behind some of the data:
for example the stipulated cost of salt is high and since cost
effectiveness is a very important criteria for engineers,
learners would haVe to take this financial consideration into
account. The data aSSumes increased significance once probing
of its application is undez t.akerr.The design and presentation of
'chismaterial encourages learners to take a critical, questioning
stance and defend their position.
As this was a fairly taxing task, a framework in the form of a
table, was pr.ovided for learners to make notes which would allow
them to compare and contrast and therefore synthesise complex
information.
This is a typical engineering task. This kind of problem solving
involves choosing a particular solution from a variety of
solutions, given the set of local conditions. Learners are
reques1:ed to just,ify this choice in writing and demonstrate why
the other options were unsuitable. The materials developed for
this experience show how powerfUl the process of materials
writin9 is: the data obviously plays a delimiting role hut at the
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The materials writers could appreciate Laurillard's (1984)
cautionary note when he remarks that" T.hedesign of problems is
important because the cognitive activity inherent in a particular
problem solving task determines the way the student will think
about the subject matter." For the materials writers, this task
encapsulates the entire philosophy of the course, that of
integrating a wi.de range of academic and language skills, using
increasingly complex material. In the hierarchy of problem
solving tasks, this task ranks fairly highly.
same time allows learners some option" as long as they can
provide a sound argument for their choice.
The specialist staff participated in this exercise with
tremendous enthusiasm; they enjoyed working vlith and shaping
conten·t from the perspective of a matel.~ialswriter f found it
instructive, and thought that the task provided good training for
students since "Engineering is all about making decisions"
Evaluation of our materials
A continual refinement and honing of materials occured.
Attendance of an overseas materials development course by one of
the practitioners highlighted a couple of gaps in our materials.
One of the course presenters, Dr. Mike scott (19!12),Well-known
for developing the Brazilian ESP project, pr-eaerrt.eda useful way
of viewing the relationship betw'een the way materials are
organised/used and the teaching process.
He stipulated that course materials tend to involve the
"practice" dimension of the teaChing process at the expense of
other equally important dimensions. He offered three other
equally important aspaot.sof the teaching process which materials
can support:
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learn about how to do some effective?
Messages strategies Practice Assessing
He explained that, several points are conveyed to learners in the
teaching process. Ideally, learners get messages (the ~'learning
about" dimension), are taught strategies ("hoW to" carry out a
certain task), get the opportunity to practice ("dO some II
activity) and get the chance to a.sf'\esswhat and how they have
done. Materials tend to assist/support the teaChing process but
tend to concentrate, on the "strategies" and "pr.actice" aspects.
Our materials were analysed to assess if a balance of these four
aspects were manifested. It was learnt by us that the strengths
of our materials wer~ that they provided students with excellent
opportuni ties for the practice of skills development and at
enabling students to develop their own learning strategies but
that -t.heywere less good at incorporating the underlying messages
behind the teaching /learning pz'oce.as and at explici tly
incorporating assessment devices which enable students to
explicitly articulate what was learnt.
In other words, the links between the message and the practice
are not always made clear in the matrezLaLs given to the stiuderrts
even though these links are made explicit in the actual teaching
session itself.
If Bruner's (1967:53) contention that "instruction is a
provisional state that has its object to make the learner
or problem-solver self-sufficient ...otherwise the result of
instruction is to create a form of mastery that is contigent upon
the perpetual presence of a teacher." r is to be taken seriously,
it is useful to bear in mind the four aspects offered by Scott
when writing materials.
By conao i.ousLy including the "messages" and "assessing" aspects
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The materials developed on the course are presently being fUrther
de'lcloped, incorporating the above-cited four aspects, for
publication. Swalesf(1980) concern that there are problems with
"showers" of single-paged handouts and that one of the "potential
values" of published materials is that "they have a clearly
discernible shape: a reginning, a middle and an end" has been
consciously addressed by us in the latest phase, this year, of
adapting our materials for publication purposes.
of teaching, in creative ways, within our materials writing, the
materials can be comprehensive and can playa. constructive role
in assisting students to become autonomous learners. Furthermore,
these materials can be used by a wider group of learners as the
materials would embody, very explicitly, the multiple aspects of
a teaching item.
3.11 Evaluation of the Language/Communication Course
The Lie course was one course within an integrated support
programme. The overall aim of the courSe was to assist under-
prepared students to pass their courses and to develop learners
who are critical and independent thinkers, effective in
processing, organising and communicating facts and ideas.
The effectiveness of the course in achieving this aim has been
tackled in three ways;
a) as part of programme evaluation
b} as part of a comparative analysis of retention rates
of Wispe students and other black students in the
faculty
c) as it is perceived by learners.
d) as it is perceived by the EAP tutors.
An introductory note to the evaluation
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When the programme was evaluated at the end of the first year,
it became evident that the motivational problems experienceCl by
the first group could partly be attributed to "the posit ~.onof
Wispe in the faculty and problems relating to recruitme..it,tt
(Mashishi, 1987)
When he interviewed the students in the first term, Mashishi
found that." students wanted to know how they had been se~ect;ecif -
particular~y wby etuaetxt» who they knew bad not performed
we~l ••....had not been invited into the programme." It emerged
that students had been harbouring deep suspicions on selection
method.s and did not; like the idea of black students being
identified for support.
Once they were on Wispe, and especially towards the end of the
year, a change in attitude was noticeable: " Tbe progra1l11llehas
he1..ped us. In fa.ct, it rescued us and I reel it is and wi~]_ in
fu'ture play an important role in deve~oping most people, who
because of poor education background cannot, cope with the
stalldard of education at Wits 8" (Mashishi I 1987)
Following the 1987 evaluation report, an information leaflet,
pUblicising Wispe in detail, an orientation process for
interested students as well as interviews with prospecti v«
students were introduced prior to selection time. Direct contact
with programme staff and increased availability of information
has made an enormous difference in the attitudes of students.
The more established Wispe has become, the greater the interest
displayed by prospective students. AS more and more students have
been through the programme, the image and popularity of Wispe has
been enhanced.
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'('hisintroductory note serves to explain the considerable change
in attitude of learners towards the Lie course and the Wispe
programme.
a) comments on the LIC course arising out of programme
evaluation
The course has not been evaluated separately but programme
evaluation has bsen performed three times - in 1987, 1989 and"
1991. Each time the course has been evaluated (by different
people) as part ..of the overall progl"amme.
In 1987, the relevant feedback for the L/C course from the
evaluator was that engineering content shoud be used at all
times, that 11 an explicit connecti should be made between the
knowledge, skills and attitudes taught in the course and the
demands of Engineering." 1 and that cognisance ahoul.d be baken of
the fact that this group of students perceived their major
problem to be lack of time and not Lnadequ :te skills. In
addition, these students associated the terms IILanguageIt and
"Communication" with the Arts and it was recommendedthat the
name of the course be changed to " Introduction to Engineering
communication." (Mashishi, 1987)
In 1989, the evaluator (Gilbert, 1989) commenced upon two
particular strengths of the course as being its practical
orientation which related to II (L) a better understanding of
lectures, lecturers, tutors and texts and (ii) more effective
vocalising and writing."
In 1991, the evaluator, (AgarI 1991) cited that one of the
effective elements of the Llc course was the project work
offered.
One of the ways to judge the effectiveness of the L/C course, is
arguably, to compare the pass/failure rates of Wispe and other
learner groups. Agar (1991) founa that Wispe students performed
better in terms of accumul.atied credits than any of the comparable
groups that he used in his study. He also found that the
retention rate for the 198';' Lrrcake was higher than any of the
comparable groups.
Although, no statistical significance can be drawn from the data
(given the small numbers and the fact that both the course and
the programmeare young) and therefore no judgements can be made
b) Retention rates of wispe students
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in terms of the long term success of Wispe students, this finding
is encouraging.
The fourth intake of Wispe students shows a significant
improvement in the first year (from 1987 ...1991) results. since
the type of Wispe student admitted to Wispe has been fairly
consistent in terms of their entry level performance, the
impro;rement is encouraging.
It is difficult if not impossible to measure the contribution 0:..
the Lie course in the overall improvement of the first year
results because of the nature of its con·tent and a recognition
of " an almost universal lack of acceptable instruments Ii
(Alde:cson and Waters, as cited in Hutchinson and Waters,
1987:145)
c) Learner evaluation of the course
II ESP is accountable. teaching" (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987:144) .
Accountability to learners is more sharply experienced by ESP
course designers than by mainstream lectu.rers because these
courses are often supplementary in nature and no.rmal.Ly have "non-
traditional", specified learning objectives as opposed to
content-specific objectives.
Therefore since its inception, the emphasis has been on learner
assessment of the course. To date, no formal evaluation has been
done of the course itself mainly because it was felt that the
course needed to go through at least two cycles (ie, years 1,2,3,
In our experience, a heightened sense of accountability ·to
learners was created because the first group of learners had
mixed feelings about the validity of such a course. Given the
wider constraints experienced by the course designer, a challenge
on the validity of the course placed additional pressures: not
only did the course have to be started from "scratch", but its
existence had to be justIfied to learners.
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to be taught twice).
Attention was focused on gauging learners' response to the
content and methodology to illuminate ways in which to improve
and refine/professionalise the course.
All three years of the Lie course have been evaluated in a
formative, qualitative way. Aquestionnaire was administered each
year to aSsess the course's usefulness as far as the learners
were concerned. (Appendix 11)
The process was a voluntary, anonymous one an<i the return has
never been less than 75%in anyone year.
It has been interestillg tu note that as tr.::: '":Qurse and the
programme have ,over the years become lllort:. ~.f3tablished and
recognised, that learners' involvement and attitudes have been
increasingly positive. The findings of these questionnaires ",.rill
be presented chronologically as there is u correlation between
increased interest in the course and the length of time it has
been in existence.
Class of '87
The format of the questionnaires over the yearf have not altered
radically. As the level and interests of each learner group
varied to some extent, this feedback was considered essential.
The at·t:itudes of the first group of learners were highly
ambivalent. A small vocal group had been negative about the
inclusion of such a course and asked if they could be exempted
from attending it, to spend time on the other "engineering"
subj ects. This display' ,d a clear paradox between their perceived
and actual needs: they were struggling to cope under pressure but
at this stage did not value instruction on the kind of strategies
that might help them.
Many of the questionnaire responses revealed a deep aeriae of
insecurity exper Lenced by this Wispe group whohad en selected
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insecurity e}:;periencedby t.his Wispegroup whohad been se.lected
for such support for the f:irs·t time, in thls highly competitive
facul ty. Theevaluation of ·theprogrammealso accessed this issue
of bruised e.gos arising from the method of selection and as a
result, motbrational problems persisted for ALL the courses on
the programnH~.
BY the end of the course, balf the learners (11) stated that the
courSe had been useful, "especially at the end of the course."
For these learners t.he course had helped themdevelop confidence,
taught them to think , problem-solve and the discussions had
helped their spoken English.
However, even at the end of the year, 4 learners out of this
group were v~ry negative and expressed their dissatisfaction at
the idea of teaching about. studying and the time spent on this.
As far as the content was concernedI the most representati ve
reservation of the whole Stroupwas that the course could have
been better structured for engineering purposes but that "it will
improve in the future." This was taken to meanthat the degree
of contextualisation was consi( Jred unsatisfactory.
Note-taking, problem-solving and reading skills were particularly
appreciated and there was a persistent and urgent note in this
early evaluation to include topics like report-writing and
proj ect workwhichwere to be addressed in the second year of the
course. This has continued to be the case in subsequent
evaluations and can be attributed to the learners' perception
that these are the~overt and principal meansby which engineering
students are assessed and that too muchtinle is devoted to the
unde.rlying skills, ie, the meta-cognitive aspects of learning.
II Many four year curriculum StUdl911'ts fail in t:heir projects
because they cannot:write goodreports which the faculty expects.
I'm afraid we might experience the same thing because we aia not
~tearn ~Jlything concerning report-writing and presentation." (in
Kotecha and Rutherford, 1989)
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'rhey were very positive about working in smaI l., groups and felt
that it was good preparation for Engil:l~e:r:in9because it belped
develop co-operation, s·elf",confidence and repo,'"t-back skills
since engineers work with many other people in their job; "Goud
preparation for Engineers because helps to learn how to
ao:mmuni.cate."
Methodologically, the rnajority view was that it made a "nice
obenqe" to be team-taught, found the differing styles
interesting i it trained them to IIlisten carei:ully" and "to learn
to accept different tutors". Although the responses were
generally positive, a few learners indica't.ed that one style
tended to be better thel.i1the other depending on the subj ect
matter and that it sometimes affected continuity and development
of thought; it was "dif:f.icult "to :tollow a tutor's ·thought
process. II The topics were sometimes "badly presented to give
value and meaning in the field of engineer_il1g."
AS the two specialists were still learning how to team-teach,
learners experience of this process was critical. Pacing of and
continuity of instruction in team-teaching surfaced as two key
issues: " Sometimes it was confusing because there was no pause,
ie, immediately after one tutor stopped talking, the other one
starts. It was as tllough we were listening to a tape or
t;;lalevision.II Clearly, lE.~arnersneeded more time to synthesise the
varied input that was provided and this was addressed by one
specialist taking the ma.Inor entire r'f'sposibility for a sec cLon
of the tutorial, wbilst the other adopted a monitoring fUnction,
rather than key concepts being introduced by both specialists.
une very percepti ve learn(~r remarked that II the tutors appeared
to be belping one enotibes:du.ring the lesson. But g.radually it
proved to be something wo.rthwllile as it im.proved the student-
tutor relationship." Clearly whilst the specialists were
adjusti.ng to each other's s:tyles and at the same time trying to
ensure that the content per-speot.L ve and the skills perspective
were being appreciated by learners, the learners themselves were
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bemused at timesl
This first year was an anxious and difficult one.
The novelty of the programme and its LIe course combined with the
low self-esteem experienced by the selected learners militated
against their adoption of an open-minded, positive attitude. One
learner summed up the pervasive attitude aptly when he admitted
that " we led ourselves away with negati'fte expeata'tions of -tbe
course and the wbole progxa.m.1Qe.II (in Kotecha and Rutherford I
1989)
These were students who had been high achievers in their schools,
to whom their identity as future engineers was very important,
who now found themselves battling to understand lectures and to
keep up with the pace of work at university. We have subsequently
found that improvement is more noticeable in learners who ar-e
more favourably disposed towards the course.
Classe.s of '88, 89, 90, 91 and 92.
From a teaching point of view, it was interesting whether these
subsequent groups found the course useful in general and the
which topics/skills were ranked as the most useful. Although,
there were always some reservatib11s expressed, on the whole the
responses were favourabl~. There has never been a similar learner
group to the '87 one which unequivocally was the least co-
operative, most unenthusiastic group. subsequent; groups have been
more constructive with their criticisms and displayed a genuin~
interest in helping to improve the course.
popular/Useful topics
The :four areas that learners had the most to say about were
popular /useful topics e the relevance/ contextuaJ.isation issue,
small 9rouP work and on the qUestion of confidence.
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Report writing ( project work and oral presentations were the most
npopular every year and learners consistently demandedmore time
to be devoted to them: "Wemust ,bave more lessons .i.n project
writing and oral presentations so that when we are doing our
final year it can be simple :for us to present a project."
The opportunity to practice their English language sldlls was
particularly appreciated: "The course is very helpful especially
to people whospeak .English as a second language. Moreespecially
because tbeir English is no longer developed whereas they are
expected to apply the language.•"
RG1$vanc:e/Conte:xt'Uali$ation
The reservations tended to centre arC'':.l(\dthe iSf=,~ueof relevance
and the degree of corrcex+uaf.Lsat.Lonlearners considered ideal.
When asked to submit ideas on the kind of topics/skills they
would like to see included, the representative feeling can be
summarised as "I can't piCk anythil'lg out tnii: .my suggestion is
that they should not interfere wit.b much o:f my working. _r will
like them as long as they teach me sometbi.ng that helps me in my
day-tou-day life." This was the over-riding concern: that no
matter howUseful some academic/language skills could be, they
have to dove-tail with mainstream concerns"
This sentiment conrLrms thl~ hypothesis that the course designer
held Whenconcept.ualising the course: that th\9 languagel academic
skills intervention has to be perceived as being immediately
relE\vant. The most useful topics cited above w'ere definitely
those which addressed these perceived needs, i~\, those which the
learners felt Were the :most,applicable to 'their engineering
on the issue of "contextualisation", again anal again, learners
pressu,rised us to select corrcerrefrom their particular branch of
enginE\ering. Each year there were learners whopt'essed for civil,
mechanical or mining content: I"phematerial shOUldbe found out
from the different branche!..~ because our interests are
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Small group Work
different. ". Persistent requests like " don't exclude mechanical
engineering tzopd.ce ;» and ~,assigllJllents involving Chemical and
Metallurgical processes as most Of the ones were more structural
and Electrical." were difficult to ignore but since there were
six br-anches in the faculty, this was an ilUpossible demand to
meet in every session. In the first thre,= years of the course,
content, where possible, was chosen with this criteria in mind
but as the course became more skills-driven, no apologies were
made on the chosen content. but rather an explanation offered of
the aims underlying the content.
Every year, small group work continued to be popular. Talking,
listening, reading and writing in groups not only engaged them
but also meant that they had to take re.sponsibility for their
thoughts and actions. "Working in small groups was rewarding and
interesting. One had to do everything with the utmost seriousness
in order to prove to his fellow group members that he was also
good."
It became clear that group work has, almost a "culture" of its
own, creating far more complex dynamics than the traditional
teacher-learner relationship. Learners were clearly using' each
other as "resources", as a sounding board for their ideas. "It
was interesting because you had to judge your reasoning, bot« do
you react to $omeone's views and how to be co-operative within
a group. This ,has helped me beceisse it has destroyed all the
tension .r had rv-.ben. I was with a group in mainstream."
Confidence
A recurring and strong theme in the responses when asked hot"they
had benefitted from the course was the gaining of self-
confidence. The overwhelming lack of confidence that these
learners experi.enced in their academic work was very striking:
although this had been recognised as a problem when the course
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At the. same time, feedhack frommainstream staff confirmed that
they found "an improvement in Wispe students during the year in
tziud: the.y develop confidence, lose their sense of inferiorit:y and
develop better communication skills in terms of ab.ilit;y to
interact with me." (in Kotecha and Rutherford, 1989)
was designed, the severity of it was ~~essed by the learners
every year i "to summarise everytbing, it is a useful course
because it brought meback .n:Iy confidence t:l1rough showing .me that:,
I can study engineering but the only problem at the beginning of
'the year was fear".
In a report that a visiting lecturer from the OCTScience
Foundation programmewhocameto observe the Lie tutorials wrote
that "the :first thillg that etzxuokme was the high attendance,
particularly at such a Lutzestage in year." (Garraway, 1989.) To
illustrate this quanti ti vely f it was found that a r.andomanalysis
of attendance figures for the 1991 Lie course revealed a 87%
ai:tendance ra·te. (Garraway's report, in full, can be found in
Appendix 12 and offers many interesting observations of the
course. )
The sources of information in this section were tutor record
sheets! tutor interviews and regular meetings of the EAPstaff.
These were all analysed and the commonthemes are presented.
d) Tutor pe,rceptions of the course
students I learnill\g strategies
Tutors reported that rote-learning strategi.es were difficult to
undo, that students were very caught up in the patterns they had
been taught at school, despite the sustained and conscious
attempts of the EAPtutors over a period of three years. Detailed
marking and feedback had to be given to the students, very often
on an individual basis, to develop their meta-cognitive
strategi(:~s. Appendix 13 lucidly illustrates the scrutiny with
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which their written was marked and used as a learning tool.
"Development" and "standards" issue
students did improve: their oral and writing skills in the second
year of the course were better but the final products, on the
whole, were still fairly pedestrian. Th.isconsistently led them
to question the relationship between developmental progress and
the issue of acceptable standards on the course. However, in the
absence of valid measurement criteria and instruments, this
concern was neVer resolved and criterion-referenced assessment
of indiVidual assignments was practicised.
Tutors, intuitively felt that the course did make a difference
but it was difficult to prove this as factors such as the
increased exposure to English in a university environment,
maturatiol1 and influence of the other Wispe and mainst.ream
courses UpOl1 the students must contribute to their overall
deVelopment. In objective terms, it was frustrating not being
able to assess how much the course had contiz-Lbucedto their
development.
students' attitudes townrds the course
At a psychological level, tutors felt that students were torn
between the stigmatisation label attached to such a course and
the knowledge that they do not have the required skills for the
study of engineering at university level. A basic inability to
come to terms with this inner dilemma had an effect on an overall
lack of ownership of their problems.
In addition, like all engineering students, 'they felt under
severe pressure from mainstream demands despi te an extended
curriculum, and did not view their language needs as the most
important.
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Lack of recognition and involvement from the facUlty
Tutors felt that the course was not given enough recognition by
the faculty. This, they suggested, could be re}ated to the fact
the course was developed as part of a support programme, or that
it was a language course and therefore a non-engineering course.
An accredited courSe for second-language students on the basis
of proficiency testing might have been held in higher regard by
mainstream staff and students.
Another problem that was cited was that in order to develop
challenging and relevant materials f the EAP tutors needed a
committed and organised back-up team. The tutors had to rely on
Lnput, on from busy mainstream staff on an informal, "grace and
favour" basis.
Tutors felt that a more established and formal access point
agree& by the faculty, the chosen mainstream staff and the EAP
tutors would have been a better tolOrkingmodel ~ An arrangement
whereby such staff could be freed by their heads of departments
on a once or twice-\veek.lybasis would have enabled them to draw
upon the knowledge, insights and suggestions of mainstream staff.
Assistance from the faculty in setting up such a forum rather
than leaving it to EAP staff to establish networks would have
made a real difference.
Tutor reliance
Tutors expected students to take the initiative but often,
regardless of the interactive nature of the tutorials 1 student.s
were very reliant upon the tutors to instruct or guide them on
the expcution of the tasks. The most striking and persistent
comments recorded by tutors in the tutor record sheets over the
years all related to students' lack of independence. A selected
few are presented below to convey this theme:
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IIC~ass always respondS betztsea:to an 'input;' session tituu:
to an 'open' session." (Wispe 1, L/e course: 22/8/89)
"Very receptive to tutor input, what they perceive as
teaching." (Wispe 1, L/e cour-se t 29/8/90)
"In this apparent~y straightforward exercise, I Was hoping
to develop the fol~owing skills:
~ Prob~em Solving - students were not guided as to how
to answer the questiono
2 Logica~ thinking - working out the process
3 Language skills - use of the passive and appropriate
Sl .llanticmarkers· to show sequence
4 Describing a process and using original language to do
so.
"My major concern is that the students seem to need a Lot:
of guidance to get;started." (Wispe 2, L/e course: 25/7/90)
"As usual, I was struck by the students' apparent inabi~ity
to interpret and answer the question by themselves. They
probab~y wou~d have had to, ~eft to themselves, or in exam
condi tions, but they seem to need tutor reassurance and
guidance." (Wispe 2, L/e course: 22/3/90)
First/second-language mix
The tutors felt that the inclusion of the few first-language
students on the course had been an unwise decision. The
first/second-language mix proved to present a number of problems.
The need to develop appropriate proficiency tests was deeply
felt.
For students who had severe language problems, tutors had to
devise specif'ic exercises for them. Tutors would have liked to
incorporate an ongoing research component on the precise nature
of the s·tudents' linguistic problems by doing systematic error
analysis of their written work and although ail their written
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work was photocopied for this purpose, time did not allow it.
The Wispe LIe course experience in i~s totality will be
summarised under the five categories defined earlier in the
literature search.
3.12 concluding Remarks on the Wispe La.nguage/communication
Course
A) Needs Analysis
Considerable effort was made to elicit students'views on all
aspects of the course in a systematic way. There was a constant
interpretation and ne.gotiati.onin practice between t.heskills and
cont.ent dictated by the target situation and the demands of the
students. The EAP practitioners often felt pulled between t.be
need to represent mainstream concerns and expectations and the
need to negotiate these and the course content priorities with
the learners ..
ultimately, however, the EAP practitioner had to act as the main
decision-maker betweel1these two parties and take responsibility
for the choices made. Authority had to be enforced sometimes in
subtle ways and at other times quite decisively and target
situation factors were used as evidence for the adopted approach.
It is the opinion of this researcher that had the students been
offered the course on a voluntary basis, the majority would not
have accepted. In o+hez words, they would not have taken the
responsibility for attending to their difficulties for two
reasons:- firstly, they have genuine problems with time
management and base their reasoning on the misguided optimism
that any extra ·timethey might have at their disposal is better
spent on content, irrespective of poor study habits and secondly,
that if they struggled on, somehow their difficulties would
lessen with time.
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All the tensions have not been alleviated but given the kind of
inherent constraints pertaining to an ESP/ CBr context 1 the
practi tioners attempted to deliver the best kind of learning
packaqe possible under the circumstances.
B) Course Design and Approach
An inordinate amount of time went into finding authentic
engineering source material CiS weLl, as into adapting it for
instructional purposes. In manyways, this process can be viewed
as a less-specialised recreation of engineering within an adjunct
language/academic skills cour-se, Apotential alternative to this
approach would have been the integration of explici t skills
teaching within mainstream curricula to be' undertaken by
mainstream staff who can consul t EAP practitioners but the
faculty had already chosen the former route.
creative and interesting curriculum development took place
especially around the integration of a variety of identified
skills, sequencing and establishing a hierarchy of these skills
and t:r:'anslating all these into pre.sentable materials.
As more experience was gained, the materials becamemore and more
refined. The development of writing skills proved to be the most
important skill as they require the synthesis of coqni ti ve,
academic and language aki.Ll.s, ie the making of meaning with a
purpose and for an audience.
C) staffing, Expertise ~nd Methodology
on t.his course, content and Lanquaus are Locked t.ogether in a
symbiotic relationship, based on the prenlise that language anc;.
academic skills acquisition provides the accesS to the meaning
of content.
Therefore, long-term educational development in addressing
language /academic s; Is, it would seem, is dependent upon the
nature of colloboration between SUbject and language specialists.
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since collaborative work of this kind is unconverrtLaL pr aot.Loe.,
rewards and incentives need to be considered by policy-making
structures at departmental level.
'.rhekind of academic environments and processes which facilitate
the active participation of learning, such as small Jroup work,
wri ting as a process etc .. , A.in which st;l.l.dentshave the chance
to synthesise mabarial 3.ndrelate it to their ownneeds se.amto
offer better opportunities for students to access, ownand create
meaning.
D) stru.cture
Non-accredited courseS are placed at a distinot disadvantage as
they carry a service label with them. students, therefore resist
them, do not take them seriously and view them as an optional
extra. Had the Wispe Lie course been a fu~ly recognised,
accredi ted course, it woul<1have improved the status of the
cour-se for the students and placed the responsibilty of
determining a standard for such a course by the faculty of
engineering and the EAP practitioners, as external examiners
would have been involvldd.
Non-accredi·ted courses are forced to occupy a disenabling space
in academe, especially under circumstances when
sciencel engineering students are under such pressure from the
content areas and would probably prefer language/academic skills
to be addressed by tbe mainstream staff.
By the very unfavourable structural position of such courses good
EAPpractice can be severely undermined.
E} Evalvation
The case study of the Wispe l,/e course demonst.rates that
developing academic, language and communication proficiency in
ES~, underprepared students at tertiary level is an intensely
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demanding experience for EAP staff. Undoing rote-learning habits
(in students.,tidby staff) and simultaneously equipping' student::;;
for acadel tchievement is a slow, developmental educat.Lona'l
process wL..Ldh.requires official recognition and collaboration
from mains'cream staff and structures.
curriculum development initiatives of this type are filling in
a crucial gap because our tertiary education sys.tem has not
adapted successfully to the realities of its :majority school
system. This work cannot he allowed to remain the sole
responsibility of EAP practitioners.
Since it is mainstream curricula that provides the basic
framework for the teaching/learning process, greater, formalised
articulation needs to be forged hetween mainstream staff and EAP
staff at all levels.
3.13 Conclusion
The comprehensive, integrated view of language/academic skills
of course development advocated by Richards and Rodgers (1986)
in the literature search 'vas trialled and tested within the Wispe
LIe course. This approach was regarded as laudable, challenging
and highly desirable by the practitioners but the case study
illustrates that the pre-re~uisite conditions for the long-term
consolidation of 51'ch an approach were not to be found in
engineering. (ie, access to mainstream staff, accreditation and
status)
An underlying theme Which emerges out of this caSe stUdy is the
issue of where +:-hiskind of EAP curricUlum development work
belongs f and who should teach it. From the comments of the
students, the EAP practitioners and some of the problems
experienced, the evidence seems to suggest that 'a paradigm shift
is necessary,
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b) or to encourage and equip mainstream staff to address
languagel academic skills issues in their teaching and
curricula. Very valuable and innovati ve work was
accomplished in the L/C course, but this knowledge and
experience remained on the outside of mainstream
curriculum deveLopmerrte to maxi.nd.sethis and to make
it sustainable on a longer-term basis, the EAP
practitioners would have appreciated invitations from
mainstream staff to work with them on a consultative
basis.
TWochoices are apparent:
a) either to makeEAP cour-ses fully accrenited,l:'ecognised
conrsea and to provide them with fUll support from
nlainstream staff and the administration in the form of
f·ormal access to mainstream curricula knowledge and
content
However, it is likely that the former option will continue to be
favoured by mainstream staff as well as SomeEAP practitioners;
if this is the case EAP practitioners and courses need to be
given a muchhigher status in ter·tiary institutions. Such courses
do have the advantage of providing the 'cime and focus for
students to develop their skillS, but these heed to be re-
inforced and glven greater prominencewithin mainstream curricula
and assessment procedures.
Themost ideal scenario would have been if faculty leadership had
formally attempted t.o access the Lie approach and initiated
policy and practical discussions on howto Lncor'por-atieit within
mainstream oourses.
A detailed account of one course has been presented. An
investigation was undertaken to find out howother oourses in the
country are placed in relation to the experience of the Wispe L/C
course.
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CHAPTER 4 A WIDER INVES,TIGATION OF EAP/ESP COURSES ON A NATIONAL
a) to investigate the type of EAPjESP courses which are
currently being offered at other tertiary institutions
in SA and to document the exb9nt to which they share
the predominant concerns raif:.,edin the literature
search and the caSe study.
Aims:
b) to assess any common threads which emerge out of the
SA and to identify the main factclrs which influence
their design and implementation.
At the end of the report of this investigation, these concerns
are grouped under the fiv~ categories identified in the
literatuLe search.
There were two distinct
stage ~ involved the
questionnaire and stage 2
on a national basis.
stages in the data collection process.
formulation and dissemination of a
invol vad interviewing EAP practitioners
4.1 stage 1~ The_D.esiqnl!Dissemination and Distribution of the
Ques'tion.nairc
Method
A wide survey was initiated to ascertain the range and number of
cou:r:ses being offereQ in south Africa by starting with the
networlt Of practitioners who meet annually at the ASP national
corrrez-ence and consulting the conference proceedings. These
practitioners were contacted individually as well a$ via their
department to assist in identifying c:..therEAP practitioners in
their respective institutions.
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since this researcher was particularly interested in science-
based EAPcourses, at institutions where no f~rmal EAPcourses
were being offered, Heads of Science Faculties at all the
universi ties and staff working in student counselling or ASp-t:rpe
units were contacted to ensure that no EAP-type initiative had
been excluded. All the 21 South African universities comprised
the original population.
Once a comprehensive list of coursea had been compiled, a
questionnaire Was devised to aCcess basic characteristics of
these courses I the types of students I numbers enrolled, the
compulsory/voluntary nature of the enrolment, the length of the
courses, staffing, selection procedures and whether the courses
were team-taught and student work ;examined. (Questionnair.e given
in Appendix 14) This data was classified in a comparative
framework for intepretation purposes.
AJ.th(.mgh, initially only South Afrit.1an univers,i.ties were the
target, this researcher was aware of courses being offered at
universities in Botswana, Zimbabweand Swaziland, as well as
university bridging programmesso they were also included in the
study"
Course out.Li.neswere specifically requested with the completed
questionnaires to get a fuller pictUre of the kind of
pedogogical intervention envisaged on the gr'o\lnd.
A content analysis of the course outlines was conducted to
determine whether certain topics/sldllS pre-dominate across the
range of coUrses. This was done by identifying and coding each
time an explicit, main topic/Skill was listed across th.e courses ,
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each associated topic or sub-topic was mentioned across the
course outlines was made to assesS their dominance. The
topics/skills were then ranked in order of their numerical
frequency.
Associated topics/skillS or SUb-topics were -then groUpE:ldunder
these main topics (Appendix 15): a count of the number of times,
Analysis
From the questionnaires sent out, responses were received from
1::' SA universities, 2 Southern African universities ( Zimbabwe
and Botswana) and 2 post-matric bridging programmes, a total of
15 institutions. A total of 23 questionnaires
were returned as some institutions offered more than one or two
A breakdown of the responses
courses.
11 ree~ponses from 4 historically-white universities in SA
(WITS, UCT, UND, UPMB )
6 responses from 5 historically-black universities in SA
(UNltroRTI1,UOW, uwe, UNIBO, VISTA)
2 responses from 1 non-residential university in SA
(UNISA)
2 responses from 2 Southern African universities
(ZIMBABWE, BOTSWANA)
2 responses from 2 university bridging institutions
(LEAF COLLEGE, KHANYA COLLEGE)
This was considered a fairly representative sample as it reflects
the uneven development of EAP/ESP projeots in the country which
are concentrated in historically"'white i11stitutions. No responses
were received from the Afrikaans-medium universities.
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Table 2 provides an overview of the findings of the
questionnaire.
Table 2: Characteristics of 23 EXPfESP Courses offered at Southern African Universities and Bridging Colleges
I Inst Course Audience> Length Voluntary! Credit Nos 1st/2nd Proficiency Content Integrated Staff Assessment Team
Students compulsory bearing Language tests nos teaching
VistaPE Science communication Science 6 moths Comp Yes 144 Both Yes Science Yes 7Ff Continuous No
BSc and BSc Ed assessment and
terminal exam
Vista Soweto Science communication All Science (\ mnths COIrrP Yes Allbt Both Yes Science Yes 2Ff Continuous No
year assessment and
terminal exam
Univof Pre-entry Science All Science stds on a 6 moths Comp No 360 Both Yes Science YeS SFf Continuous I Sometimes
I Botswana course: Language and one year bridging assessment and
I study skills I program terminal exam
Univ of the English special Arts 1 year Voluntary Yes 360 Both No Language and No 4FT 70%CA No
Western Cape literature based 1 FT 30%TE
Univ of Natal English language Ist yr 2nd language- 6 moths Voluntary Yes 180 2nd No Linguistics No SF! terminal exam No
Durban studies Arts, Commerce snd language based 4FT one 3 hour paper
Law only
Univ of Nata! Language and 2nd language Arts, 6 moths Voluntary Yes 150 Both No Humanities Yes 3Fr 28%CA :1'<0
Durban Communication A Commerce.Engineering,
I
based 4FT 72%TE
"Communication for Science, Social Science,
Academic Purposes" Architecture
Univ of Nata! Language and Commerce.Engineering, , 6 moths Voluntary Yes 150 Both No Humanities Yes 3Ff 28%CA No
Durban Communication B SCience, Social Science, ! based 4FT 72%TE
"Communication for Architecture
Business & - .Profescicnal Purposes' t-
Univ of Nata! Language, Learning, 2nd language Arts, Lyear Voluntary Yes INo limit: 2nd No Humanities No 4Ff Continuous No
PMB Logie I Commerce, Science, approx language based 3PT assessment and
Social Science 90 only terminal exam
Univ of Natal Languag~>Leanllng, Science Foundn 1 year Comp y",s 32 2nd Yes Science Yes SPT 30%CA Yes
PMB Logic - Science Programme - Science i l~guage I 70%TEFoundn Programme on • -~ _._-- ---'--~ .
o
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-Inst Audience Length Voluntary! Credit Nos
!
Proficiency Integrated Staff Assessment TeamCourse lIst/2nd Content
- students compulsory bearing language tests nos teaching
Univ of Nata! Communication Economics, 1 year Comp No 40 2nd Part of Economics, Yes 1FI' FormaiCA No
DBN Management language programme Comm Law,
only selection Accounting,
Bus studies
UnivofSA Practical English 2nd language I year Voluntary Yes 4,000 Both No Humanities Yes 13FT Continuous No
(UNISA) Humanities based 15 PI' assessment and
3 hourTE
I UNISA English for Science Chemistry 6 mnths Comp Yes 400 Both No Science Yes 6FI' Continuous No
students assessment and
2hourTE
Univofthe Language of Science Science 1 year Comp Yes 250 Both No Physics, Yes 2FI' Continuous Frequently
North Chemistry, assessment and
Biology TE
"".
Univ of Communication skills Science 6 mnths Comp No 1000 Both No Science Yes 10FT Continuous Frequently
Zimbabwe assessment
UnivofDbn- Division of Language Arts and Science 6wks Voluntary No 280 Both No Language No 4FI' Continuous No
Westville Usage based 1PI' assessment
I Umvof Special English All Ist year 1 year Comp Yes 500 Both No Humanities No 10 FI' Continuous NoBophath; zwana based assessment and
TE
Univ of the English as a Second 2nd language Arts 1year Voluntary Yes 220 2nd Yes Linguistics No 6FT 50%CA No
'Wl.uvatersrand Language language based 50%TE
- only .
Univ of the Language and 2nd language 3 year Voluntary No 60 Mainly No Science' Yes 1FI' CA Yes
Witwatersrand Communication Engineering on WISPE course enrolment 2nd Engineering 1PI' 1'5
programme onWISPE ~;:l specificprogramme-
I
compulsory
Icourse i
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Inst Course <\udience- Length Voluntary! Credit Nos 1st/2nd Proficiency Content Integrated Staff Assessment Team
students compulsory bearing language tests nos teaching
Univ of English for Academic 1st year Science 1 year Comp No 40 Both 2nd Science Yes 1Ff Continuous No
Cape Town Purpose- ;.1 Science language IN assessment
I studentsachieving<60%
enrol,-
!lnivof Commurdcetion Engineering - 1year Comp Yes 55 Both Yes Engineering, Yes 1PT CA No
Cape Town ASPECTS programme , Geo1"gy TE
. --
I No .,Kbanya College Learning skills All students 1year Comp 110 'loth Yes cience Yes 1 PT CA Yes
Leaf College Communication Commerce, Engineering 1 year Comp No 240 oth No Physics, Yes 1 FT CA No
Economics, 2PT
Engineering
Univof I Introduction to Medical, 6 mnths Comp Yes 201 Both No Medicine, Yes 1FT CA f'requently
CapeTown I Medicine & Physics Science Science TE
SUMMARY TABLE
Inst Course Audience- Length Voluntary! Credit I Nos 1st/2nd Proficiency Content Integrated Staff nos Assessment I Team I
students compulsory bearing language tests teaching
23 14 courses Wide range 6 moths: Credit Nos 6 courses cater 7 courses Majority of 17 courses 28FT Majority ofcourses I 6 team I
courses include the of students 9 compulsory bearing range for 2m! employ proficie courses use integrate content andPT use a comblnation of teach
term are catered courses 15 courses from language only ncy testing content to and skills staff continuous assessment
"Engiish" for. 4,000to varying and terminal exams
or 12of the 1year: voluntary 32 17 cater for degrees to
. "Language" courses are 12 8 courses . Ist and 2nd except the . !PT ~Almost all the courses
in titles of Science/ courses language pure language t H}useCA
courses Engineering based courses I '
based 3 years: (3)
1 course
I6 weeks:1 course
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Types of courses
Key Findings
The key findings are described below.
The tabulated data reveals that the courses offered are wide-
ranging and \ ary in terms of course design, the numbers of
students they cater for, their "home" department and their
staffing arrangements. This is not altogether a suprising finding
given that historically ESP courses are viewed as service-based
and their orientation tends to be shaped and influenced by a
particular institution's and ~tudents' view of the problem and
by their structural location, ie, their departmental home.
General versus specific audiences
When categorised ~ccording to the types of Learner-s that the
courses service, half the courses (13/23) cater for a specific
target audience like economies, science or engineering
exclusively (Table 3). only 3 courses have mixed audiences wh i.ch
means that the scope of the content and the sldlls (and language
to a very small extent) U~likely to span between the general and
the specific. 7 of the cour-ses offer general,de,contextualised,
academic skills. The spectrum, ill other words I ranges from
English for Academic Purposes to English for Specifio purposes.
Courses tend to fall predominantly f within these two broader
approaches.
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!rable 3: SO~HERN AFRICAN COURSES PLACED ALONG
EAP/ESP CONTINUUM
ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES FOR SPECI~XC PURPOSES
GENERAL GENE~ & SUME SPECIFIC SPECIFIC
special English
(UNIBO)
English as a Second
Language (Unlv of
Wits)
Practical English
(UNISA)
Language, Learning,
!~ogic.(Univ of Natal,
Dbn, PMS)
Division of Language
Usage course (UDW)
English Language
Studies (Univ of
Natal, Dbn)
English special (UWC)
Communication for
Academic purposes: A
(Univ of Natal Dbn,)
(for 2nd Arts, Commerce,
. Social science;
)l:ngineeringand
Architecture)
communication for
Business & Professional
Purposes: B
(commerce, Social
SCience, Science,
English & Architecture)
Learning skHls
(Khanya College)
science
communication Course
(VISTA PE)
Science
communication Course
(V~~ITA Soweto)
Language/Study
Skills: Pre-entry
science Course
(unlv of Botswana)
Language, Learning,
Logic: Sciance
Foundation Programme
(Univ of Natal Dbn,
l'MB)
comm\.mication,
ASPECTS (UCT)
Ls.nguage &
Commun.i.cation
(WISPE, Univ of
Wits)
Language or Science
(Univ of the No=th)
English for Science
students (UNISA)
(EAP in Science) UCT
conwunication Skills
(Univ Of ZimbabwE')
communication (Leaf
COllege)
Introduction to
Medic:i.ne& Physics
(OCT)
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When categorised according to their departmental home (Table 4),
the courses are divided between English departments, faculties
of Education, Linguistics departments and specific Faculties (ie
Science, Economics and Engineering).
Location of the courses
Prior to this categorisation exercise, the assumption was that
the general/specific thrust of the course would be determined by
its location within a departmental home. However, on
investigation this waS not neccessarily the case. Table 4 shows
that it is not as clear cut as one would presume. For example,
the communication skills courses at the university of Zimbabwe
are highly specialise.d cour-ses but are housed in the Linguistics
department. Similarly, the English for science students at unisa
caters for the very specific language needs of Chemistry students
but is housed in the English department.
Clearly Linguists, English educators and ASP/AD staff are being
called upon to provide services for second language speakers and
since that is where ·the expertise is located, their respective
departments tend to shoulder the responsibility for academic and
language skills development provision.
The type of courses these practitioners devi.se depends on:
i) the range of students 011 their courses I
ii) their theoretical understanding of the overall
problem,
iii) their own practical experience of the problem,
Lv) their own location and links with mai.nst.eam
departments.
The extent of the latter determines whether they can call upon
subject specialists to assist in the development of their course.
No doubt the home department of the course has some b(=aring on
the nature of the course but this does not appear, at this stage
of the study, to be a major factor.
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Table 4: .DEPAR'.rMEH!rALHOMES OF EAPIESP coURSES
AT SOUTHERN AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES AND BRIDGING COLLEGES
LINGUISTICS EPUCATION ENGLISH ASP FACULTY
English language
studies
(Uttiv 01' Natal
Dbn.)
Language and
CO';-,tnunicatiokl
(21 & B) (Univ of
Natal)
COIllmud.cation
Skills (EAP)
(Univ of
Zimbabwe)
English as a
Second Language
(univ of Wits)
Language of
Science
(Univ of the
North)
Special
English
(UNIBO)
Englieh
special
(OWC)
Language,
Learning,
Logic (Univ
of Natal
Dbn, PMB)
English for
Science
Studies
(UNISA)
Practical
English
(UNISA)
l.)ivisionof
r~anguage
Usage Course
(UDW)
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EAP in
Science
(UCT)
Science
Communica-
tion
(Vista PE)
Science
Communica-
tion Vista
Soweto)
Learning
Skills
(Khanya
College)
Science
communica-
tion
course
(VISTA)
Language!
Study
Skills:
Pre-Entry
Science
Course
(Univ. of
Botswana)
Language,
Learning,
Logic:
Science
Founda:tioh
Programme
(Univ of I
Natal Dbn,
PMB)
Communica-
tion
Course,
EconomiCS
& Manageme
nt (Univ
of ~Tatal
PhIl')
Int.t:oduc-
t.i..o1'l.to
Medj,cine &
Phydce
(UC'!')
commund.ea«
tion
ASPECTS
(UCT)
Language &
Communica-
tion
(WISPE-
WITS)
The cour-ses wei:e analysed to assess where they could be. placed
on the EAP, ie, general, versus ESPl. J ie specific, continuum.
In Table :3, the Faculty-based/requested cour-ses are placed in the
right hand side of the continuum whereas the Linguistics ones are
on the left r showing the ~.,ide spectrum of courses which fall
under the Southern African EAP/ESPumbrella. It would appear that
the trend is towards ESP or content-based courses.
All the course outlines were studied to see howthe academic and
language skills were organised in th' context of the EAPand ESP
continuum already identified. The following 3 course outlines
have been selected to illustrate the range along this continuum.
Table 5. (See next p'ge.)
Compulsory/voluntary nature of the courses
Most of the couzsas are fah ....y new and the practition.ers are
•• ... It •. • , I
still evolving and modifying their approach. The majority of the
courses do not restrict places to second language learners and
out of 23 courses a Significant number (12) operate within
science and engineering contexts.
TWoapproaches which do not fall within clearly defined courses
which need separate mention are the College of Science at the
University of the Witwatersrand (as no CQu:.:se is offered) and
Khanya College approaches. Th'Z::se projects incorporate
academic/language skills in a staff development approach, i.e
their policy is that subject specialists address these skills in
the mainstream content teaching.
The majority of the courses are compulsory as well as credit-
bearing and are taught over a one year period. The underlying
assumption is that an intensive 1 year course will equip the
learners with the appropriate academic and Lanquaqe sldlls.
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Table 5: Three Course OutlineG to Illustrate EAP and ESP content and Skillu
SPECIAL ENGLISH: University of
Bophuthatswana
offered to nil 1st year students
, SECTrON A: BASIC SKILLS
Understanding the reading process
Reading Interactively
Developing concepts
Improving and judging reading speed
Strategies for difficult vocabulary and terminology
Taking responsibility for monitoring one's own
progress
SECTION B: READING !lOR A PURPOSE
Identifying the main points and following writer's
argument
Notetakmg lind summary writing
Synthesising information
Evaluating what one reads
Reading critically
Interpreting graphic information
SECTION C: WRITING FOR ACADEMIC
PURPOSES
Writing as a process of intellectual development
Lecturer expectations of writing
Establishing one's purpose by analysing essay
questions
Gathering and organising ideas and information
Drafting and revising
Writing up one's argument
Expressing ideas accurately
Referring to sources
Editing one's draft
Using an academic style
Presenting a final, polished version of all essay
COMMUNICATION FOR ACADEMIC
PURPOSES (A)
offete j to second language Iearr ers in Arts,
Commerce, Social Science, Science Engineering
and Architecture students at the University of
Natal
Interpersonal Communication
Academic Essay Writing
Non-Verbal Communication
Varieties of Language
Comprehension and Interpretation
Reading and Listening
Intercultural Communication
Small Group Communication
COMMUNICATION FOR BUSlNESS AND
PROFESSIONAL PURPOSES (B)
offered to Commerce, Social .lcience, Science,
Engineering and Architecture students
Persuasion
Report Writing
Professional Correspondence
Communication in the orgmisation
Graphics
Public Spes '0
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COMMUNICATION .,KILLS course for 1st year
Science students
University of Zimbabwe
TERM!
The relevance of communication skills to academic
study and to scientific enquiry
How to get most from a lecture: information
structure; lecturers' techniques; how to listen
actively
Analysls and discussion in groups of notes taken at
a lecture
Improving note-making techniques: layout,
abbreviations, diagramn, study habits and time
budgeting. How to consolidate what has been
taught
How to handle.', lculties and ask the best
questions
How to get most fcom a textbook: introduction to
reading scientific texts
An introduction to the purpose of scientific writing
Whnt are the characteristics of scientific Writing:
conciseness and precision
Locating sources: skimming and scanning
Techniques for effective revision
How to tackle exam questions
TERM 2
Words that matter in science:
a) coping with technical terms
b) semi-technical terms, including
abstract nouns, important verbs and
problematic adjectives
0) logical connectives; problem areas
in vocabulary
Essay writing:
a) analysing a topic and finding
information
b) orgsnisation of the essay; references
and bibliography
Description,
a)' reading descriptions with
understanding; the place of
description in essays, lab and field
reports and exam questions
b) important vocabulary in description;
how (0 understand and write
descriptions of processes
Comparison and contrast: understanding,
organising, writing
Bxpfanatica:
a) reading explanations with
understanding; expression of result
and of cause and effect
b) establishing relationships
Theory, generalisatlon and prediction:
understanding and expression
Reading for meaning: an overview
Oral preseutations based vn material read
Revision and. exam techniques
(
i
I
I'
I
I
I
Size of learner groups
The most striking difference that emerges from the data is
·the size of the learner groups: the numbers enrolled vary from
l,OOO to 30 students. Unisa, as a distance learning institution
caters for the unusually high number' of 4, OOQ for a language
course. The size of learner groups is bound to have pedagogical
and methodological implications as well as obvious staffing
implications for the courses.
Proficiency testing
Language proficiency is not tested in the majority of COUrsesand
Where such tests are used, they are employed for selection for
the main academic support proj ect within which the language
course is one of many other courses for example, the Aspects or
the Science Foundation programmeat UCT. Very feWcourses (I;)) are
+aam taught with subject specialists. Most courses test learners
by combining continuous cssessml'1t with a terminal examination,
which is in keep Lnq \l1ith the 4.evelopmental ·thrust of such
courses.
Names of courses
It is interesting to note that on close reading of the names of
all the courses in relation to the syllabus obj ectives, even
thQugh most courses address primarily academic ANDlanguage
skills, many of them give greater prominence to the te .ems II
English" or "Language" within their titles.
This seems to reflect a paradigmatic and ongoing tension: when
jnterviewed most practitioners indicated that the initial impetus
for their courses was the perceived aclcnowledgementthat language
ANDacademic skills were the root causeS of the problem. However,
course content and practice show a greater emphasis on academic
skills indicating that the Understanding of students'problems is
much broader even though the course titles do not reflect this.
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On reflection, the name of the Pietermaritzburg course,
"Language, Learning and Login" appears to be the most apt and
accurate summation of the particular content of this course.
Na'IDeslike "Special English" and ~:Engl:tshfor science students"
and "Language of Science" tend to ancapsu.Lat.eand emphasise the
language aspect of their courses at. tr...e expense of the various
other components of their courses. It would appear that more
careful thought needs to )"Ieput j n the consideration of course
names to reflect the content balance more accurately .
The course content analysis
Figure 5: Main topiCS/SkillS identified in rank order from
a content analysis of courses
Academic Writing skills 73
Academic Reading skills 62
Language/Grammar 36
Communication 24
Oral skills 24
Examination technic:;,uesand preparation 17
Listening skills 16
Research A::::~.ignments 15
Report writ:LDI:! 14
Notetaking 10
organisation of study time 8
Graphics 7
Using the Library 3
Problem solving 3
Project Work 2
Using a dictionary as a resource 2
Site visits 2-
Media 2
Memory and recall Skills 2
Design Project 1
AssertiVeness training 1
Computer literacy 1
The overwhelming emphasis in the majority of the courses was on
the development of academic writing I followed closely by academic
reading (Fig.10) Although language and grammar skills followed
in third place, this distorts the overall findings as 3 out of
the 23 courses were exclusively and purely Linguistics-based
courses and all the topics listed were wholly languag~~-related
which affected the topic counts. Only three courses mention
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skills explicitly, and even then they form a minor component of
their courses. Thus, numerically, language and grammar skills
occupy an unrepresentative thi.'td place when analysed across all
the courses. Communication and oral skills 'tIlere represented
across the courses and thus can legitimately follow as the next
two largest categories.
It has been possible in this section to arrive at an overview and
a limited categorisation of the courses presently being offered.
4.2 S"ta.""e2: Interviewing the Practitioners
The purpose of the interviews was to arrive' at an in-depth
understanding of the experience of implementing each LndLv.Ldua.L
cour se , A comprehensive set of questions were formulated to cover
all aspects of the courses:- the objectives, .iesign, selection,
student attitudes, implementation problems and insights.
Practi tioners were asked about their perceptions of the strengths
and weaknes~es of their courses and to document the type of
problems experienced in the learning and implementation process.
Interviews with learnerl~ were attempted but proved difficult to
schedule.
A deeper level of interrogation of these issues was the aim of
stage 2 of the investigation.
Method
A total of seventeen interviews with practitioners were conducted
by telephone. (APpendix 16) A descript-:'on of the research
project was sent (Appendb: iT) to them and permission to
interview staff using the telephonic method was secured from
project heads six weeks prior to the interviews. A list of
questions was posted (Appendix 18) three weeks ahead to each
institution and a schedule of pre-arranged times for the
interviews was drawn up.
,
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Interviews lasting between 30-45 minutes were conducted. Ahighly
sensitive conference microphone was attached to the telephone and
to a tape recorder. The recorded interviews were then
transcribed: the questions were grouped under the three
categories of;
a) student characteristics,
b) course characteristics and
c) course evaluation issues
for the purposes of analysis and summary. out of these, five were
from within the sciences. At times, people were interviewed per
course or as a team on a particular progrcimme: for example, at
one institution (UCT) the interview was held with all staff
members as a team.
Analys~
Since the intention was to draw CO'IDnonthreads across these
courses, only the responses which could be broadly correlated,
ie I issues which could be intepreted across the data are
j,.,entioned below. The responses to the fifteen questions are
reported below under the five broad groupings identified by the
literature search rather than the three, initial categories used
for analysis, as the five categories have been used throughout
this study and are more refined.
a) The Nature Of The Students'Problems
All individual interviews are very intere:sting, rich in clet.ail
and depth, and read as mini "case-studies" in their ownright and
therefore a sample of 2 interviews are to be found in Appendices
19a and 19b.
1. Needs Analysis and Perceptions
12~
Interviewees gave lengthy and broad lists of
characteristics of students' problems. However, 'tlThen
analysed, it was possible to divide the problems into four
basic categories of background, learning styles, thinking
skills and language.
Background
The combination of disadvantaged backgrounds as well as
poor schooling was cited as the m?l~:\j fa<'tor Which
contributed to the learners' problems. ;:. nazrow or
cultural-specific vi.ai.cn thus predominates H1 students
which results in the lack of acceSs to world knowledge.
This makes it harder for such learners to access the
v aul.ture '::::apital"of the inst:i:tution; thoa socialisation of
knowledge that is usua~ly imparted in the Schooling process
is absent. This leaves learners in a pc..sition of cultural,
social and educational inequality which manifes.ts itself in
a "lack of knoW-lloW, lack of preperatiion for ullivezsity
stUdyli and on a more specific learning level, it manifests
itself in a Ulack of background k...l0wledge that 1.s usually
brougbt to a text."
(Pandor)
Learning styles
The use of school strategies at university was cit,ed
r~peatedly as a major problem. Heavy reliance on teachers
and rote learning methodologies have encouraged a
depe. .dency syndrome and a lack of rigour. Learners are
locked in tracks Which make them convention bound. As one
very experienced practitioner put it, the learning
"culture of black schools is essentially oralo They hardly
read at all. I've been to so .many black bigh schoo1.sr and
I don't think r ever go into a class in wbich they do
reading and writing, even if tIlere are libraries very
little use is made of them, teachers themselves don't read
or write much. Essentially, it's listening and speaking a
bit ...... (Murray)
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Thinking Skills
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Therefore, .learners have poor, inefficient reading and
writing skills and find it difficult to adopt flexible
reading strategies or to write coherently. .Understanding
and responding approp!·iat.~lyto tasks, organising ideas
into sensible/logical arguments and handling ideas at
different levels of generality in an academic context pose
pxoo Lems •
The i.nabilityto engage effectively at a conceptual level
is reported in such statements as "lack of clarity Of
thougbt/critical abiJ.ity, their thinking does not come
through." (Hill)
Language
practitioners cite the use of convuluted language,
inappropriate mode of expression and discourse and
colloquial rather than academic language. '1'hereasons
given were the lack of formal instruotion in the English
language throughout secondary education which results in
"fossilisedll competence, ie, the use of English does not
develop but stays static . Learners exposure to English
also tends to lean towards literary or stiffly formal
rather than communicative English.
It is believed that the majority of the problems are
essentially cognitive in nature. This dimension has
surfaced as the dominant one, whilst language is perceived
as a secondary one. The combination of lack of background
knowledge and poor school teaching gives rise to the
catalogue of problems cited above.
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One pnact.Lt.Lone'r based her analysis on "the wbal.enotion of
wbat constitutes the theory of comprehension. Our current
use of how people oompxetietuimeans tbat' it's your who1.e
experience of ~ife tiuat contributes towards wnetztseryou're
able to comprehend them, be it in your first or second
~an9Uage. If you're second language, you'Ve got the added
difI_cul ty of decoding and simply identi.t"ying wllat a word
means, the syntax etc ..
i
I
1
I
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I
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Nevertheless, a gre~t part of comprehension even in the
second ~anguage is background knowledge t'hat you bring to
tIle text and that's going to be ma,i(fe up of your knowledge
of the content and cultural knowleQge.The~ho~e culture of
the schools that they've been in does not prepare them for
university.1t (Murray)
No practitioner cited language as the main problem thi?t
learners experience. This is best expressed in the following
quote: nit goes beyond language and tzbat: it's a whole
. .understanding ·of'·what:univexed:ty eauca·t:ionis and what is
required. The approach is so different moving awayfrom the
rote learning model to a model of questioning, debating and
understandi.ng. Tllere doesn't besre to be an answer~ there
has to be an argument" (Thesen). Language problems are
clearly evident in le~rners work; their severity, howeVer
tends to be eclipsed When put against the broad range of
other problems.
r
I
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Le~Tnerattitudes
The majority (9) report(.adthat students are wa.ry, even
negative towards EAP/ESP courses but this changes quite
fast and they tend to be positiVG about the course towards
the end of it. students found that they gained confidence
and had developed the required skills
4 practitioners said that the attitude of the students Was
positive from the start. Interestingly, these comments corne
essentially from accredited, long established courses. They
either have evolved in a SUbject spe....lfic way from a
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est.ablished general couvse , Whenasked to account for the
very positive attitude , at one institution, the
interviewee said "it mi;:lht be tzhet: students on the
mainst.reamaren't forced to do 3L and students on the
foundation programmeare ge·tting the credit for it wb,ich
they are not get1;ing fol.~other things, maybe it;' s that
aspect whichmakes the students think it worth working at. "
(Inglis)
4 practitioners describe the attitude as ambivalent. They
say that students do find the courses useful but "still.
dislike the time spent on them, feeling it could be better
spent on direct; subject study. While stud~nts may see t.he
value of 1;he course and rate it high on teaching and
presentation, they resent having to spend time on. the
course. They reel. that there is a stigma attached to being
.. selectei:J't;o attend tne course." (Stephenson)'
Most people indicated that students who weren't worried
about their image and accept and respond to the new
challenges within the courses are those who allow their own
development to take place and therefore show the most
progress. A number of interviewees mentioned that rural
students recognised. their need for assistance and therefore
had a more positive approach.
2.: Course Design
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a) Aims of the courses
Practitioners st~ted the following as their ,xpressed aims:
theX have simply been listed since these verbal
formulations provide the reader with an overall impression
of the primary aims which drive the courses.
The main aims were:
task analyseS,
to tran. LeL skills,
to develop study and writing skills,
r.omake explicit academic ground rules,
tiodevelop effective communication Skills,
to move from rote learning to critical learning,
to promote efficient,flexible reading strategies,
developing techniques to meet academic tasks;
to use language effectively for the purpose of COlT ~ting
ideas and cOl1structing arguments,
to work co-operatively, to acquire an unders·tanding of the
1earning environment,
to develop appropriate communication skills,ie, to read and
write in English,
to develop proficiencj in conceptual demands in different.
discipl:i.nes,
developing responsibility as learners, developing meta-
11 ',' • <Olio ... )'. ', ... " 'I;.' • ". "Ii .I: - _' ~ .. . ' "'. .•• .•cognJ.tJ.on,transferrJ.ng sk.Lllsto other academlc work,
to read scientific English,
to integrate language in science content lessonsp
to develop communicatiun and study skills in Engineering,
developing appropriate language in science,
to teach the characteristics of scienti.fic language,
to develop academic tasks in 5ciences at tertiary level,
to improve organisation and precision in scientific
writing.
b) Proficiency and Selection Procedures
on the question of proficiency te'5ting, the responses were
dependent on where the tutors were departmentally located
and for whom the course had origi.nally been intended. This
appeared to influence the answe.rs in that their own
immediate experience informed their views: for example the
Linguistics departments felt that any second language
learner who wanted to improve their English, at whatever
level, should be allowed to do so.
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9 practitioners thought that proficiency tests are
necessary in selecting stiuderrcs for ':heircourses in order
to target learner groups. Supporters of this position felt
that given the vast range of ability, gro;uping all second
language learners without asse';singthe differing levels of
competence was problemat.ic.This leads to a situation where
the selection window becomes too wide. In addi'l::.ion,some
ESL stude-ntsdo not experience probJems; including them in
such courses only loaas to disaffection. Interestingly t
with the exception of one course, practitioners from the
:more established courses used proficiency tests more than
the less established ones.
S practitioners were not keen on testing or it wasn't an
issue for them because everyone had to join their courses
or voluntary enrolment was practised. This type of response
carne mainly from people involved in self-subscribing,
voluntary credit: courses. The reasons given for this
position were tbat anyone who feels they need it should be
allowed to join and b tat the skills offered were
SUfficiently broad to benefit learners at different levels.
A few people hadn't thought about the issue carefully
because their courses had been open to all ESL students.
A common criticism of testing is that learners feel
inferior and stigmatised. Although there are genuine
problems as far as perceptions and self-image are
.concennen.,"~ praglila:t'lbresponse 'was ":rf' our'black stUdents
want to improve their skills they've just got to handle
that problem themseLves, TheY've got to accept that;we are
not label1.ing tI;m as sacond class citizens, we'xe saying
that you haven't got; .thesame language skills as a student
Who bas been speaking English since be was born. II (Du
Plessis)
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c) First/se~ond Language Mix
The responses were related to the type of courses on offer.
A typical example would be the " Skills for 3tudying
Science" Ylrhichis intended as a general Lrrcxoduct.Lonto
science study at university. Here it has been found that
first language students oorrt.r-Lbutie..creatively to
discussion. However, only 2 practitioners out of seventeen
felt that the nlix works.
..~.".
Most courses had second language learners as their primary
audience, and the majority felt that a learner mix does not
work and presented difficulties. They rep,")rted that first
language speakers tend to dominate and monopolise the
interaction since they have better language skills. They
are easily bored and unmotivated. Although at.t.emptiswere
made to win' t::nese.stud.ents ~aroundand persuade' them that it
was their responsibil ty to share their skills and
knowledge. students remained unconvinced.
The majority argument against a mix is the tendency to be
nmissing your target all the tiime: '<:ou're ..trying to get to
the middle group with the xesul.c t:hat first language
learners are JlnJnotivated and second language speakers are
drowning" (DU Plessis).
d) Acaqemic I Language Skills Development,
I All the practitioners categoricallY stated ,,'.t their
courses addressed both academic and language skills. The
general feeling was that it was difficult to separate them.
The cognitive and academic needs were the most pressing
whereas language skills tend to be taught in an adjunct
manner. They are held together in a Vygotskian framework
which views language as a medium, with learners making
their way through the content via the language.
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It is felt that "once a studen.t can get llOl.d of t11enotions
of structure, argument, coherence, a feel. for tbis" the
l.anguage problem almost; disappears. II (Thesen) Vf~ry li,t:.tle
or no time is spent on direct or pure language work and the
view that, with intensive output of writing, language
deveLopmant; shifts and grows, is a predominant one.
The emphasis is on academic, higher level organisational,
information-processing skills; language work accompanies
this but not in isolation. Academic tasks are a vehicle for
language explo:r:atLn and development.
When translah d into an approach, it voentzree exound
current use.. 'J ;;J.nguageteaching that it should be task-
based, that the focus shoul.d not be on the language but;
achieving some task or goal so you coul.d be going in there
~ ·with a. totally linguistic approach, your goal could be 1;0
improve the students' language, but you still migbt take
that.route whilst working on a task". (Murray) The tasks
provide an authentic structure within which to practise the
language skills.
,,
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Examples were given of earlier unsuccessful experiences of
pureJ,y language-focused approaches wherein little
iIilproVAmentwas noted; little or no transference occured
and the problem of fossilised language meant that
significant advances were not made by learners. Where
specific language conventions are crucial to a discipline,
these are incorporated and emphasised within a broader
task. In some courses, close marking was viewed as a
consistent way of explicitly addressing language errors.
I
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tVaried intepretations of the term language were evident in
the interviews: reading and writing were used synonomously
with it as were conceptual skills. Language in other wor-ds
has been used very loosely amongst practitioners in this
field.
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3 staffing/Expertise/Methodology
a) Relationship with/impaot upon Mainstream Departments.
Most said that mainstream staff had a general, fairly
nebulous idea of the kind of skills covered in the EAP
courses without knowing the specifics. since reinforcement
of the Lanquaqa and academic skills in mainstream is
lacking ut present, communication and exchange was viewed
as desirable, if not essential. Onthe Whole there are weak
links between 'the "service" course and mainstream although
where departmer:.ts are more open m.i.ndedtowards the EAPtype
efforts, there is some reformulation 6f curricula to
include an assessment of explicit learning skills.
4 structure
• I ( .
a) status of the Courses
Practitioners from only 2 courses, both of long standing,
unequivocally, attested that they were gran·ted recognition
at their institutions.
1
I
8 said that their course status was improving and that
greater recognition was "'sing granted speciallY at
departmental level. This was either because departments
acknowledged the importance of the course and, in the case
of accreditated courses because they contribute to students
overall succes,s.
Onemeasure of recognition, it was felt, wa~ the allocation
of full-time posts and here progress is sLow, Part ....time
contract posts predominate, although applications for
longer term posts are being considered especially for
accredited courses. The status issue was also measured by
the placement of the cour-se in the timetable and here time
slots were often eroded by mainstream subj ects. once
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courses enjoy credit status, this often means that reports
g.r~ submitted to key structures like Boards of Faculty.
Also, once improvement in students becomes noticeable I II
People are recognising tbat tbe course is e:ffecti ve and
valuable , so it has WOll recognition but it takes a long
ti,me" (EAP staff, UCT)
7 said tba.t little or no :t'ecognition was granted. This
manifested itself in "add-on" to the main curriculum -type
arrangements which leads to de-motivation in learners.
sometimes it was manifested by assuming that mainsteam
staff can and should respond to student needs as part of
the mainstream. AS one practioner put it, the TN'orkis
"farmed ouii, dealt with primarily by temporary and contract
staff, ••There are little things like when,the schedUle of
WDXX is drawn up, the English for Science (ENS) students
~ours~.ge'ts forgotten, a~tnougb bel,-ween.Practical Engl'ish
and ENS contribute something like 65% of student numbers
and therefore a point for our salaries .... " (Van Zyl)
The key to greater status was fe 4 quite simply to be
accreditation.
5 EValuation
~
)
a) ,Severity of Language problelns
6 The '~st majority, (excluding 2) indicated that they had
a very small minority group of learners who had severe
language problems. A few tutors saw, these students
separately since they required remedial work but said that
the extent of progreS$ was minimal. For these learners the
backlog was too great to bring them up to the required
academic competience,
The courses which had no learners \.,ith severe problems
tended to be those Which required sound language skills on
entry to the, course, ie those with a rigorous selection
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process.
b) Error Analysis
8 Virtually no work has been done on error analysis
eLthoUgh all types of errors have been noted. For example,
omission of articles occurs frequently. Howevert
practioners stated that their main concerns focus on
conveying meaning clearly. "Al:tnougll there are problems
wi t1;1 graJnlD.ar,voaebul.ery and syntax, these do not have
serious effects on intelligibility. It is the higher level
skills which are more serious. It (Stephenson)
',. ;,
The common feeling is that "problems are to a large extent
developmental, reflecting the increased demands of tertiary
study. They include weakness in organisation, coherence and
cohesion, "imprecision~in expression, both Ln: lexical and
syntactic choice. Low-level errors of grammarand syntax
also occur, but rather little attention is given to them if
they do not interfere with communication as they are not
likely to impede the student's academic progress." (Love)
The difficulties appear more to do with beiIlg'able to put
a complex ideas in clear language, making the transition
from conversational to academic English and using precise
terms rather than broad sweeping statements.
,
1
In summarYt errors are interpreted as those which "range
from micro-level ~f sentences, fragmentary sentences - the
most; aommor: are at organisational level, they don't get
tbeir thoughts organised II (DuPlessis)
C) skills st.udents were able to develop
,
j
Greater confidence is mentioned by all. It is hard to
generalise because progr~ss is dependent on proficiency at
entry but it appears that the Lncervent.Lon is SUCCEssful at
13.;:1
I
I"
a developmental level. There is progress at surface level
processing, or as one person described it as "the more
mechanical skills, they pick up very fast identifying sign
posts, transitional cues etc- they are very bad at
identifying main ideas and extracting the gist of
something, sorting out the relevant from' the crucial and
that does: not improve dramatical1.y, t;hey need intensive
pxeatiioe» (Van zyl).
However, learners continue to encounter considerable
difficulties when it comes to deep level pr-ooeas Lnq "and
theY' struggle witb identifying the ini:elltioll or the writer,
what is the essential message tihat: the writer tv-ants to
convey. It; all comesback to this business of argument and
inference" (EAP staff, UCT)
oral communication develops faster than written competence,
although where intensive writing input is provided marked
progress is mentioned.
el) Successful Materials
The most. successful materials reported were undoubtedly
those which included topics Which the learnnrs could
identify with; "the more you eontzextiuel.Lee..in the South
African context the more interested they are" (Murray).
Exercises or use of textboo]{s which are closely related
with mainstream syllabi were also popular: "students
xeepond.well to it because they know that what they are
doing in the language course is relevant to w.hat they are
doing in the mainstream course" (Ralenala). Authentic,
grOUp-based, interactive and thematic materials are
reportedly met with enthUsiasm.
e) strengths and weaknesses of the COUrs.H~S
The reported strengths are that established courses are now
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in existence and help to sensitise mainstream academics to
the1 learr..ing processes/skills taken for granted in their
courses.
Learners I too I accept the courses I gain tremendous
confidence and learn to work co-operatively. Some,academics
are also willing to include EAP practitioners in a
curriculum development endeavour to include the type of
skills covered in such courses within mainsteam curricula.
Another major strength was that studer.twriting appears to
improve: "Wecertainly found 1/;hatin their writing theY've
Learnt:What was required in an academic context. kThenthey
did their first essay on their own and then re-submi tted
that there was a definite .improvement in "their marks.. I
also Looked at the marks of the next essay and tihe marks of
the exam essay and a Lexqe number bad maintai.'led an
-,UIl(jersta..fdingfJ:f what was reqai.red :" (EAPstaff, UCI:[I)
The major weaknessess are the uncertainty of
transferability, the lack of statistical evidence that,
these courses make a difference,the lack of research on the
specific nature of language problem for E2L learners and
the lack of an acaderoic base.
f) Achievement of aims
Most courses include formativr" eva.luation using open-ended
questionnaires. Detailed ongoing feedback is elicited from
learners who make statements like "it's been tremendous~y
useful" (Inglis), and" They've said positive things so !We
can assume that Ji'leare aChieving our aims" (Du Plessis). A
characteristic response from learners is to inform the
practitioners tha't tlt.hey couldn't have achieved SO well
without their bridging" (Flockelnan). Therefore, most
practitioners stated that they were reasonably content that
their courses were achieving their aims.
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Various longitudinal studies are being initiated to assess
the effectiveness of these courses and the trends point to
improved performance~ "We comparedour ~t;lIden:tson thei.r
credit course with the whole qlass and with other black
students :from DET schools and they have dou« amazingly
better, tpeir pass rates are sometimes 80%when other DET
students have 30% a.."1d sometimes its 70%and 50%but its
always muohbetter. It's a very sign.ifica:n.t difference and
of course you can't really say What it is that made the
difference, because theY'.re on a reduced load, and Wealso
like to think what we teach them helps, but; I'm sure part
os: it is just being in a small group, in study groups.,
building confidence etc" (Flockeman).
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Wi+hf.n science related courses, practitioners nate that
learners have becomebetter readers and "becomeaWt3rethat
English is something that can be useful to them as
scientists, whereas before they thougbt it was for arty,
bumanitarian people" (Van Zyl).
g) Main Problems encountered
Two 'types of responses emerged: in the case of non+
accredi ted courses - erratic attendance and timetabling
problems: "where there is any empty space in the afternoons
they will reserve that for the .languagecourse. " (Ra Lerra La)
Learners tend to treat assignments less seri.ously than
those set for credit courses - "producing mini.mal work
or copying from others." When mainstream demands are
heavy, attendance is seriously affec·ted" (Stephenson).
The lack of art,iculation in standards on the EAPcourses
and mainstream is explained as a real problem: - "the
mismatch between the standards set; in our COUrsesand those
set by mainstream subject lecturers who exercise a great
deal. 0,( to1.erance. Thus Communication Skills CourSe's
teaching is not; generally reinforced U (Stephenson).
The lack of communication with and reinforcement by
mai.nstream academics surfaced repeatedly "we are very
di.fferen't :from 'the rest of the uni.vel.aLty, we act ve_rl..lmuch
on our own and cUm' t: have the time or space to work in
great detail with mainsteam departments. The impact of our
work is limited by that lack of eeceee and any good that we
do is negatively aff.ected by the fact 'that academics are
not interacting with our teaching" (Pandor).
This leads to marginalisation of the intervention and more
importantly I a discrepancy between the expectations of
mainstream curricula which is very content-bound and those
of the academic/language skills courses which concentrates
on key learning processes.
4"3, ~ary of the Wider Investigation
South African learners, in addition to having to operate in a
second language are underprepared in a number of ways , Therefore,
the primary focus for practitioners tends to be on
academic/cognitive skills. Languag~ input is either a minor or
int~grated component within the courses. The generally preferred
approacbes are to address language skills as they arise in the
learning situation or to have an adjunct focus on language rather
than focus exc.Lus Lvely or mainly on language activities.
From the stated aims of the courses it is possible to surmise
that there is a place for general academic skills although the
trend is towards content-based EAP/ESP instruction. By general
is meant the skills which all groups of learner's require, those
of reading, writing, speaking and listening. It is the form that
these take, the vehicles which are used to teach these skills
that are in question.
The pressing issues are concerned with deVeloping better
researched and refined instruments for selecting students, fairer
timetabling of the courses, raising the status of the cou.rsesby
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accrediting them as Well as the crucial issue of raising
mainstream staff awareness of their content and approach.
There is a very real need for mutua), interaction betvleen the
departments/units who offer the courses and the mainstream
departments they 'serve". Many practitioners felt that formal
structures which enable ongoing communication on all aspects of
their courses (teaching, administration, student performance) are
necessary to provide a better service as well as to signal the
importance of tnese courses to stUdents.
Course practitioners should not be placed in a situation wherein
1:,11eyhave to justify the raison d'etre of their courses; the
overall message that learners should be receiving from mainstream
and the course p:r::actionersis that lnastery of the stipulated
skills is important.
Altogether more dynamic and reciprocal arrangemements to take
ownership of the problems are felt to be necessary. The all too
frequent attitude of mainstream staff to the problems, ie, "Many
people are just too relieved 110tto have to deal with it and
leave Lt: to the people who are perceived as glorified school
teachers" (Van zyl) is clearly a major obstacle on many of the
fronts described above. If the desirable and very necessary
transfer of the skills taught in these courses is to occur, the
co-operation of mainstream staff is vital.
Practitioners envisage a growing demand for more of such coursesi
that such courses 111illbe called upon to serve larger numbers of
students in the future. Ad-hoc responses to the issues of
selection, status, course content and delivery tend to domi.nate
the EAP field. Joint responsibility for addressing this problem
by departmental staff and EAP staff is an important concern.
creating a professional image of these courses is at the heart
many of the problems mentioned already.
It would appear that most courses fall. into the "student
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However, in the broader ASPIAD community t practitioners are
strongly arguing that it is becoming necessary t~ address the
development of these skills by training tp...ir mainstream staff
SO that they can incorporate them in their day to day teaching
(Mehl 1992, Walker 1992). This model has come to be known as the
staff development and /01' curriculum development model and
clearly is a long-term process requiring change at the
institutional, policy, curriculum, 'training and assessment
levels.
development model". This model, as the term implies; has as a
disadvantage, its underpinning notion that students lack certain
skills and need to acquire these by way of compensatory
education. The advantage of ~ student development~based courses
is that they can be of an empowering nature, in that, they
provide students the time, opportunity to focus on their
difficulties, ie, they offer a pathway to academic achievement.
A combined approach incorporating realistic time options for
stUdent development and staff development within flexible
curricula structures is desirable, in the interim, until
substantial mainstream curriculum development work becomes
established in institutions. This is a sensitive, even political,
issue for universit.ies as it tends to be (and not always
appropriately) associated with the issue of "standards" and the
image of universities.
Ir;.creasingly,the combination of student development, staff
development and curriculum development is being advocated. In
practice, all three need to to be placed on a continuum of
educational development work at our universities. A :moreorganic
relationship between mainstream curricula, staff and learner
competencies needs to be effected.
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It has been possible to describe key characteristics of the kind
of courses in existence and the type of concerns facing course
practitioners: these insights are incorporated in ~
next section which draws upon all the evidence from the
literature searoh, the ease study and the '\viderinvestigat,ion to
identify key factors for the suocessful development of content-
based oourses.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUDING CHAPTER ON THE FACTORS INFLUENCING THE
DESIGN AND lMPLEMENTATION OF CONTENT-BASED COURS~S IN THE SOUTH
AFRICAN CONTEXT
The Lrrt.errt.Lon behd.ndidentifying factors which influence content-
baaed courses for ESL underprepared students in the South African
tf;rtiary contiext;is to inform other EAP practitioners of the kind
of content-based course developed at one particular institution
and the extent of corroboration of this experience by other
practitioners nationally.
1 Using target situation analysis as a principal data
source for a wider needs analysis and for course
design. (A needs analysis factor)
The majority of the identified factors have 'arisen from one
adjunct content-based course although most of them are reinforced
by the findings in the literature and in the wider investigation.
It WOUld appear that the following factors need to be considered
in the conceptualisation, design and implementation of adjunct
content-based courses. The factors are presented in the order of
the five categories used throughout the study.
1
!
3 Integrating the content of the discipline with the
academic/language skills which underpin that
discipline. (A course design factor)
I
f
!
I;
2 Incorporating learners' interests I needs and levels of
competencies. (A needs analysis factor)
4 Designing and formulating authentic materials up")
tasks which allow the progression and accomplishmf~\
of context-embedded to context-reduced tasks and
incorporating a "learning to learn" component. (A
course design factor)
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(b) Improving the status of EAP staff by including EAP
practitioners in key curriculum development and
policy-making structures (staffinglmethodological
factors)
5 Developing entry-level proficiency tests; criterion-
referenced assessment and identifying exit-level
competencies. (A course design factor)
6 Establishing forlnalaccess to mainstream staff and the
knowledge base of the discipline. (A structural
factor)
7 Accrediting the courses so that they become part of
the degree structure and gain the same status in the
curriculum and the timetable as other courses. (A
structural factor)
8 (a) DeVeloping a team-teaching methodology or flexible
collaborative arrangementp so that a degree of co-
ordination between the EAP practitioner and content
staff is established.
9 DeVeloping small group work contexts: where large
numbers of student.s are LnvoLved, to find creative
ways to provide opportunities for interactive learning
so that deep level processing can be practised. (A
staffing/rnethodolo'gicalfactor)
10 i) using triangulated, qUalitative evaluation
techniques systematically to
a) gauge learners' perceptions and experience
of the course,
b) gauge EAP tutor's experience of teaching the
course and
c) gauge mainstream staffs' experience and
observations of student development.
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ii) using quantitative techniques to eonduct, a
comparative valuation of students on the adjunct
content-based courses and those otudents outside
these courses. (Evaluation and research factors)
Although the above factors have emerged out of one content-based
course, they are applicable to the other content-based
approaches, particularly, those located within mainstream
curriculum development work. Whether it is a six weeks
orientation course within a department or a fully integrationist
type endeavour, the principles can be applied flexibly and
creatively.
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Appendix 1
HOW JlliE THE STUDENTS SELECTED?
This is based on the April Maths and Physics test results which are subjected to a discriminant
analysis to identify "at risk" students who have a reasonable chance of passing. The following
tables indicate the window of selection as well as end of year pass rates. .
,
Combined 1985 and 1986 passes and fails related to "discriminant analysis" sources
% 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 '10-'19 80-89 9()..99
Fail 3 16 . 50 73 84 26 9 1 1
Pass 0 0 2 42 83 126 150 74 21
Total .... 3 16 .. 5~ __ 115 L__ l:~7 __ 152 159 75 2..Z~---~- ----- -
263
498
761
Relationship between "discriminant analysis" scores and
end of year pass rate in 1988 for all students
<40 40-44 4549 50-54 55-59 >.60
lJ)
lJ)
7% of 57 37% ofaO 51% of 43 74% of 42 74% of 49 83% of 211
Relationship between "discriminant analysis" scores and
pass rate of first year WISPE students in 1988
<40 40~54 >55
".
17% of6 67% of 12 100% of4
From the evidence, it appears that the WISPE selection technique identifies a group of students
who stand a fair chance ofpassing. These students are offered a place on the programme. Whilst
enrolment for WISPE is voluntary, once a place is taken up, attendance of all the courses and
tutorials is compulsory. A comprehensive learning and support programme has been drawn up
and thus the rationale has been to engage the student in this process fully, thereby requirir-g
their full participation and attendance.
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session 2 READING IS AN ACTIVE PROCESS 17th May 1989
OBJECTIVES: * to gauge students'per~eptions of th& reading process
* to discuss reading as an active process
* to initiate the notion that reading with understanding requires
a strategy and specific methods to access information
1 Give students a fairly diffi~ult passage " The Magnetic Monopole"
to read individually. They will tend to read it slowly and in a
disorganised way and most probably will not question the purpose.
This task is to highlight their approach to reading. It will
enable them to respond more concretely to step 2.
METHOD:
2 Ask students, in pairs, to reflect and discuss their ,t'eading
approach. What happens when they ~ead?
3 write the comments of their experience on the board. Most of
their comments will probably emphasise passive aspects of
reading.
4 Discuss the reading process with them. Develop a mind map on
the board.
~ASK:
5 Differentiate between a passive and an active approach to
reading. Talk through the characteristics of an active reader
on the transparency.
Give students the extract from the chapter on "Heat" and to
answer the question, in writing, on " Why does water in a
canteen stay cooler if the cloth jacket surrour ,ing the canteen
is kept moist?
Purpose: to read actively with purpose in mind.
HEAT
).Old "ale, Is placed on I hot burner 0(. 1I0ve, the c.mpcra.
;;
.ta' I........... Wo Dy thot heal no .... from tho hot bumer to
~J> £<t. Who. two obje<u It dilkrcnt lempetlltu ..... re put in con-'#'q:",<r~ {IOnla..... sly no .... from the honor one 10 I"" e.lder one, Th<
• ofl'" ~...... <I 11.1 now O!heal Is In lho direction tcndl.g to cqll.llizc the tempera-.ib'" ~:~ ~'~ / lhe Iwo ob)C<U ore kepI In conto" ton~ CMulJh ror llieir I<mr<t ••
•ol'.,y':fp «1&-'>'- v .I.' 10 bccom e e" .. l the two bod;" .resaid to be in thermal equilibrium.
{l ..,~d'~i?J> ;.:;" Il>co; Is no funhcr heal now between .hem. For ... ",pIc. when lhe
..,of'(i>?~4:.p~,y.¢. / ~I')' I. I re... Ih=m.t ... Is .un Mnllo heal i. n•• '" rrom the pa-
.p.~ u.,f', "_,s.~..'#'/ IICnlS moulh to, IIw Ihe,,!,OIllCIcr: when.the mercury steps, t~cthenno ... ter#..~~.vi'..;i~<i'p b lhen In cqulhbfium "11th the pmon. moull\, and Ihey '... 01 tho .. me
~~q il.t!I, / lemperalure.
"
11-1 I Heat as energy transfer
W. Usc the I."" "heal- I.O\'Cl')'dlty tire IS Ir we knew what ,.., meant. But,
In r..... the term Is of ... ~ Inco..meotly; .. It is impoIUnl for us 10
dearly ~olir.o heat .rIl! clarify tb: plICnomona Ind CO;;CCplJ.. Iaed 10 heat,
h II COlla,IOo 10 IPCO,k0( the no ... 0( heat-heal nows (ron, .... ve
~unrer 10 I pol 0( colTee, from the .un 10 the cartl\, from a pmon'. moulh
tnto I f....... thermomeler, It no .... IponlarlCOusly from an ob).a at hi,her
lempetlilurc 10 0 .. ot lower tcmpetllUre. Indeed, .n .i;ht"'nth .... nlury
lll00cl or h ... 1 pictured heal no", IS movoment of a Huld ,ubslana: called
.o/",Ie. Ho .. 'CVcr. lhe calone Huld wu never Ible 10 boo detected, and in lhe
nineteenlh cenlury. It "'II (OUM tballhe , .. riO\l&phenonl<lUI auociated ..i\h
heat could be d<sctibcd consislenlly ""Ihout til< need 10 usc the n~kfmodel,
T,he new model ',"",'Cd, h""l as bcinll .~In10 work and enellY n•• .., will
ducUS$ In a moment, F,nl"" note Ihat I common unll (or heal, .liII in usc
Iod>)'. iJ .. roo! ancr caloric. h Is Qlled the co/"''' (c:allln~ Is defined as
lilt .",mlnl of lit., n«tSJIJr)' 10 .Gu. lilt Itmp<r'G'urt 011 Ur"'" 010'., ... by
I Cr!~u. J'~I't<.I""" IU'C ~. 15,,s·C,Thi. pa"i",la, lempcratu,.., .. n~c
Is spedfied .. nee the h .. 1 reqUIred IS vory sli;htly dilTercnt II dirrerecl tern.
1{;7
S~RUC~S OF INFORMATIONIN SCIENTIFIC TEXTS
OBJECTIVE: to intr.oduce the concept of st~ucture~ ~t information
MEXHOD: to teach this 'by using the a~;ticle "The nature of reading in
selenoa: the text and the task" which focusses on the information
f\tt'ucturaof texts.
1 Ask students to preview the article to access the text for the
general structure and direction of the author's aims.
2 Ask students to read the whole article with this question in mind:
"How are the texts of science to be described; in what ways do they
differ from texts in other areas; and how does the text layout and
content influence the reading?"
3 Students to skim and write down the 8 sub-headings on the
worksheet provided. ( This is the information structure of ~hill
article. )
4 Ask students, in pairs, to write down the main idea uGu ....ined in
each of the eight pa~ts.
5 Discuss the main ideas with them orally. In doing so, they will
be internalising aspects of structures of info.rma,tion..( Note
that the main ideas of the article have been succintly summarised
in six points at the end. Alert them to this.)
6 Mention that previa'ding and accessing the structure of
information in a text follows one another and/or OCcurs
simultaneously.
Using preViewing techniques, determine the information structure
cf the article" Four Fundamental Forces".l TASK:
Worksheet 2, Appendix 4
concept-principle tlxt, ore about phenomena in the 1'1181world, out
they -.ro 1I\0re Qono.:rn.d \lith way. of thin\<ina a\:;out Jhel'lomena than
lJiith dll80l'io1n4 thlllll. The wZY' of thinking may bo tl1ou&ht of in
te~ of concepta or pl'inciplQ"
In the text that 11 introducing a concept, there 11 ullually • 1'001.111
on definitiona and on the dllfin~t:l.na r ... tUI'8' or the (onc.pt. When
the t~xt ia concernld with introducina • principle, the rOQUG will
b, on examploll Or application. of the principle.
Concept-principle text. ulullly. con~dn th1l illformatlclnl
dll1'l.nl. tion 01' principle 01' 1IIwl
reatr:l.ction; or Qonditional
definina 1'¢~tUI'" or oVldencel
:l.n,tWlco, or example. or ,pplicationlJ, w:l.th anlloa1ol;
111'.'111'0 of tut.
'* Wililt the ,'U"II' 1&' tlllltulr.d to do ....hen deeling ,,1th II.
concept-principle tlxt il to r,-,xlmint certain known p~,.:l.cal
phenomena ~nd rerl.ct upon how thoy bch,vo. R ntW fr&m.~~rk tor
that r.rlection .. tll. concept or principle - is provided, Each part
of the hIlt link. naturally wit)) what proc.dld it Mdwith what
follow ••
~.
-------------~-------------------------,
TEXT '1"t'P!C INFORMATION IT CONTAIHS
Mochanin
~---7-------------r----------------------~
/(,0
Worksheet 2, Appendix 4
WISPlt 1 LANGUAGE ;CO"HUNICATION
COMMUNITY PEVELOl?MEMT PROJECT I SKILr-S AIID ASSESSMENT
You~ work during thi~ block vitI t~k. the tor. at an
aEtQndod projoct ~or which you will be ra~uired to R.lect a
topic, to rcaQarch it. and to produce • report on your
t.opic. You will alao have to precent your ra.earcb
tinding= verbally, in tront.or an aUdience.
Skil..!!
the skills r.quirad tor the project will incorporata mUch
ot thc·work covered .0 t.r in the Languaga/Coaaunication
cours:a, vi:
active r••dinq
note taking
writing a pa ••aga b••ed on your note.
public cpaAking
AIIiI:eCS:lllent
You will be working aa•••• abar of ate ••• nd individuallit
-:;;'::;O'i:::,!:.!!e!!.~d- dav lop a IIp.::iticco~un1t7. Each tealZl
vill b•••• igned ••• ccalllunityand the tea. laader will
report on the pl:"o,:lact.•• • vhole. Each tealll .!'Imbervi].1
rac ••rcb ona allpect ot tha CQB5unity~
details. )
(Se. handout 1 tQr
speciali3t input
To acsict you in this project you will be 9ivan r.adin~£ on
the relevan~ subject, and talkx by an~lneers and other
sPQcia11s~~ •. You viII ba required to carry out your own
rOl:6arCn as uello
We hope that you viII ~njoy the project. and go on to
WISPE 2 vith add~d contidence.
Appendix 6
WISPE 1, LANGUAGE/COMMUNICATION
COMMUNITY . DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
South AfriCA • illY gil' chAracterized by "the Itl'i.t.nc:e0'1 •
(hi9h1y> daveloped, ,nergy int.n~ive industrial CApitalist
economy '.0 .1anQ.i~e an und.rdavelgp.d .ector where the
lIIaJarity of the populat10r. 11v6I 1n relative pCIVRrty· -
Anton Eb.rhard. Ths peopl. .living in th ••• rurAl or
perl-urbain cOIll.unitles have to grapple with problems·
relAtad to~ .amongot oth.rs, w~ter COllection ~nd .tora9.~
lack of ~ult&bl. housing end dlg1nlshing fu.l~ca~ SOUrce ••
(tn thil!i A.Aignm~~~ yau will us. yau~ Engln~.ring skl1lg to
On_ .p.~lfic community by cugge.t!no appropriate,upgrade
low co.~ solutions to some of thlt community'. probl ••••
Your ta.1e
., -...D
1.
2.
Work in & ta&~ of 4 .t~d.nt •• S.IEet • tit •• leader.
3.
Study the data about you~ •••ignad community.
Each t ...." llull7ibll!r IIIhCHJld ,.e5ear~h ana of 'hit followlngl
... -If S~uth Afric& is to pPQVlda .11 he,. peop19 with
housing .by th~ ya ..,. 2010v a !:lA •• iva 127 000 unit.
will h&vu to b. ~uilt •• ch y.a~" EnCOlin.arlng
!,<latws. »e.lgn an .~prap"i~t•• low-co.t hou.in~
it
unit fer thE co~munity.
One of the lIIost .ariou!5 prQbl.m. ef rur&l· and
..
pari-urban a,.e•• lG w~t.r ,upply.
addr&65 thi. issue?
The dwpltndence of rur&l an~ pvri-u~b&n communities
How CAn you
...
on fu.lwood h•• d.t~im~nt&l .~f.ct~ on h.alth and
the Gnvlronm.nt~ SUQ~ ••t.&n Altarnative way of
me.ting the community'. dpm •• tic anRrgy ngcd •• ,
U.a your EnginQQrln~ eMp.~ti~. to solve an. of the
other problem!! GMpfll"'ienC:.d.by your community.
rr • "I).
cCOTTONDALE Ii COMMUNITY PROFILE
Cottondale i. lcc.t.d in the lcwvvld about 10 ~•••• t cf
Accl"'nholllc willet! ill ne." 11:1a .... ri •• l,jj ;h~ E:~.t.l"'n T,.a.ntllva&l.
Th. north.,.n !lid. of th. road thl'cugh CottDnaille iii in
Ihiz&nlculu (I',3tHmgAAn .ps.king) and tlCluthlllrnIdatll is 1n
Lebow. (Sotho lIplla~f.nQ). The inTOf"Q&tf.cn r.f ....5 to th.
Gaz.nkulu sf.dw ~f ttla s.ttlqm.nt.
C Cottondale iG .. af.wtur. of" !:h" t,..df.t!cu,>::' and the &'lOde,,"
th.tch.d hLat", but. aOl"tt I:.ttt1.df.ng1!lbdngwith old
with
top.
iren 1:"(:104. t.'iH;;urad.by recks
a .~ra"linv '111.1.&;8, with I!mch
... "ew
carrulOlai:Rd
It. hi
rClct:&ngul ....
pl&e.d an
hoa.lit••d .ur"cunded by a pl!J<:!Iof land on NMi:h they
cultf.vata .tal!... uround nu~. And varieu. v.;.t~bl.s
(lIId.tly 1.ndtlil_ncu.'. FallliU .•• dc net hoSv. aCCIIIUIta any
is a r ..ilw&y .t.atian Hh ..... taxis au~d
. Caal can b. bouQht TraM the
ather land. Ttl.r.
Dakkf.es can bit hi".d.
coal.yard at nearby Acornhook.
and .~arge ~£hocJ I~ '.'no buClt. Th. villagE hAS. clinic
Woad 115 cell••ct.d 10 tc 10 ks fl:"o.tit .. Yilll/,~!lI. V.ry
littl. dead waad I. Aval1abls in the la••diate vicf.nity.
although vi11&ger5 sCI•• tlMiI1s u.. rCiot. dug up .for fuel.
Sallll' HCIIII.n said ·that th.y IIv.n "'lIInt•• fa,.. .s 1;ha "anyeti
G~lIl1& R••• rv., abo.ut :sO kill away by truc~, whera they clhlblld
.. ~~nc:;.and braved what..v.,. wi l~ anicaal. the,.. ""II'. ju.t to
b. able t.o ,call .et "CM. wood. SCIl.illt wcod i. al sa .vail &bl.
from stat. and cOMmercial plant.Atlan. 1n th~ areA.
When interviIiIwad, the rasidents Qf CQttand ..lR Ifs;tll!dtheir
lII&in pr~bl.llnli and nellds as fallows,
W..t.r supply (771: af ~.aple int.rvhlwlld :Ust.d it
aMongst tha tap : probl.m.)
FuelwoCld ,,!~pply (64")
rClCld (43$)
Money and IIfllploY.Qnt~36S)
Hau.in; (30S)
He ..lth and education wera mentioned by co.eu
Sen.ri:llly· the inter-vi.wlld could Hot su~ge.tpeopl.
.oluttons to their preble •••• in .any rural areA. IItcralR
ill low And villAger. c;:&nnot SIUI any way au~ OT their
d:li'ficulti.,h Thilra w•• Qensral1y a stunned !!ilanclIi Whan
int.rviIlWI1IIiI. "'.,.. af!ltelllld to iiUo;Cil •• t. solution'S to thair
pi"Qbl... and ca.. ,felt t.hAt th. gov.rn •• nt should be ~r••ponsible foli'•••ting th.ir nGl.~5. But thISvil1.&gers ....
thought that the Tellowin; factor. would oak. the vl1laq~ &
.bett.,. ~lac. to li.V. Inl
I.proved Hat.r (6:5" !i.t.4 t,:'i. ililong.t t.cp flv.
suggestions)
Jab appa,.tu~!'C;y (27S).
Electricity (25S(
Woodlot (19S)
Shop
Housing
Elect.ricity
Phon"s
U~~)
(13")
(25S)
(iOS~
Hospital, clinic (4S)
(Adapted froa Anton Eberhard I Eneray can.uMpt~on pattern.
tn und~rdpvel~pftd &r~&. tn South Afric&. ~n.roY Re•• arch
tn.tltuto, UCT).
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W!SPE 2 LANGUAGE/COMMUN!CATION
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
Engineers are expected to be skilled not only in nume~acy and literacy
but also in graphicacy i.e.,the ability to present and interpl'et data of
all types including statisi;ics in a non-verbal. form.
Information which is not g:Lven verbally may be presented in the f'or'mof
a graphic device such as a graph, diagram, cb.art, etc.
Why use g~aphic devices?
Graphic devices may be used fo~ a number of purposes:
-1+ to complement information in the text
* to explain
* to simplify
* to summarize, etc.
The advantages Of using graphic devices to supplement a ~epo~t or oral
p~esentation are:
* The reader/listener can visualize the info~mation more quickly and
easily.
i~ Different components of the il'l;f'Ol:'mationmay be viewed
simultaneously.
What a~e the features of'good graphic devices?
For a graphic device to be successful, the following general points must
be considered:
* The devd.ce must facilitate communfcataon, A badly drawn or uncleargraphic will confuse rather than help your reade~s/audiencel
The device must be appropriate. Do not, for instance, try to show
a complex relationship by means of a pie chart. .
* The device must 5?larif}rthe information. A pie chart or simpletable might sometimes present the information more clearly than a
complicated graph.
The graphic device must further:
* be neat and accurate, clearly labelled and have a title/heading
* be easy to undenatiand and interpret
* be referred to in the report
Appendix 7
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Which graphic devices to choose?
The choice of a graphic device to illustrate a particular po~at will
depend on a number of factors:
* the type of information
* the purpose of the report
* the audience for whom the report is intended
Some examples of graphic devices are illustrated below:
BAR CHART:
used to show all the items in a particular group; not as accurate as a
table of figures.
The bar chart below shows the number of vehicles using a partioular road
over a week.
Fig. 1. Multiple bar chart
A lnultiple bar chart can show different groups of items simultaneously.
(See fig. 1.)
I(;'S
- 3 -
A divided bar ohart shows subdivisions of a category '0 (See fig La.,')
VEItIeU
C'lMl11';iH1P
iH
THOUWiO$
STIITI
'''IVATI
F:i.g. lao Divided bar chart
A histogram is similar to a bar chart in that it depicts variables by
means of blocks J' or divisions I along the X- axis. But in a histogI'am
the divisions ",.re irregular. For example, a hospital survey shows that
its pl,,';ients fall into age cabegor-aes of different sizes, (See fig. lb.)
800
700
600
!iOO
!!
5 .wo:u
l 3()0
v..
0
~
200 ---.
100
0
~ Ii!... ~....
Fig. lb. Histogram
- 4 -
Used to show proportions; showS how an item or unit is divided.
PIE CHART:
Velt 1
Not accurate enough for detailed scientific use.
Time Allocation for WISPE Students
Fig. 2. Pie char-b
Ib,
- 5 -
TABLE:
Used to present a wide range of information; doe.snot show
relationships clearly.
Japan
USA
Germany
France
United Kingdom
AUstralia
SOlJlhAfrics
500
370
340
270
120
240
61
55
56
Populnllon
(millions)
South Korea 20:1
'" ~;)Kong 7:1
I ,~Gden 5,5:1
,',iJstralla 4,5:1
Japan.', ': .. <•.if: 4,3:1
1i.'4A,,~~:;;,~£';i.!t'inlemallonal average
Canada 4.0:1
Italy 3,0:1
Netherland!! 2.0:1
Garmany 1,7:i
Israel 1.0:1
SOlJthAfrica 0.8:1
Singapore 0.6:1
Fig. 3. Table
Tables are particularly useful when there is a great deal of information
or if the information is very complex.
Ibf-
PICTOGRAM:
- 6 -
Gives information very simply to a general audience; cuts across
lru1guage or education barriers.
PRE~ENT
The pictogram in fig 4 depicts the ratio of graduates to technicians at
present, and what this ratio should be in the future.
GRAPH:
FUTURE
1,0 0,6
Fig. 4. Pictogram
Has wide uses in scientific and technical reports; shows the
relationship between two variables. Fig. 5 shows the changing pattern
of the use of different energy sources.
c
100%
90%
80%
70%
~ &0%
50'1(.
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1925 1Q40 11155
:Fig. 5. Graph
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FLOW CHART:
May have a number of applications:
* may illustra.te a process (fig 6)
may represent a hierarchy or structure as in. for example, a family
tree or a. chart which shows how members of staff relate :,0 one
another.
*
* by breaking a process 'Jown into a. series of simple choices, may 'Deused in computer programming (fig 6a)
~~eATHI~'"
"'D-E-H~Y-O"'"'AA~T"'"'IO:':':..l<""'"~ .......,;;_---' ...... .....
"'~AECrERY]
Inere~.' of
blood pI.nul",
&~cretlon of
urine
* may be used to convey instructions
Fig. 6 shows the steps in the development of cholera.
THE COUR~E OF THE TAANSMISSABLti DISEASE, CHOL.EAA
SIGN OR
SYMPTON:
Inl.ellon
01
Inl,sIlM'
dlarrho.a.
Qrampi
\
vomillng,
;eyer,loU
of w.t,ry
fluid.
Iw.aUng,
acute museulllr
contraction,
shrunken
IIPpoalance.
.hallow
br8i<\thlng.
low blood
prlillurCl,
euppr .. alon
of urln.
Figo 6. Flow chart
Hero I•• program 101
the taak of tumlng right
(8Ii,.lyl Into a junction
(11111 country wher'i
lraHlc Iravela on the lel1).
Fig. 6a. Flow chart
(70
SCATTER DrAG~~:
- 8 -
Shows the'
negative) ~.
coX"relation.
Ilation between two variables (either positive or
~ wide scattering of items implies that there is no
The scatter diagram in fig. 7 shows a strong positive correlation
between the two variables.
Ackno~ledgements
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Fige 7. Scatter diagram
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£ill
96% of electr±city in South A~rica i5 produced by coal.
The ;following ;fact sheets give irt;for.ation on electricity
generation fro. coal.
$0UTti AFRICA'S COAl RESERVeS
I J\cc:o!diog 10 t.'le 1986 Official Yearbook or SouIh Africa, me COUIlW.8 8
• minesI;Ie nlSeI".'8S or bituminous coal are estlmatod 81115000 mi!liQn
tons. It 1$ economically viable to exI'llCt. 68 000 II'liIion tons of these
reseMlS with tecilnok>gy currently available. Coal ~ lIIIirr?(lrlant to!e
InSou'dl Africa's f(1(01gn exchange eamlngs and it IS estiT'.ated that b;I!he
anti of!he century, coal exports Cou!-d exceed ao million teos ernJallY.
GenemIicn of ~ 8CCOOI'I!S for about half or S'outh Africa's c.::aI
consumption. Th!i demand for coal on lila dcmestic market Is growing
dramatlcaDV. Coal row supplies wer SO pen:e!ll of SouIh Afr'.ca's energy
reqtJ!raments -.laroeWin tOo TorI'I1of eIecIricl~.lM Increas1ng!y ~IS Iiquicf
fLoeIl'rom Ille SasofcOal conversion process. v'.her sectons that eocooot
for .rarge (l'Jari'.itles of coal ~ rnInQs, ~ prorJucers, ra.lIweys.
I1Ousehokfs, ~ lndustilesendchem](;al plants.
AccOrdlng to es!lnates. eeer prOOueIIon wiI ha.w to exceed 200 m1mon
tons annUally by 1900 u.d 300 million tans by1M year 2000 in ~ to
moetihe growthlndemand.
&corn.contributes SlJbstanti3."Y to ths development Md.fuI ~
of Ille COUIlIly'Il coal reserves. The utii!y has made ~'1t
tectlnologic:al strides n 1M bumlng of fow-gracle coal, whicI11n ott-I!)(
counirieSwould be conslclered waste, with no use orpurpose"
Usilg this lofeOor.CJ'J.aitY coal to ge.09i~te eIectrIcily, Escom Is saving
IrilIioOs of tOIlS of llIg/W grade coal fer expM e:ld ror !ha !ron encI W!eI
1nduslIy.
Coal
In 1986 Escom bum! 55 000 000 tons of c:oaL 100 coal toI\W,i1pllon
rate n 1986 waa .,615 kg/kW.h ~ With ,522 kgf~.h in 1985.
!mp.-ovement in gor..rel! tIiemIaI. efficiency contlnues !t$ y_eatIJ ll!"'......rtl
treOOes newlocl1oe4ogyb 1rnp!emet!!ecI and plant~
DEMAND FOR COAL
!:SCOM'S ROLE
ESCOM'S CONSUMPTION
v~, ThOllGndts OW.h Overa!liMrrIW
of toM .ff.clency%
1980 46755,0 82342 29,5
1981 53~,7 95675 30.0
1982 Q5~OO,4 100217 3Q.5
19f!.3 55010,2 100738 31,1
1984 58703.6 110094 31,4
1985- 59488,6 113941 32,0
1986 68915.8 114200 32,9
Waier .
The amount of COOing-water consumed In a3 600MN coal·fired power
statloO Is appro:dmately 7 500 m'/IlOur (150 rn1llioo itras a .~ at M
capadty). MOst of this (approximately 00%; Is lost by evapomtlon.
The amount of waterc:onsumed In Cscom poweratatlons In 1988 was
262 372 Ml. SpecifIC >,,taler consumptloO .~ from 2.30 !itrclS per
kW.h sent out In 1005 to 2,28 fitres per kW.hsent Cl(.t In 1986. .
I
~
Plot a graph to show how the consumption of coul has changed
since 1980. .
From your graph, eGt1~Bte the ,amount or coal reauir--ed in: t~~O
_ F
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Using what you know about electricity &eneration. discuss
the reasons £or the sitinlt or the coal anti hydro-electric
generating ·st...tiMf shu.,n on the lIap.
A SOU'l1iERN AFRICAN POWER GRID:
ENGINEE~ING FOR PEACE
O(WaMsa.r
R,ilfe~n~
.lCQal
~N!Jde2r
~Hydro
"'" f\m;:ad~..c Gas-I:.ltt:ino
llZPORT
USih& all iarot-mation you have obtained this year (vater,
acid rain, pollution etc), vrite ~ report. the tindin~s of
"hieh are pres~nted orally to Protec stuoents to indicate
Bome o~ the advantages and disadvantages o£ building a nev
coal-i"ired pOwer station. in South i\..i'rica.
Final Assess~!~
O~al presentation and written report.
11
"\IlISPE 2: LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION PROJECT
!SPEC~ OF GOLD MINING.
Tbe gold mining and processing industry is the major economic "engine"
of South Africa. It has the largest capital outlay and investment,
employs the largest number of' people (after tqe civil service') and is
tHe largest earner of foreign currency. However, as 1~ all such major
anti significant enterprises, there are positive and negative aspects :.
Gold mining is no ~xception.
Listed below are seven different aspects of gold mining. You are
required to aelec'tOri'e'ot the topics below as yOUI' area of'stUqy.
1, Problems of' underground mining.
2. Health and safety in the mines.
3. Refining the ore : the recovery proc~ss.
,4. Re~process1ng of waste dumps.
5. Power supply to the mines electrical
air
water
6.,' Housing on the mines.
7. MechaniSation of mines.
For each topic:
a)' Survey the present: situation
b) Outline Vl"oblems pertaining to the topic
e Present 601\:7.t1ons(good and bad)
d) Recommend possible ChEU'lgel3 in the areas as far as a new
South Africa is conoerned.
o
E:ach individual will be given a folder containing useful l'eadin~s for
his topie. All students will be expected to add ne;-[riformaticn to
th:l.sfolder after a library visit and further information gathering.
In the final week ot this term, the individual written topics will be
colleeted in. Staff mombers from different branche~ will be invited"
for the or-alpresentations "lJen by the \I/he.legroup. They will help to
assess the performance of the in~ividuals.
113
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Workf.heet 4, Appendix 9
WISPE 2 MAY 1989
Topic
ELECTROSTATICS IN INDUSTRY
Language skills
Logical sequenc;in~ ( as • first step to building an argument)
Logical Connectors
Interpreting a diag~am and incorporating this with a teyt.
Writing a coherent text,in the passive.
Introductit;l...!l.
It is well known that rubbing certain materials will cause a
build up of 'static'. In dry weather 'the bcdi~s oT cars may
become charged sufficiently for you to receive a shock when
you get out of the vehicle and so make a path t~ earth for
the charge. This buiId up of charge can be a ver)'dangerous
situation in industry p~rticula~ly.wh~n flammable liquids or
vapours are inVOlved.
On the attachAd sheet you will find some statements about
electrostatics in industry and $ome diagrams of arrangements
used in the oil industry to reduce the ha~ards caused by a
build up of charge.
Use this information, and anything else you may know about
electrostatics, to explain some of the hazards due to static
electricity and how an oil company can reduce some of the
risks.
You' are expected to write a coh~rent text, using comp~ete
sentences and 'making use of logical connectors.
c .•~
, , ' . '_' ·~:.i:::i:#j.i:'i/·!tt~
ELECTROSTATICS IN INDUSTRY r~
:7!/:?t~~.~:-?7~'~;~j~i;_~;;zL,-,l ~~,{;r~;;~~;~."·~i~:~;~ 1:' ~:~-!. ~.:~~:.:,-:~~-.;:',~. >'_ ~0_~t.::~~~1~~-;
;_:,>co,:'/: ....
riel1c!og'
, ,8 forces;"
• !t'a.~lerate·;.K;
4!~":'\'~;~:-;,,;;-,,~". _.::_;_~<;-?~~
--
materials in a
finely divided stale
I
e.g•• flour mills
OPPosiie!Y'charg~
particles (ions) ,- •..
attract each oilier. ' .
>A&;eferating Ions
':produca funher ;
:;-'ions by collision.:
~'.:; -;. . - . .
i f1nelycfNided.;.J;;,~;;'!
partJdesand ;r;"·I.·~:.
• \'~pours can e,lpi6de:
~. ,,);;;_';¥. • '. " ••.. "
,
'M.O\:e~entO!IhIgti ~.,~cosj[y
liquid .. e.g.,OI.,can -. .' .' , .,
cause separatlcn of charges. 1
,("'(;1' .• ;,, ••. ,·r.,,· . j
Worksheet 4, Appendix
;~':"t{;~:~~J5_!.:~.).~'~~:!~i~-:,:r~:;,(!.
~.Sometimes"sparkIng".
!J' causes avery rapid,,:
~rateOf combUstion:;;,!
~,_i.e·fah.expl?sio!l;~fif
r{.r~""'!;"~#it'!;·-~:!..~" ,,(:1:;;."
INLET~
~ .: J~
~
-~iff~~~1f~"
.arid!6r_falliE9'a~~
drstince can OOi5Ome'(
ftchargoo DY:aJf. friction;
h,'S; 'i&'-~;;tWe~'<,·~
r
U.': .~:cf!;;':(~<!..~."".'.';~.tidt"{ ..~..~.';"l;Ftoatlrig"(oofs·' ;~;~;::~;
Y.{.(educe·spacar8t~J~~.,
~;f1am.rnable.vapouiS:t():
~~;~!i?ft~lt~:~~tYf1!~;~f~'1{~t~
FLEXIBLE
METAL
STAIP
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ELECTROSTATICS IN INDUSTRY
b..aneuJ!ge ski 11"13
Logical sequsncihg ( ~3 a first step to building an argument)IntEu'preting a aiagram and ioeor-per.ting t.his 'Wilh a t$'xt.
Writing a coherent text. in the passive.
Model Answer
Static electri,?ity is 'a phenomenon caused by friction. H I:.wo
insulators rub against each other they may transfer electric
charge Crom One t.o t.h~ ot.her and ~ a build up of charge .On
the in.s~lator may occur. In industry this can be ha~ardous if
a lak"ge 'chal'se .is generat.ed in a .situation where t.here .is
eit.her a flammable liquid e.g., oil in oil re{inGrie~ or
£' ine ly cl1vided part.icles such as n our ina' fl Ott\" mill.
Oppositely charged pak"tlelos (ions) ~ttraet Gaa~ other and
ions experiencing attract.iva forces accelerate. These
accelerat.lng .ions produce further ions by.collision and a
rapid prod~ction of Ions oausos sparkln~. With a flamm~ble
vapour O~ finely ~ivldGd partiol~$ sparkin~ dan caus~ a very
rapid rate of combustion i.e., ~n explo~ion.
In the oil indust~y the motion of oil can oause a separation
of oharge£; and so preeaut.i ons l\'i\Jstbe taklilnwhen.(i!verthli ot 1
is moved or stored. Some of' th~se ar,e outlined below.
The ai r friction over th$ boc)' of at: oil tanker ca.n C_clluse
the body of t.hw vehlo1w to become charged ~nd so before the
~il is transferr9d to or from, the tanker t.he body of the
vehicle Is eart.h~d. ~~ ..addition the pipe from or to the
tanker is pl4icl6*d so t.hat th~ oil does no'i:.fall a great
distance (thereby ~cceleratlng) .an~ ~o b~come charg~d. The
I:.yres of these tankers ~re made of special high carbon
cont~nt conducting rubb9r which also reduc~s t.he huild up of
charge on the·tank~r body~ ~
',." Within the oil riSJ£1,nEJt',)',once Ill,s.!.n t,he ~nlet ~ipes to t.he
storage tanks are pl~~$d $0. that the oil dQ~s no~ fall a
great distance so ~~eom~ng ohar,ed.
In· I~ddition the tank~ hav. either £lo~ting roots (connectad
to the body ot the tank to'preyent different.ial charges
building up) or thG tanks contain an in~rt. la~. Both of t.hese
k"ed~ce the.space avail.bl~ for ~'build up of flammabl~ v~pour
in the sto'('O\g~ tankZi~
, .
o
:
-r I RECOMMEND AND JUSTlFY A SYSTEM FOR ENERGY RETRIEVAL FOR THE
A. 'lOVI'! OF IXOPO. USINC THE FOLLOVlHG IilFORMA'l':tON.. YOUR !:lEPOR'!'
S SHOULD HOT gXCEED 2 PAGES ••
K
"
i'REVAILIHG CONDITIONS
SEA TEMPERAfURE ~~M YROM SHORE
ENERGY SYSTEM OPTIONAL EFFICIENCY
EMERGY ~YSTEN EFEICIERCY
OTEC )bV
SOLAR POND <{ SOk'"
HELIO-HYDRO_GRAVITY lOOk'" tQ l~K
SURFACE
500.
CLIMATIC
22·C
4·0
HOT IIIVINDY
AVERAGE VA~UES
DAYS OF SUNSHINE
V.IND Si'E1:D
DULY tEMP
261 PER ANNOM .
hI.
- 21·C
gOST PtR kV
ENERGY SYSTEM INITIAL C~PITAL RUNNING MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
OTEC
SOUR I>OND
3ELIO-HYDRO-GRAVITY
R19.OO
R13.80
n17.00
4.2c
l,ge
5.10
LAKE AREA
SALT COST
POP.DENSITY
MAX LAKE DEPTH
MIN LAXE/SEA CORRIDOR--~------------~--------~-----------------------(.SLE<:TRICALENERGY IN S.A. - 4. 5c/kW)
2KH"
35C/1.&
lOO/X)!
4M
O.8K'"
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SECHOH A Appeo~ll
!!UIVERSITY O!~!T\.'ATERSRAI'ID! JOHANNESBURG
1• Have you found the language/CliIiIllun1catfon course useful?
If yes. why?
If no. why not?
SEPT1UIB1Ut 1989
EYALUATIOK OF THE LAHGUACE/CONMUNICATION COURSE
The aia o~ the evaluation i8 to elicit student
r@~pone*'on the contont and thft aetbodolO&T ~~
th~ L&n&u.&e/Co.M~nicatlon cours~.
!~~3 .hopedthat student ~eedback will help
illUMinate ~&ys ~n wbich the lan&ua&e/coMMunication
course can be improved ~or 2nd year students.
·z. What.topics do you think have been covered in the language/C~icat1on
course?
~
3. llhfch topics did you find the !!2!! useful?
Topic .!!t1t.?
1}Please note:
Seet~on A will be coapJ,ted ~lr9t and seperately TroM the
other BeetioDs. This,; to ensure that-the students I'~s~on~
to the courae aa openly sa possible.
.:-..
if} "'''!='i" ---------.----------------~
Ui) ----------
/7:... '"'%
E~.:!:~!L!!
The areas you have co~ered are liated below.
Can you list the 2 least uaeful areaa below and say why
they were !.!:!!!~_!!!!!:i;ti!. •
3.
Can you please rank the. according to hov useful. difficult.
applicable and interesting you found them on a scale from
1-12. You should write (1) next to the area you found MOST
useful, du£Cicult. applicable and interesting and a (121~
the LEAST useful. difficult. applicable and interesting
topiCS:--
ill~ !!!~
i)-----------------------.-- ....--------.~-------
USBFUL DIFFICULT APPLICABLE INTBRESTIZHG
1. The structure
of: reports.H) --------------------- 2. The parts of
a report.
---------------------------~-----------------
3. GraphicS 1.»
report writing.4. How do you mee the connections/relationships between the
various areas covered in the course.
4 Logical
s6'1..."'""ing
the UBe of
o]_oro;ical
connectors.
You can ~L1ustrate thi~ ln linea~ or diagra •• atic for ••
Use arrows to show the connections.
end
s. Use of: the
passive.
6. Input on oral
presentations.
7. Role play on
Acid Rain
8. Xnterpretlhg
diagrallls.
9. Flow chsri;s.
10. SolEr retr~eval
energ:- project.
2. How can 70u l£at the 2 Eoat use£u1 areas be10~ and say
why they were !!se£u1. ----
Ar~ Reason
i)
i.i) --------------~-------
j':.
7§!£!!2!L£ SECTION 0
Please use this section to write down any other conments about the course,Su.e of the science/engin¢ering related themes that ve have
based our a.ateriala and activities on have been:
IUectrostatica in the oil indUstry, generation and
distributian o~ electricity, acid rain, soda ash production,
Bolar energy syste.s, pollution, chi.ney repair, star£
canteen use Btud~, costructing the span o£ a bridge and
rubber msnu£acture.
Did ;you £ind these the.es interesting?
Are thero other themes/topics ~ou could have included in the
source?
The 3rd ;year LIe source ,,1..11include a list oX project-based
writing. 1)0 1'I)U have auy ideas or suggestions as £as illS tile
topics are concerned? .
gr; -,..~
WISPE 1990 LANGUAGE/COMMUNICAT!ON COURSE 2 •• In which ye~ did you ~ite matric?
STUDENT EVALUATIONS
1978
1979
1983
1984
1995
1988
1989
L/C 1
INTRODUCTION
1
1
2
I
1
2
6
3. Which IIl3tric ex_ die! lOU write?
The evaluation was administereQ by means of a voluntary. ano~~us
questionnaire. ~~t of a class of 21. 1 student was ill when the
quest1cnnaires were distributed and 14 returned their completed
qUestionnaIres.
Coloured Afairs
D.E.'!'.
J.M.B.
House of Delegates
N.S.C.
1
7
1
4
1
Topics cClitPriaing the 1st yea!' cOUl'llewe!"e:
Twe l111U'18&elAent&rid !Study techniquell
Ac~ive readir.g
Accessing intol'l:lstion r :previewing, skill1l!llng, scanning
T4i!xttypes •
Not'i!taking fro~ lectures
Not~taking from texts
Oral presentations
Probl_ solving
Introduction to report writing
A
C
D
E
F
SYLLABUS
"I. Katr!c!)'lBbo1 £or English
1
5
3
3
2
\Ie)
~~'" : 11
s. guallficatlons/dCgree/diploma
6. Have you !tad my study skills tl"ein1ng before joining 'IIlSPE?
Yes ~ 3
No : 11
Othe..
QUESTIONNAIRE
Students I responses to the q1Jeetlona are sl1rnmarized below.
PERSOffAL DETIIILS
1. HOllIelangtl2g!
Zulu : 4
Xhosa : 2
English : 5
Setswana: 1
Venda : 1
S. Sotho: 1
Nat. Dip •. Sug. Tech.
Std (Tech) (Diploma)
:3. Dental. Therapy
If:- -
- 4 -
-3-
tn descending order of usefulness, difficulty and int~rest topics
msy be arranged as follows:
COURSEDETAILS Use.fulness
Please rank t;ftese topics ecccrdiog to h9.1f useful, di:f.ficult and
interesting you found the ... en a scale frCI!!I 1 to 9. Write a 1 next
to the area you foood MOST usefUl. dit.f'!cult and interestina. and a
9 ne.'t1; to the "EAST.
Oral presentations
Time management, Study techniquea
Intro. to report writing
Active reading
Hotetaking !rom lectures
Accessing 1n1'o.
Notetaking .from texts
Proble .. solving
Text types
J.; The topics you have covered are listed beloW.
(Students did not alwaya rank the topics from 1 to 9. Instead they
&8signed eaen a rating from 1 to 9. The scoras shown in each
column repres;,ent the total nuC!ber of lIarks a...ardec! by students to
that GUbJect. Only 12 responses to this question could be used.)
Dif'Cicu1ty
Tiie inan~el!lent Study
techniques
. . . 1
I 29 I 73 I 48 I
L 1_ _ I~_ I
DIFFICULT INTERESTING I
Oral prBaent;ations
Hotetaking from lectures
Intro to report writing
j Notetaldng £rem texts
IProbleM Bolving
ActiVe reading .
{
Accessing 1n1'0
Text types
Til!le lI8l1&Jilement,fltudy techniques rJ
&
Active reading
r~'-----r-----r - ~
I 37 I 60 ! 48 I
L_ .__J 1____ _-'
Accessing i!iformation: I .---- ---I
previewing, ~ki!lll<ling I 40 I 61 I 53 I
scanning I I I -I
I 46 I 61 I 151 I
L I I I
lnterel!St
Text types
Intro to report wr~ting
Oral presentations
~otetaking trom lectures
jTill8 Management
lActive readina:
{
Notetalcintii .froIII texts
Probleaa ao1vi~
Accessing info.
Text types
1 --r--..~-,
Notetaking from lectures I 38 I 46 I 43 I
L I I I------~·~-----l ---j
Hotetaking .from texts I 41 I 54 I 51 I
. __ __L_ _ _.L__ ~ I. _I
Oral presentations
1 I
I 20 I 38 i 42 I
L I I I
Problem solving
r- ---r-- I
I 45 , 54 I 51 I
I : I ~_ I
2. Do you think too :little tille was allowed Cor aey topic?
YES: 3
NO : 10
r -r-- --,
Intro. to report writing I 32 I 51 I 35 I
.I-~----l __ __. .•L t
If yes, please 'lll<plaln
The students who replied suggested more time be spent on;
General class discussion
Report tlI'i ting
Note taking
Problem solving
e-: ..~
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3. Do you think too much time was spent on any topic?
YES
NO
4
B
IC yes, please e~plaio
Students identined the following topics as having had too much time
spent on them;
Text typel>
Active readf.ng
Notetaking
2
1
1
(O:1e student asked :for more cree periods "to digest what is taught
in .cluDs" but it is not clear 'Whether he was reCer~ing to I;/ISPEin
general or to ~/C in particular)
4. Were there any topics you f'eel the eouree lIJhould have covered?
YES: 7
NO : 3
If'yes, please give details
Some students who an~wered _~S aoove, did not respond. oth~~
students listed: .
;teport ~iting skills and scientific language, "[r.ngUsh) for
technical reports"
More demanding reports, "length of reports too short"
Exam techniques
loterpersonal skills
Memory skills
Debates, oral preseqtations
(One student, who was clearly confusing the: ',-; cour-se with WISPE in
general, listed Computing.)
5. Did you f'ind that there vas sufficient tI;.l!COl" t:"e tutor to respond
to PZ'OblelilS?
YES: 12
NO: 2
~f' no, please explain
Only one student responded:
"Amount; of time has to be proportional to the load in that course."
- 6 -
GENERAL COMMENTS
1.. Did tile W:I~!:";:; ~g/Cornm course meet. yOUl" neede:
YES
NOT REALLY
11
2
2. :::f'no. wily not?
"Mejor problems like her.. to use scienti1"ic or technical language
were not covered properly, also report writing skill",."
"It was more theoretical than practical"
3. l:f :res. please aey how the ceurae baa helped YOOl.
The £ollowing topics were listed. The number of students who
mentioned each topic is also given.
Study skills, time canagement
CommuniCation skills, and oral presentatlonR
Report ~ing, research skills
Notets. D
Proble", ~_Iving, exam techniques
7
5
5
2
1 ~
TUroR COtI!4EMTS
On fro" whole the course "::;8 well recei.i(ed by students, as was J-eflected
~y s high level of attendance and ~articipatlon. The 4th block projects
ver-e especially enthus.iastically tackled this ye8l". The fact that more
than half the students who completed questionnaires liated improvement
in the aress of study habits and time management, although this was a
relatively small component of the coul"Se, seema to indicate a growing
conCidence on the students' pal"t.
Two students were disappointed that the course has not concentrated more
on scientific writing techniques and repol"t writir.g. In the latter
csse it had been made cl~ar to students thst the course would include an
introduction to report writing and that this topic would be resumed in
the second year. There does not s~e~ t~ be suf1"icient justification
for changing this arrangement. In the c~~e-of the iarme- topic, viz.
scientific writing, the student's concern 1S more vslid. The
usefulness at introducing 'scientLfin writing' as a separate slot is
questionable, but more attention can be paid th~ughou~ the year to
aspects of scientific writing In the various texts and readings given to
the students ~ d in their o~~ written wOlk.
A. DU PLESSIS
FFRRIIAIlV ,QQl
17- ~
WISPE II : ~TS ONTHELHNGUAGE/COMMJNICATIONCOURSE- September 1988
£SROMW\[)ONSE..A
REVIEWANDEVALUATION
The following are the major toptcs of \</hatwe have done tMs year in L/C
i)
ii}
iii)
iv)
v)vi)
vif)
viii)
ix)
x)
x'i)
xU)
xiii}
Introduction to report ~it1~9
Functional parts of a report
Graphics in report writing
4th year project - oral pres~ntation
Synopsis writing
First Test: ·Preparation of report on Holchimney boiler·
Self assessment test .
How to do an oral presentation
Exercise on oral presentation
Developing logical argument
June Test: Report on Tensile strength of. ste!!l
Report writing and the ~s~ of passive
Exercise on building a structure wfth max span using cups.
Evaluation
a) For (i); (U) and (Hf) were most csefu1 as I didn't I:now m!lch ab('ut
reports ar.d report writing. Actually. they helped a lot es I've app1ted
the skills in the Engineering Design project.
b) For (iv} and (v) were very important as these are the most vital parts
at ooth the project (oral presentation) and report.(synopsis}.
c) T~e First Test 1e (vi) proved that! still COUldn't. write the best report.
d) For (v:lf); (vifi); (ix) and (x) were helpful as I tCJk. advantage that
oral presentation was easy While it wasn't. these topics heJp a lot
personally although I stili have problems with oral presentation.
e) With the June Test. I basically understcod how a repor" 10ol<<:!dlike
but the content of my report shOb'ed that 15tH] nee ~ome granmar
exarctses,
f) !'or (xU) proved to be an advantageous exerci sa as 1t upgraded my 'language
and grammar mistakes in report wrftfng. .
g) (xiil) was advantageou$ on other parts (e.g. oral presentatfon) and
disadvantageolls on others. (Exercise was lIot teclmica1Jy orientated).
As mentioned this exercise proved that I still needed to upgrade my
oral presentation skills. It discouraged my report writing skills because
there wasn't much technically I could say.
General
L/C helps but I think the pace we are moving with makes L/C ineffectiVe.
Looking at "Technical Comm." notebook which is a 2nd year I1:dinstream course
one see how broad a spectrum they cover.
UNIVERSITYOF •. -. WITWATERSRAND,JOHANNESBURG
WISPE II: ~{)MMENTS011TIlE LANGUAGE/COMmNICATIONC URSE- September 1988
AT M<\BUZA
TOPICSCOVERED
1.
.",. Techilical report llrfting ,(Mr--Sruckman)~Graphics and oral presentation •
Writing of a synopsis.
Writing l~boratory reports.
Usage of some pas$ive in report writing.
Design tasks and oral presentation.
3.
4.
5.
6.
The language and cOIlIIIunication course this year was not badly
as c~ared to last year's in relat1()R to students' aspirations.
listad topics were covered since the beginning of the year to today.
structured
The above
, ~
~
1 have grouped the work collectively into the six categories above. The ""
main section that I benefitted most fr¢'l are technical report wr-ftfng. usage '
of the passive and the types of presc ..tation we did. I learnt lI'.ore about
being able to transfonn t'le fnfommtc I have to the next person orally.
graphically and in writing.
The only thing I ljOuld like to add to my report is th i:. instead of repeated
by giving the students tasks whicb have been structLo;e 1 before to work on.
they to give them same tasks will be tac}led by the student fror.l scratch.
o~ course with tlte tutors help in between. This lOll give a clear i :icatkn
if What you are doing is really landing in the correct place. This is ~'!caus'.!
from third year s,udents will have to start some tasks on their own "rom
scra:"':h.
Therefore for the students to apply effe:::tively the knowledge acquired they
must halle some sort of practice. The construction of a span task was one
step tOlO'ard$what I allt trying to convey tl you. If you can try to work out
,~ tasks that will match mo:;t of the toptcs that Y:lU cover and test
whether the students really follow what they arc learning. lhat will benefit
the student$ very well.
JT~ ~
Appendix 12
THE WISPE VISIT James Ga~raway 16 - 20 october 1989.
What is the W~SP~ program for? O$tensibly to assist non-traditiohal
stUdents in ~aining an engineering degree. This is done (I surmised)
by extending the degree f~om 4 to D years and filling the subject
spaces so created with a) a language cour~e b) eKtra lectures by
engineers around the mainstream Physics and Maths lectures and
c.)elements of other engineering courses. Sa, stUdents have a full
program.
I wan mainly interested in the language course and the fo~m this took
relative to what sorts of language needs engineers have and other
enGineering Course$. Q·f pc1:wticularinterest to me was how
engineering tutorslleci:.urersand langLlage teachers co"'opel-atedin
their te~Lhing and the,power relationships betw~en the two. I saw
the latter as important in that academic skills, like analysis and
synthesis, are often s~bjugated in favour of strong flows of content.
Or, they are 'taught' by content people as if kMowing them is being
able to use them $uccessful1y in a variety of situations. Unlike
hi~s of content, academic skills embrace all or many content bits and
thus a more justifiable teaching model should give priority to skills
over content.· In terms of how to teach them, I think that this is
what we, as applied linguists in a university backdrop, are best
qualifi~d to do. I aay this because firstl~ we aren't content driven
and secondly our understanding of skills learning is strongly
influenced by current pedagogic,} p~ac~\ce (e.g. Millar et all. This
thread of academic skills learning is a~ important one to me in that
it links learning ,engineering rhetoric , ~uthentic t~xts and co-
operative teaching methodologi~s.
Surface and deeQ learning
Using surface versus deep learning s~ems a good place to jump into the
WISPE program. By this I mean the difference between students
knowing a particular set of academic skills and ~ctually taking them
on board as an irternally perceived, succes~ful writing strategy.
In engineering studie. students are expected to ~ake decisions based
on a number of possible o~tions. For instance, in year one students
had to choose one form of transport for an already identified
village. *
o * THE VILLAGE
: 0
!The SEAMED books described a village in asia and how developments in
:i~rigation, town planning, transport, en~rgy resources had suited the
!people who lived in the villag~. Students were asked to co-
O loperatively design a village of thei~ choice in B.A. including these
lsorts of issues. This was done without references but based largely
Ion personal expe~ience. After this they individually had to research
land choose an option in one of the above mentioned areas.
I
Students had to use a numbe~ 01 academic skills, e.g. analysis
(pulling Qut relevant information from a pool of iniormation ) and
sy.r(t.hesis(comparing II r.:ontrasti'ngp arguing around this information).
Analysis and synthesis are difficult concepts. The tutors decided to
set a •m.:i.ni·project to dO this. IGS-1nthis way'we hoped that
1
2the structure of what we were trying to ts~=h wou~d become a
effectivel y used part of 01..11'" stLldents' cogni tive r:=servoir. The
success of this varied. Clearly some studen~s knew what they had to
do but included fairly nonsensical content ~~terial; they went
through the ~ons oT informed choice. Assuming the stUdents c;ol..\ld
analyse/synthesise, how could they begin to use it effectively? One
method would be the 'Feuersteinish' one. This would involve finding
a very simple situation in which als is used by an individual and
blowing this up into practicing a/s on a number of increasingly
complex value free tasks. Als would be taught concurrently in
particular subject areas e.g. ~aking choices in the :anguage classes
(engineering choices' and in the support tutorials in maths and
physics. However, this still doesn't necessarily mean that students
have deep processed also They might well perceive it as externally
imposed on them and thus exhibit it when asked (but not always
successfully) •
So, how do we 'activate' int.ernal mechanisms? One suggestion would
be to use peer editing as a means of allowing stUdents to choose an
als cognitive approach as the best method to do a problem. Perhaps
through not !.mposing thi$ strl..lcture(e.g. als as a c.ognitive
approach), the usefulness of such an approach in an agreed upon way,
which satisfies' individuals other cognitive sEructures, could be
'taken on' by students.
Such a method would mean that students would be asked to do an open-
ended p~oblem-solving writ1ng task. We could then use this to wo~k
out approp~iate and inappropriate approaches to dealing with
information in some sort of co-operative way Important in using
thi'iS met.hodology would be the a\'lthenticity, both to stUdents and to
engineeriny discourse, of the p~oblem solving situation: this Would
ma~~e both student involvement and trans.fer to mainstream engineering
more likely,.
En~ineering rhetoric
Engineers are e>:pected to make feasible· decisions on design and
implementation based on a number of local criteria. This is the
rationale for a problem solving approaching on the language COu~se.
However, first (and possibly some of second) year engineering involves
mastering techniques Which are only used in problem solving at a much
later stage (drawing, maths and physics). Thus, the link between the
problem solving language and the mainstream enginering courses at an
early level might be a bit obscure.
What then is the role of the subject tutorials? To show how maths
~nd physics do haye an engineering content (the maths is taught by an
t:ngineer) and so bridge languaga ami first year engineering? This
seems a good intermediate structure which We could use at UCT. We
could structure ASP support tutorials in various Science subjects.and
have these following an academic skills methodology taught and co-
ordinated by language teachers in the central ASP unit~ The tutors
would probably have to concentrate on only a few content areas,
because of limited time and the contents suitability to language
skills teaching.
Role of.el1g'lJ:!.f;J~r:l.ng in society.
3Presumably engineers are concerned with the research design and
implementaion of structural projects. Obviously this isn't an
apolitical task and could involve working within local democratic
structures , as well as tec:\c.hinge.mgineering to non-engineers.
Engineering training doesn't deal with either of these areas.
Languaye courses~ however, do look at learning and teaching in non-
hierarchical, co-operative ways and tend to use more people-orientated
engineering projects as 'language fodder'. Thus language courses may
inadvertantly fill gaps in general engineering training. This leads
into the next section, what sort of authentic engineering information
do we as language teachers use?
Pit latrines
As teachers we often try to use what we thinl<.are f arni,liar situations
to students as ways into exploring unknown situations. Also, our
limited engineering knowledge limits the complexity of tasks which we
are prepared to take on to the more popular 'engineer·ingsituations.
Tfursswe can end up wi th content matter that is insul ~ .ng to
engineering stUdents (e.g. pit latrines) in that it p,'e-supposes a
rural or economic~lly under-developed student background. Linked to
this would be a sense of what we see as important: for example, the
pros and cons of upgrading older established townships rather than
removing residents to new distant" housing estates. SLlch ccrrcent
matter we would assume to be familiar to most of our stUdents and thus
comprehendable as well as dealing with a'central engineering issue to
RSAp housing. However/our students' perceptions of this might be
that its patronising in that its for blacks and that real engineering
is about motorways and airports.
All three years focus on problem solving. This involves choosing a
particular engineering solution from a variety of choices , given a
set of local circumstances. Students would be asked to justif ythis
choice in writing and show why ather options Were unsuitable.
Interestingly, this style of writing seems more similar to that of
Arts and Social Science than to Science. Science w~iting at a low~r
level tends to be descriptive rather than justifying one argument as
opposed to another.
There seemed to be a hierachy of problem solving from years one to
three • In year one Students relied to a large extent on their
personal experience in ordet' to problem solve (e.g. the villag~
project.). In the second year their projects were more objective
thuogh still inVOlved Experiential elements. E.g. the most suitable
energy source for an underdeveloped area in S.A •• In third year the
projects were much • colder ' in that they involved decisions in which
the engineering concerns had precedenca over the people concerns ,
e.g •• the creep project and stting an air~ort. In the latter'case the
stUdents debated the siting of a hypothetical airport relative to the
needs of differert areas. Interestingl~ they used engineering
knowledge as well as their own experience and pol~tical understandings
in order to try to solve the situation. Students seemed quite
animated and were in no way thwarted by the content matter.
This approach is consistent with teaching skills via familiar
situations then applying them to increasingly abstract ones. I think
we could use, a similar approach in our research reports.
I think we at EAP could Use a more hierachial approach, to problem
solving write ups. We could begin with the more accessible research
1&1
projects, like designing a wood stove for underdeveloped areas ,then
use this access to p. s. skills to ease p.s. write ups in more
abstr.=actresearch arei.\S(e.g.nuclear structure).
Team teaching
I found this a very useful experience. We planned and taught a Y 2
double tutorial with a tutor from 4th year engineering. The topic
was an appropriate energy sou~ce for a hypothetical underdeveloped
settlement in South Africa. We started with a fairly typical
engineering report title 'Choose and jl..lstifyan appropriate energy
source •••'7
We then gathered and honed suitable lecture material and readings,
both in terms of the academic skills and engineering content. The
delivery of the lecture involved a description of the sorts of skills
needed to eIic; information (from the linguists) as well as a
description of ne situation and the alternatives (from the engineer).
I found that stUdents responded equally well to the linguistics and
engineers in terms of help in gathering information. I think (as we
discussed] that the project could be enlarged to take on a real
situation to solve (e.g. Lawaaikamp upgrading) and could include more
than one possible choice: .thLlsstUdents wou Ld know that there was not
C,\nalrearly decided upon anSWer to match but that their own decisions
could be valid so long as they were backed up.
Picking up on a point made earlier in the text, I feel that its
important to donate an equal or higher status to the linguists in a
team teaching situation. An obvious way to do this would be to
sandwich the engineers' input between very directed skills input.
E.g. a broad outline of the skills required and the form of the final
write LIP as an introdl.lctionthe",a detailed description of how to deal
with an aspect of the engineering material (e.g. filling in a
comparative table) after the engineering input.
A further acccentuation of the .kills approach ~ i think ~ could come
from incorporating Grellet styl~ extercises around lectures and
readings. For e.g. chOOsing a main idea from a list Which best sums
up a written or spoken piece of text (analysis). Or , ordering and
linking jumbled text (cohesion and sentence level synthesis).I_think
these ~orts of excerci&es are done in wispe but perhaps they could be
used more frequently and became progressively more difficult.
In EAP we base mest of our reading and writing around descriptions of
research projects being done by the mainstream first year lecturers.
The write up involves describing the research problem and how the
~esearcher set about investigating or solving it. We thought this
would mimic both elements of practical write ups as well as elements
of the structure of Science texts.Our 1/2 year evaluations indicated
that students did find the reports useful in their own Science writing
We wanted to use the lecturers ~s a way of giving credibility to our
course as \-Jellas to Lnvo Lve them in some aspects of team teach,ing
.The latter was i~ terms of outreach to lecturers of the sorts of
problems non traditional stUdents at UCT experience with Science
knowledge • We hoped this could be the start of content and methods
evaluation in V 1.
In terms of credibility and effective skills teaching we could explore
the use of senior Science students and tutors as team teachers.
StL;dents would probably be more open and critical the\hwould be the
18''d
4
5case with lecturers. Also ~ we a. language teachers could assert our
langL\age/s~~illlSneeds over those of content learning.
Erocess diaqrams ;cohesion and coher~nce
These appear frequently in popular engin~ering texts • At w1spe
students were encouraged to describe process diagrams ~~ we11 as
develop diagrams from process descriptionlS. I think this i~ ~ really
Lisefl.tllski lis eXcercisl:-, both from the point of view of
understanding process diagrams as well as encouraging the
identification c?·ndlinking of main points. This leads back into the
issue of how to teach sentenc:e level cohesion and overall coherence in
students' writing. My own experience in EAP Science is that they often
fail to see where links should be drawn or to posit~~n thir writing
wi thin some sort of over"all context. They tend to omit or be unable
to articulate thair internally understood cohesion ~nd coherence. I
think this is a problem general to all Science stud~~nts through the
sense of audience being destroyed by being made to write the correct
answer- often a regurgitation of fact rath~r than an evaluation or
processing of fact.I believe that this is a valid critique of Science
teaching in general where stUdents are expected to match templates
rather than explore and explain a variety of possibilities. It is
through haVing to convince a reader 01 your perceived validity of a
particular idea that ,i think , cohesion and coherence are best
taught. .
Student gerc_w.tions
This was difficult for me to assess in any real way after limited
expo~ure to the stUdents. However , the first thing that struck me was
the high attendance _ particularily at ~uch a late stage in the year.
Students i work9d with in year one seemed to be quite confioent
in performing writing and reading exeercises and questioning me. They
worked well toget~er and believed that the language course could help
them in m.instreal engineering .Some of them thought that the Wits
enQine~ring cour~e was unneccessarily difficult and that they did not
believe that they could pass it.
The year three students were very interesting • Initially they were
resistant to the worksheet we Were working on ;they said it was not
the sort ~f thing they could do because it was a mixture of chemical
and civil engineering. This was followed by a ~riticism of the
relevance of the course itself ;they felt that it w~s ~ repetition of
the previous two years and that another engineering subject should
replaCe it • However, as we talked about the worksheet problem to be
solved they became very engaged and questioning about it • They tried
to fill in content gaps which had been left out by the Writers. I
found this very rewarding in that i could join in th~ creation of
meaning as a pe~r rather than a teacher • 1 think these were extremely
skilled problem solvers!
J OVera 11 perce.a..tions
Generally i think the language course is varied in its methodology
and interesting and authentic in its content.l think that stUdents
gain writing and reading skills within an engineeri~g context.
One.of the most interesting parts for me was planning with the
engineering student tutors .Working with subject people s~ems to
Itf-'t
inVblve balancing conservatism and over~nthu$iasm~ At WISPE i thought
thE latter dominated ! In both campa ~ think it is h~rd for the
language ~aople to maintain A clarity gf skills purpose While still
remaining within an authentic: eng;i,neeringsituation.
In my CoL\rSe i tend to emphasise and eKtensively pract.tce language
slt..il1sin Each content cycle. As i mentioned earlier ~ i thinf.more
of this could be done within problem solving content areas ,
particularily reading .kills. However i sense that i might
overemphasis~ skills to the detriment of Science authenticity.
I liked the .mall bit of peer group editing Which we aid • I think it
is a promising .~craach in term. of student. learning the structure
of engineeril19 discourse.
r only saw one physic;s tutorial • This was a repeat or additional
information to that given in the lectures. Students were fa.irly
acl.ve in their re~ponse to this but 1 felt it 3till followed a
largely lecturer student mode. I thought it might be useful for tutors
to try and.mix information from physics and maths with problem
solving techniques similar to those used in the language courses.
1"10
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Appendix 13
"
WISPE 1: LANG,UAGE AND COI"IMUNICATION
ASSESSMENT: SEPTEMBeR 1989
Comments:
The resLIIts of the September aSSE!SSffier~c haVi'~been very
disa.ppointing bl..ltwith more hard work aNd attent.ion to datai I
these marks can improve. There seem to have been three
major problems in the answers:
* Students did nbt consider carRfully enough what was
expected of them.
* Students had not paid nearly enough attention to the
readings they had been given. Their own notes were clearly
inadequate to answer the question.
* Students tended to quote from the texts th~y had been given
without att.npting to express the concepts in their o~n
words. This makes any examine~ uncertain how much the
students have actually understood and they will consequently
b~ heavily PQnalized. '
Here is a suggested way of approaching this particula.r topic;
Read the topic carefully. This' is crucial! Identity the
key words. Pay attention to the examiner's instructions~
Look at this sentence;
Why is it important to find alternatives to energy derivQd
from fossil fuels?
I\lotetha·t the question dOeS not ask for alterna tives to oi 1
or eurrent oil ~serve~. Many stUdents made the mistake of
cClncentr~ting on oil and ignoring the other, 10ssi I fuels ,
YOLI Were also asked to g:iJts:'Ussthe alternatives and this
discussion should have inclUded some comment on the
advantages a~d disadvantages ot the options you mention.
The examiner's instruction was 'that the answer should be a
page long. This is quite short. It meant that you had to
concentrate on the main points and avoid unnecessary det~il.
* What are fossil fuels?
* What has caused our present reliance on fossil fuels?* How long will fossil fuel ,reserves last?* What wi.ll happen if our reServes run out?
* What are the alternatives (as suggested in the texts)?
* What are the advantages ::.ndisadVantages of the suggested
alternatives?
Draw up an outline Tor your answer. You can do this by
asl-:.intJ yours'elf a number of questions such as given below.
Now read the model answer and compare it to your own!
commen
~r't'
-\
Ap~
LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATIONS COURSES FOR E21 STUDENTS
INSTITUTION FAC" ~lnEPARTMENT •..•....••..•....•
The following questions have been designed in
NAME OF COURSE
an attempt to b\)lld up profiles of the types of
language and communications cocrses at present [Please tick the appropriate boxes]
being implemented in Southern A£rica and the
t,Y.pes of students for whom these have been (Al smDEMT CHAl!ACTEII!S'tICS
designed. The questions :have therefore been
Academicbackground
groUpedunder various headings. WeshoUld be
1. 1r/hatare the academic reqttirement~ required for entry?
very grateful if you could answer these
a) 0' Levels .• 0 A' !.eve1.s, 0
0'· .J"
questions as :fully ~ pOBsibl.e and send us tIle
b) Matric 0
ccmp1.eted1'ormsby 11th JAtlt1ARY1991.. o Please specifyc) Sp~cirlc subjects.
2. Which subjects. if' any. are compulsory t"or entry onto the
course?
.....~..~..~ ~ ~
3. Are Eng1.ish 1.st -Language st-ude'lts accepted? YES0 NO 0
4. Do students write proficiency tests for entry into the
institution? YES 0 NO 0
'':
If no, howis their English Proficiency level determined?
~~•••• ~.~ •••••• ·.c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
/7:_'--
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~
c:r
1..)\
stUDENT SELECTICH
(1) ~ there any pre-requisite subject req~irelllents Cor entry onto
your co~e? eg, science,. Daths etc,
••• ~O •••••••••••••• 9 ••••••••. ~ ••••• ~ ••••••••••••• ~~ ••••••••••••••
If no, do you have scien¢c students on your course
VESD NOD
(2) Are there MY .lllU'Sarics availabb for atudei1ta on, your counse?
'YES 0 NOD
If no, how IIt'e the students 1'unded?
•• ~ •••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• o •••••• ~ ••• o •• o~ •••••••• ~ •••• 0 •••••••••
•••••••••• ~•••~••••••••••• o•••••••••••••••••••••• ~••~o.~.~c•••••
f3) Is then a lW t on 1;1).8 I1UIlIbers tor your. coUrse?
YESD NOD
If no, &0. to section C.
If yes, what io the lII&Xi~ nUlaber of students?
(4) III the cQl.l1'1Ievoluntacy 0 or cOlllpUlsory 0
(5) Ii'the course is voluntary,
(Ill do students apply 0
(b) are students advised by &1.Ipportstaff 0
(c) are studenta recom.ended by IUlinatreso: !Stsf"!' 0
STATt.'S OF TIlE CO"JRSE
(1) Is the course credit-bearing? YES o NO o
(2) Must students pass/meet a proficiency level to proceed with
further study? o NO oYES
(3) Ia the course. integrat~d lIIithothcr academic coursea?
(U).COURSE DESIGN
(l) Briefly outline the rationale 1:01' eeueee establishment and
design. (Please a.ttach appropriate dOCUlllentatill if available)
(2) How lOIlil i03your course? 6 months 0
1year 0
IIOre than i year 0 (please specify)
(3) Plea1:e list the units/toPiCS by yeu, ~iv~ an
in<U.caticn ot' tiDe spent on each one •
YEAR1
YEAR 2 •••••••••• ~••••••
(4) o t1~Is yc..Jr COUt'tie contextua1ised? YES so0
I~ yes, into which subject area? •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••
(Vi!: SHOOUi m: GRA'tmlL FOR AWl !XAM'i?l"..£S OF YOUR l(A'tERJ:M..)
(TilE JfATERLU. WILL BE TRKATIID Df COIIFIDENCK.) •
(5) Which of f;he folloving llethods do you USlil?
SlOat used .. 1 to nevee used '" 7
Please rank t'rOIIl
Baall group discussions 0
whole group lecture input 0
student presentations 0
role play [J
individual assignments D
group assignments 0
project-.s 0
u~-'
(1) How many member o~ sta~~ are employed?
f'ull-ti:ne? o 1. How ere students assessed?
(El. STAFFING
(F) ASSESSMENt' A!ID EVALUATION
Part-time? fJ
Terminal examinations YES 0
Continuous assessment YES 0
(2) 'Howare st~f recruited?
Please specify ...~....•...... ~~••.••.....••••...•.••.........~ ' ~...•.•.........•....•.•.. ~.....•............ ............................•......................~ ~.•..•...... ~..~....•••••...~..•...•••~ .
If you use a miXture o~ methods, please describe
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• = ••••••••••••••••••
(3) Are staff f'aculty-baIJed?0
course-based? 0
2. nOW do you eValuate the course?
box.
You may tick IlION than one
(4) Do 8t~ team-teach the course? A1W'lY1l o student evaluation 0
rtar~ evaluation 0
:faculty 0 ~
departmental. 0 IS"
other s~f 0
external 0
Freql!ently0
Never 0
(5) If'team-teaching is employed, what is the team composition?
Please give an example .........•.•. ~...••....••............
~- .-~
(6) Arc any other teaching metho~s ,employed?
••••••••••••••••••••• ~., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e •••••••• ~ ••
Please use space below for any other comments you would like to make
(7) ~ steff aeperately renumerated for work on the course?
YES o NO 0 ........~.............••...•.....•............•....•••.........••......
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,•••••••••••••••••••••••• & •••••• '••••••••••
•••••••• ~ •••••••• 4 ••••••••• ~ •• # •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••
••••••••••••••••••••• 4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •••••••• •• ••••• •••• • •••••••••••••••• ~ •• 4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
. ... , ........•...•.......•..........•..•... , ......................••..
I WOULO LIKE A COPY OF yOUR SUMli!AAYOF REPORTS
YES 0 KO 0
Appendix 15: Main Topics and Sub-topics Identified in a
content Analysis of :SAP/ESP Course Outlines
1. WRITING
lab reports, examination answers, researched paper, exploiting iconics
in a written text, job applications, major written project, journal
writing, autobiographical portfolio, argumentati',eessay, writing as an
interactive process, gathering and organisation of data, cohesion and
coherence in academic discourse, editing, analysing essay topics,
integrating information from different sources, paragraph construction,
essay development, developing logical and systematic lines of thought
in an essay, writing summaries, criteria for assessment of written
work, emotive writing, organisation and ordering of Ldeas , revising and
editing, error analysis, compiling ~ bibliography
2. READING
effective reading techniques, reading journals, comprehension and
language skills, reading academic texts, topic analysis, tex'l:
structure, improving reading speeds I accessing infor,.'.ation,critical
reading in a university context, different reading for different
purposes, skimming prev i.ewing: scanning, extracting main ideas I eye
movements, referential reading, critical reading: fact and opinion,
figurative language, reading symbols, vocabulary skills, coping with
scientific texts, structure of information in science texts
(sentences, subjects, verbs, compound sentences, adjectival
information, adverbial information, nouns, ideas in sentences, sentence
combining) one courBe,
cause and effect, tenses in English, mass and count nouns, use of the
article
3. LANGUAGE / GRAMMAR
4. COMMUNICATION
~\
I
interpersonal communication
communication in the organisation
small group communication
communication theory, appropriate styles of communication at university
level
business communication
social communication
strategics for effective intercultural communication
nonverbal communication
small group work and cOlrununication
professional correspondence
persuasion
5. ORAL SKILLS
oral summaries and reports
theory, practice and self criticism (video tape)
physical presentation of speeches, public speaking
6. EXAMINATION TECHNIQUES AND PREPARATION
Time management in tests, comparlng good and bad essays, multiple
choice of preparation, what you get marks for
7. LISTENING
The English sound syst!::Jm
Language variation and the new Englishes, patterns in stress and
intonation, phonological variation
Listening for main points, marker words in lectures
using ca';alogues C:l~r lcyclopaedias
8. RESEARCH ASSIGNMENTS
Investigation skills
9. REPORT WRITiNG
10. NOTETAKING
Notetaking from a written text, notetakin§'from a spoken text, st01:"Jng
notes, ccmparing notes trom lectures
11. ORGANISATIdN OF STUDY TIME
Making a study timetable
12. GRAPHICS
Visual literacy
Using diagrams to Gomplemun~ a text
13. USING CHE LIBRARY
14. V1L~IETIES IN ENGLISH
15. PROBLEM SOLVING
open-ended problem solving, deductive problem solving
16. PROJECT WORK
17. USING THE DICTIONARY as a resource
18. SITE VISITS
19. MEDIA LITERACY
and video
20. ...JEMORYAND RESEARCH SKII..LS
21. D:t<.SIGNPROJECT
22. ASSERTIVENESS ~RAINING
Improvising, body language in commllnication
Assert.i.venessin the corporate l!lorld/ v=Lue systems.
23. COMPUTijR LITERACY
List of interviewees Appendix 16
Arm Du Pless;i.s WISl?Z: University of the Witwatersrand
EAP staff Team ASP: university of Cape Town
Janet Flockl:.11nan EcoI1omics and Management Bridging unit,
University Of Natal, Dur-ban
James GarrO't'lay
Nicole Geslin
Pat Hill
Margie In9lis
BeUlah John
Alison Love
Sarah Murray
Nadia Pandor
Francis Ralenala
Marissa Rollnick
Barbara Stone
Bessie stephenson
Lucia Thesen
Margaret Van Zyl
Terry Volbrecht
i
J
l~AP science: universi ty of cape Tovm
tinguistics: university of Natal, Dur.ban
Pre-university Bursary Scheme in
]l.ngineeringtWits
f:,11.:~ienceFoundatio-' Programme: University
Q.f Natal, pieter:maritzberg
Language, Learning and Logic: University
of Natal, Pietermaritzberg
Li:n'~uistics:Uni.versity of Zimbabwe
SPEN.: university of Bopthutswana
ASP: university of Cape Town
IJanguage for sc Lence e university of the
NUj~'th
College of Science: University of the
Witwatersrand
Language and communication: University
of Natal, Durban
communication skills: University of
Zimbabwe
ASP; University of Cape Town
English for Science Students: UNISA
English Special: University of the
Western Cape
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Wits Integrated Study Programme for Bngineering (WISPE)
Engineering Support Programmes / Chamber of Nines Bldg - West Campus
UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND, JOtIANNES.BURG
r ,
121 PQWITS
2050, SOUTH AFRICA
Fax: (01 1) 339-Xit2.:k 7835ro 'Unlwlts'
~ 4-27125 SA
~ (011) 716-1111
1 Jan Smuts Avenue, Johannesburg
Reference: pe/PK/WISPE31
~ (011) 116" 5163
Enquiries: PIYUSHI KOTECHA
L ...J Date:
9 October 1991
Dear
You might recall.a questionnaire which Dr. Rutherford and I sent to you
earlier this year which sought information on English for Academic
Purposes courses in Southern Africa for a research proj ect.
The research attempts to explore the kind of courses Which are currently
being offered at tertiary institutions, the problems experienced,
insights gained and practical suggestions for other practioners.
As a follow-up to the questionnaire, ! V1ou1d ...lke to interview you
telephonically, if I may. The decision to use telephone interview:i.ng
was made partly for logisitical. r-eaeons and partly since this method has
been used very successfully by colleagues. Our conversation would be
recorded and would take about 20 minutes.
I have Lncl.uded a brief description Of the various areas of concern
which I v.cul.d like to discuss with you. You might like to discuss
these with th~ rest of the project staff to ensure the reliability and
genera1isability of the recorded comments. (!f you would like a copy of
the actual q\ tions, p1ease let rneknow and I can fax them to you prior
to the interview.)
J
A key area sir-isingfrom the responses to the initiel questionnaire
concerns the nature of the language problem for second language Learner-a
and the best way of addressing it in a South African context. I would
be interested in your views and experience of how this impacts upon your
course.
I would like to conduct the interviews between the 14th - 23rd of
October. ! apologise for the short notice but I've recently returned
from maternity leave. Could I please ask you to fax or telephone me a
couple of convenient days and time for you in that period so that I can
prep~re a schedule.
Looking forward to speaking to you.
Many thanks for your anticipated co-operation.
PIYUSHI KOTECHA
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INTERVIEW qUESTIONS
10. X
11. +
12. X
13. X
14. X
15. +
1." llriei'ly,what are t:PeaiJns 01 yOllr' course?
2. .. Does the Tirst/second language le~er ~ In one setting work?
3. .. What is the attitude of'the students towards your course?
students perceive the course ~ worthwhile/usefUl?
What would you Ba,)' is thIS nature oj" their ace.deildcd1f'r1culties?
Wh~ch Qf'these dif'ficu1ties does your course address?
How successfUl have you becn?
Do
4. ..
5. It Which particula:.-skUIs/concepts have yOUI'students been able to
devQl.op?
6. .. Are there students in your course vho bave severe English
language pt'Qblems? Con your ecurce !leet.their needs?
Do you think that students shoul.d be sel.ected for .courses like
youi's (lQ the basis 01.'· prof'iciency tests or on the basis that:
they are second ianguage learners?
7. +
8. + Is your course given enough recogn1tion/etstus in your
department and lnstitution?
9. .. What 1dt>d of'errors do your students make?
Are they grammatical, syntactic, mother tongue interl'erence?
VRich materials/activities have been ~icu1erly Buccessf'U1?
What are the II\a1nprobl.ems that you experie:lce?
(as far as administration: timetabling, students: attitudes,
handing in of' aSSignments and malnstrea'ilstai'f': co-operation
are concerned .•)
What would you say are the strangths and weaknesses ot ycur
.course?
Do you reel your course is achieving its aims?
evSluate this?
How do you
Dc your course aim to improve language skillS or academic
skills? Please elaborate.
A:e ~ainst~am staf'f'aware of'the skills COVered in your courSe?
Do they rs-inforce the skills/concepts covered in your courae1
INTERVIEW TOPICS
Apr..ndix 18
QuestioruJwill be formulated on the TollowitW: aspects of'your coura~.
1. Student Characteristics
Attitude
Academic diff'iculties
SkIlla/concepts developed
Range of English comper,ence in group
Types of'errors
Z. Course Characteristics and Constra:lnts
Aims of the course
Selection of students
Recognition and relnforcemen~ of'the course
Administration proble."
Mainstream staf'Tperceptions
3. Course Evaluation
()
\l'"
Achievement of aims.
Relative success of different materials and activities _
strengths and weaknesses of the course.
o
Appendix 19 (a)
SAlt~H l~URRAY: Special English course (SPEN) I (tI!UBO)
Q: What would you say are tbe aims of the SPEN course?
A. We have disadvantaged students who, in ,the main, speak
English as a second language and therefore they need
assistance with communication skillS, particularly to read
and write in English, read and write academic texts. So I
suppose that Was our goaL It's a very broad goal, We had
lots of other goals, and if you look in that book that Liz
and I ",rote there's an example of a course which We give to
students, and introduction to the course, and we specify
our goals in detail, and we say that also our goals are to
increase the students' confidence to make them aware of
issues that are important in south Africa today. Those are
also goals.
Q. Does the first/second language learner mix in one setting
work?
A. It's very difficult to give you an answer based 0n UNIBv,
but what happens at UNIBO is that you get people who are
second language speakers in the sense that they learnt
English as their second language chronologically, but who
are very proficient; they're equally literate in both
l.anguages. In fact, English is probably the stronger
language although it Wasn't the first thing they learnt,
because they weint to private schools and they went to
schoolS like Mmabatho High School and their parents tend to
be universi'ty lecturers and they traVel Overseas.
,
j
For example the:y stay with the family for a year in
Australia or somewhere and generally speaking, those
1
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students have done quite well in their mat.r-Lcas well. Now
there is a problem in the motivation of those students, you
have to try and win those students around seeing that they
have a responsibility to share that with the other
students, but its actually q1.1itehard to do that. I feel
that if you could persuade the very good speakers of tbs
language to become part of the group they could cont~ibute
enormously, but of cour se students at university have
fairly selfish priorities, understandably.
Q. What was the attitude of the students toward.s the courSfl?
A. It depended, one of the problems was if you look at our
quarterly evaluation, it clearly defined that, because the
kind of things we were teaching were often not demanded in
the other courses, lecturers in other courses tended to say
students can't write essays, so we won't ask them to write
an essay: we will ask them mu.l,tiple choice or short
answers. So the atniderrt.swO'.,lldcomplain why are we having
to write these academic essays when nobody else eXgects us
to do it. Then as they moved further up the university, by
then they had left us they often found that the attitude
towards the course become much more positive in the second
and third year, and we used to get lots of examples of
scuderrt.scomi.nq back to us saying 'do you remember when we.did this, can you give me t1hatever it was we did' so
students did see the value of it, and in fact you could see
a change in attitude from first semester to second
semester, a much more positive approach.
I i
There also was a difference between urban and rural
students, rural students because they really struggled with
tJ:'lelanguage, recognised their need for the course much
more than students whose need actually was less.
2
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Q. Do you think that students shoUld be selected for courses
like yours on the basis of proficiency tests or on the
basis t,hatthey're second language learners?
A. If you're going to select thel1.{it should be on the basis
of profici.ency. It's interesting, myexperience of b.eing an
external examf.ner-, my experience of supervising stu.dents
and post graduate students, is that onoe you get above a
ce ·tair. basic level there are weak, first language epeaker s
who can't write coherently and somehow,often they manage
to get to post graduate level and they still can't write
coherently, and actually they need help too.
there's an OVer lap,
language and haven't
people who speak i.t as a second
had the opportunity to develop
But I would say its a. question, its definitely proficiency
rather than your first/second language situation. Obviously
complete proficiency are going to struggle.
Q. What would you say is the nature of the students academic
difficulties?
A. The issue is the whole notion of what constitutes the
theory of comprehension,our current use of how people
comprehendmeans that its your whole experi.ence of life
that contributes toward:<;whether you're able to compr-ehend
them bel it in your first or second. language, if ycu/ re
second language you've got added difficulty of decoding and
just simply idet).tifying what a wordmeans and the syntax
)
,
3
and everything else. Nevertheless a great part ef
comprehensien even in the second language is backgreund
knewledge that you bring to. the text and that's going to. be
made up of your knOWledge of the corrcerrc and cultural
knowl.edqe and there! s a pnobLemfinding that students bring
with them the whole culture ef the scheel that they've been
in which does net prepare them fer university.
If yeu think specifically ef language, the culture ef black
scheels is essentially oral in myview. They hardly read at
all. I've been to. so many achool s new threugh being en
teaching practice at unibe and I've seen hundreds ef black
high schee1s, and I den't think I ever go. into. a class in
IIt1:1,ichthey de reading er writing. Even if they are
i.braries very little use is made of them, teachers
themselves donr t, r-ead er write very much, Essentially it's
listening and speaking a bit and So. I think that's a real
problem.
"\1
Another preblem is simply the kind of lack ef rigeur in
black scheols, when yeu start to. demand things frem kids
and. that they should be rigereus and they need to. be
disciplined in how they write and hew they read and how
they study and erganise, and simply that schoo.ls and
teachers have get lew expectatiens, ef their pupils. So
When they come to. 'university you have to. have a majo.r
debate with them abeut yeur expectatiens, and actually that
they have get to. perferm at this level, and to. cenvince
them that they're capable.
I
j
The preblem with black universities is that eften that
attitude is carried ever, the lew expectations and so the
scudent.s dcm/t; fulfil their petential.. My perceptien of
black achooLs is that there. is an incredible laissez-f'aire
attitude and teachers just repeat the same thing year after
4
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year and they donI t realise the amount;of effort that has
to go in and you often do get highly motivated students who
totally l'llisdirect their energy through the Whole rote
learning approach.
5
> Q.
.
Would you say the SP:EN courlS6 aimed to improve language
skills or academic skills or both?
A. Both" I would say the whole approach centres around current
use of language. teaching and one of the current uses of
language teaching is that it should be task-based, that the
focus should not be on the language but achieving some task
or goal so you could be going in there with a. totally
linguistic appr'oaohj your goal could be to improve the
stUdents f language I but you still might take that route
whilst working on a task.
our decision was to set academic tasks I to se't tasks which
should as closely as possible approximate what they would
be required to do in another course, and their goal is to
I
complete the academic task, but in that process they're
actually addressing language. We did try to think the
language element thro'lgh. Just to give you one example, my
identificatio:"l, through experience more t,han anything elsel
of students with say writing problems is that they find it
very difficult to structure discourse, they find argument
discourse diff icul t and so vie focused very much in both
courses. 'rhe research shows that through reading, that you
acquire familiarity with argUInent and we hammered away at
argument structure and t'eading and then hammeredaway again
at it in writing, and so in selecting academic tasks and
topics, we tried to cover each argument structure.
i
I
A
~'1
i
1
i
j
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SO they had an academic task in the reading course, which
focused around looking at appropriate education systems in
South Africa, but the argument structure required
throughout all that was compare and contrast, because there
are a lot of psychologists who believe the wbole business
about classification being essential. The way of organising
physical phenomena and cognitive skills, being important,
but comparison coming very much out ~~ that business, of
the ability to classify and then in ..he second semester
they were writing two essays.
One was to discuss whether English was an appropriate
language, and that's the discussion essay which is a
difficult argument structure and they spend a lot of time
on it, and then for the eXC1.mfor which we did a massive
amount of preparation for the exam, it wasn't just like
sitting the exam, we did cause and effect because that
really is such an important argument structure in science
and actually most academic sUbjects I so in teaching, or
setting up a course, a language course, you would want to
cover those argument structures even if their goals were
purely linguistic. But we':ee doing it thr~:)Ughtasks wh i.oh
the lecturers have asked them to write an essay on. Even
grammar work and eVerything else would come out of that
writing.
Q. In relation to the range of activities which your students
did, did you find that they're better at handling some
skills than others or not, whioh ones w'ere they
particularly sUccesSful at developing?
A. It's very difficult to generalise because it depends on the
level of proficiency which the stUdent comes in with. We
gave students this rough and ready Oxford placement test.
6
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I only did it in the last year. The students in my class,
some were scoring bilingually, they just speak it
proficiently and others were scoring just at the post
elementary level, which is very ve"!:yvery low. NOW those
students were struggling sImp Ly to comprehend at the de-
coding level ~ and they haven r t reached a basic line of
linguistic competence.
I doubt you would have a student like that at wits. Now
those students woUld struggle simply with getting the facts
straight in a text, but I would say the majority of
students were pretty good at comprehending it at the
factual level, providing the text was sufficiently familiar
to them in terms of the content. But they struggle with
identifying the intention of the writer; what is the most
essential message that the write]:'.wants to convey, It all
comes back to this business of ar'qumant; and inference.
Q. Are there students in the course who have Severe Englisb
language problems and if so, how did you attempt to address
t.hose?
A. Well, those were the ones I was telling you about who were
achieving really very very low scores. We Were all really
very concerned about t.hemf they really shouldn't have been
at university. There was just no way they, could cope with
writing although having said that you do get the odd
studel1t who is so highly motivated, and I've had just a
couple of those who've come in and you thin]( to yourself,
this student should never I ever have been admitted but yet.
because they see]{ belp and they're incredibly motivated,
they manage and they often do very well in an environment
like UNIBO. They probably wouldn't survive at wits so you
can't generalise. The way we handled this problem was that,
it wasn't until the middle of the year that we would start
7
to do writing. We realised that you have got students who
can barely communicate and so it was that was the r~ason
the institute did a test that meant you could see their
problems right from the start with some degree of accuracy.
I would say that the tests had a pretty predictive power
but were wrong for about a couple of st1.1.dentsf and what I
did with my class Was p\l"t those students into a little
group and I said you haven't done well on the test if you
would like to come for extra help we 111 have an extra
session every week. And in fact, they themselves said they
didn't want it onCe a week, they wanted it twice, and they
were very keel1.
We started off doing grammar and we would choose things we
wanted to do, discuss and say for the next week we would do
this or this and then I would review it and say what do you
think we ought to do next and so on. I'm not sure that it
was terribly helpful and concrete but the positive thing is
that it really developed their confidence they really,
blossomed. I think that its partly because they got to know
me better than the other tutors so from being students who
neVer said a word in class, they suddenly started to be
students who would really contribute because they knew me
very well, and they gained confidence enormously, I'm not
sure why.
Q. So what you're saying was that the backlog ~las too great?
A.
.
I think so, you know language is quite a gradual proce ~ .,
a few extra lessons a week. You can only do a bit. Their
writing was still weak, very weak at the end of the year,
and it's hard to know whether they're simply students C '0
were very weak, intellectually, I don't know.
:
I
j
I
-'I
I
j
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Q. Was your course qi van enough recoqni tion sta.tus in your
institutic~n?
A. It's very difficult to say that, the institution gave it a
lot of lift in the sense that it's a credit bearing course.
Xt was compulsory but I think tha.t attitudes towards the
course from the institution depend very much on the
individual, and when I first went to UNIBO, John McHaney
was there and he was incredibly supportive. He had been
instrumental in getting the language skills behind it, he
real.ly believed in it and he was certainly giving it
priority, giving funds and everything and I think that that
is how we got to the position where we got good staffing.
But then we had the misfortune to get branded politically
and when all the trouble at UNIBO started. We were seen as
a kind of sUbversive group, siding with the students and I,
think there were just personal problems, the people like
Nadia, myself and so on being involved with staff issues.
This was viewed as problematic and it was all politica.l,
and there was a deliberate strategy on the part of our Dean
to undermine us. We would go and talk to them about needing
staff and he would agree and everything and then you would
find out that he would fJaysomething totally different to
other staff.
Q. To what extent were people aware of the kind of service
that you were providing on an academic level?,
I A. with some of them I don't think it would have mat·tered what
we did, because of their own agenda. There is also a whole
pol itical problem where you 111 get staff s.ayingwhy should
our students be treated differently from any other students
and you'll get this at all black uniVersities.
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Q. Were there particular topics or particular materials Which
worked well with your students? Did some things interest
them more than others?
A. It does vary from student to stiudsnt., I th~nk that 'tp,emon~
you contextualise in the south African context the more
interested they are. I used a supplement, we used to use
our materials in the book as a core, and I would try and
keep it up to date and if you look at the book, the
teachers' guide, there are examples of materials we used.
For example when we were doing graphs find the whole thing
about population, it just happened to be a time when the
.Lnsurance business in south Africa was getting into
rejecting the effect of aids and it fitted beautifully into
the topic.
one of the things with linking academic skills with
language skills was the attempt to make students read
critically and think critically, so wewere trying to teach
them about where, you knowthe graphs don'~ just appear out
of nowhere, somebody researched it and how much can you
rely on the research process 1 popUlation data based or} a
census and how accurate it was and looking at all the
various proj ections people had made in the past about
popUlation and which was right. So we started to look at
the projections for South Africa with Aids and followed a
discussion on the radio, I recorded that and introduced
them to the whole idea of actuary and they were very
interested in that. Also with 'the education topic we
started looking at the James Moulder article, he was
writing about the ANCand emphasizing primary education and
we were able to compare that to Nyerere.
~
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Q. Did the Science/Law students also respond positively to
this content?
10
A. I didn't teach the sciences, I taught commerce and they
responded very positively, the more academic and abstract
it was the less interested they were. They were interested
in things they cfiuldrelate to but then at the same time
you've.got to.make them authentic.
Q. Wha't were the main problems that you had as far as
admins~ ~on, students attitudes etc are ,concerned?
A. I think the main problems are structural, the real p:.:oblem
is that constraint of time and numbers of staff, we knew
for example that all of U3 wanted to make our course more
subject specific, but if you've only got 10 staff and we
had 900 - 1000 atrudenr.s , every student.has got to do the
course, my feeling was that students must go away with
something solid. It mustn't just be a mish ....mash Wher,e you
try and do this and that and it doesn't really work. I feel
that you must establish a solid course first and then
gradually develop good subjects for every course.
Q.Doyou think you've found an approach which is applicable
to all disciplines - woUld there have t1) be a major re-
conceptllalisation al:'\,)u,ndthe meeting of specific :needs.
A. I think it depends on the nature of the course, whether its
a credit course and so on. I think if what you're. thinking
in terms of a credit bearing course which is going to have
to be suitable for the majority of students, not a
minor ity r then I think our course viasa good model. I think
that the basic principles we were working on were good ones
and I think the course has been quite successful in that
way. I think that much more time needs to go into it, its
no good doing it in a half-hearted kind of way. SUbject
specific work, if your're going to do it, it has to be done
properly, and so you would need to do a lot of materials
11
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development but I think you could use the basic approach
that we used.
content can change, but approach would be still valid, and
you would need to change it, courses like Law there would
need to be subst~ntial changes to the content. You would
need to include things that aren't dealt with at all
because of the nature of LaW. But 1 think that When you get
into the business of courses being compulsory and credit
bearing, that you have to take on different issues. For
example we had an unsuccessful struggle tq get an external
examiner.
A subject-specific course, could grow out of a course like
ours and by using it. as a starting point, it would be
really important to have an external t who was not a
language p~rson, but somebody who was teaching the first
year, an external for the English for Science. You should
have one external for science and one for the language.
Q. When you we~e actually designing the course and during its
implementation to what extent were the mainstream staff
involved with this? X get the impression that a lot of it
depended on your own expertise and your own knowledge of
the area, does this mean that you and your team did a lot
of research into what was required and then did most of the
work yourselves, hoW much COllaboration was there?
A. There was very little collaboration, at the beginning when
I set out there were only two posts, when Nadia joined me
at the beginning of 1987, there was chaos in tb@ University
the acting Dean just about let anybcdy in. There were 1200
students and 2 member of staff. That was the very semester
I had asked Liz to come and help me develop materials so
she was there, and luckily we had started deVeloping the
12
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matsrials, hut in that situation we were definitely trying
to find part~time staff.
There is no way you can start going out doing lots of
consultat.ions and developing materials and so on. Your
priority is to do your best fen' a decent general ccur-se and
we also have responsibility for the college of education,
another 3 000 students, so I had to provide the materials
for the college as a whole.
But we did try and do some consultation and we did send out
a questionnaire to all members of staff 'co all the
departments, It was quite a detailed questionnaire asking
them what their opinions were about the s;tudent needs and
fairly detailed questions within their needs, to do say
with reading and writing, and fairly detailed questions
about how they used it, and then the other kind of things
we did were analysing all the exam questions, that were set
in one semester to see what is it that at the end of first
year students are required to do, what the lecturers were
working at. The return was very very low.
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We had quite a lot of meetings, through the Academic
Development Centre (ADC), especially back in those days
when we asked the .ADCto organise meetings. We invited all
the staff and we had a finger lunch to try and persuade
people to come. We did discuss, we gave tbe questionnaire
and then we analysed it and then We had a meeting at which
we invited all members of staff of the unQversity to come
and have copies of our findings and try and see where
people agreed and disagreed.
Just to say how our materials developed, I think how they
developed mainly was doing our best in difficult
circumstances and conat.arrtLy , ! think we were pretty self
I
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critical in the sense that we had meetings every week and
we recorded all the time what was working. and what wasnr t,
working and then we revised it in the light of that in an
ad....hoc way. All of us did try and worle with departments in
the sense of talking to people who are friends of ours. I
used to talk to people endlessly to say what's your view Of
this that or the other, and so on and I think other members
of staff did too.
Q. Is there anything that I've left out that you would like to
include in that particular course?
A. I don't think so.
Q. HoW woUld you characterise the SPEN approach?
A. I would say it waS trying to realistical~y achieve given
the constraints r was operating in. We realised early on
that it was totallY ineffective printj.ng units, you never
produced things on time and there was a lack of
photocopying facilities and a lack of money. So we put
materials into booklet form and charged studen-ts for it and
that how we worked, pretty much from the start.
~
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And it was partly too because I had seen the way the old
SPEN, before I came over had worked, how there were always
handouts scat-cered everywhere and students never' had them
in classes, organised properly and so on and in a way that
seems like a n~gative thing which is inflexible but
aomet.Lmas its a positive -thing because you have a dore of
material which can be critted all the time. You know its
like putting yourself on the line by making the material
public to everybody and you can respond to criticism.
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Q. so, do you prefer work packs or published materials?
A. It depends on what the work pack would be like I suppose,
I feel that, books are probably more practical in the long
run. They're cheaper and students don't 10,sehalf of them,
they can sell them at the end. There is one final thing
that I would like to say is that one of the things we
found, and maybe it won't be relevant, but we Were writing
materials for other people as well, We were writing tor the
College of Education and I was also writing for part time
lecturers. They would come in when We're in dire need and
what our materials were When we first started were very
open. They tended to consist of t.hings like reaG.ings on a
theme, and the instructions would say things like discuss
this in pairs and then discuss it with your lecturer and we
would think that it was transparent to the lecturer how to
handlG this. w~ found that we han ~o make our material more
and more explicit, They simply, would totally lack the
confidence using the material, because they had no idea
what was supposed to Come out of the cour-seI and sometimes
they would actually use the materials in an inappropriate
way 1 so what we did was to keep on building into the
material more and mor-e expLi.c i.t; feedback.
Q. Do you think it's possible to have some sort of training
component which goes with materials?
~
I
A. I think it's vital. That's why Lynn and I wrote, we hadn't
intended to '~Jritea comprehensive teachers' guide but we
realised that people just didn I t understand what we're
aiming at, we thought that it was just so obvious, but it
wasn't obvious.
,I
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Q. You are talking about an actual teacher's training book, I
was thinking of actual sessions if one can organise those.
A. We had those as well at the Colleges of Education but it
was just insufficient. The problems in black education are
that everything changes so quickly. You would hold a
meeting at the end of one year and you would discuss
everything. We did have workshops, Nadia and Jane used to
go round the college and give workshops, then at the
beginning of next year, everyone's different.
;
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En black educa.tionI thinCjsare so unstable and that's 'Vlhy
I. think, particularly in black education materials have to
be explicit; clear, well-thought through, solid and maybe
sometimes the creative side has to be sacrificed, you have
to be solid first.
~
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A.ppe:ndix 19 (b)
BESSIE C STEPHENSON: communication skills; Univerity of Zimbabwe
Q. Beasie, which students take your course?
A. The answers which I shall give to your qu.estions relate to
my experience on the course for students of agriculture and
the B.Ed. (Technical subjects).. 'rhelatter groups consist
of experienced teachers who are upgrading their
qUalifications in order to teach t.eohnLca L subjects to
examination classes in secondary sohooLs . There are six
different groups of students, but I had to timetable them
in as two groups which combined students of different
disciplines. This meant that course materials had to be
based on educational methodology and could not relate to
their specific disciplines.
Q. Briefly what are the aims of your course?
A My cours~s are aimed at enabling students to learn
independently i.e. to take useful notes from lectures and
books; to read prescribed texts with a deep level of
comprehension and to be able to identify salient points: to
write clear, unambiguous English in an appropriate
register; to organise material logically;, to set work out
systematically using the academically accepted methods of
citation and reference.
Q. Does the first/second language learner mix in one setting
work?
A. There are no Ll students on my courses.
Q. What is the att.itude of students towards your course and do
17
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students perceive the course as worthwhile or useful?
A. Student evaluation of the courses is surprisingly positive
though there are a few students who give low ratings.
Attitudes however, are ambivalent, While students may see
the value of the course and rate it high on teaching and
presentation etc. they resent having to spend time on the
course and (in the case of Agriculture) they feel that
there is a stigma attached to being selected to attend the
course (B.Ed. students were all Obliged to attend this
year) .
Q. What woUld you say is the nature of their academic
difficulties, which of these difficulties ,does your course
address and how successful have you been?
A Since there are individual differences it isn't easy to
answer this question. As I see it, the biggest problem for
the students I teach is that they last were taught EngliSh
as a SUbject for '0' Level, thus even recent scho~l leavers
have not had any formal instruction in English language for
two years or more. Since they have been sUccessful in their
science subjects and have been able to get by on their
present mastery of English their competence has become
fossilized. To bridge the gap between their relative
competence and the higher level of compe·tence needed for
academic stUdies is a difficult task and the course does
not always succeed in remedying it. I would say that the
students who have an innate language ability are the ones
who respond best and benefit most from the course.
I'm afraid this doesn't answer your question. I suppose I
could say that some stUdents do have problems with all the
language skills needed at university. The course is most
successful in teaching new skills (ones not taught atj
18
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school) such as citation, writing reports, preparing
bibliographies etc. and is least successful in addressing
gra~~ar syntax etc.
Q. Which skills have your students mastered successfully?
A. The skills my students have been able to master are the
ones noted above as well as organisation at paragraph and
essay level, and the ability to write more concisely.
Q. DO Y9ur students have severe language problems?
A. This year I had only one student, a Mozambican whose second
language is Portuguese. I did not get much chance to find
out whether ! could help him since his attendance was so
irregular.
We seldom have students wit.h severe language problems
because a pass at '0 I LeVel English is a requirement for
admission to Unlv. of Zimbabwe"
Q. I am interested in your view on mixing first and second
language learners in one group.
A. This issue does not arise at uz since about 98% of our
students are second language speakers of English. Our
students are selected on the basl.s of a communication
skills tests, except in courses which have study skills
components which all students attend (this applies to the
initial Agriculture sessions which are held as open
lectures). For UZ the issue is whether enrolment should be
on the basis of selection by test or volu~tary.
1.9
Q. Is the course given enough recognition or status in your
department or institution?
A. Although at an official level our co~rses are given
recognition, at a :more practical level they are not. By
this I mean that our time slots are often eroded by main
stream subjects; there is no way of enforcing attendance
since courses are not credit bearing; We have low priority
in room allocation; we are not informed of timetable
changes etc.
Q. What kind 01 errors do your students make, are they
grammatical, syntactic or mother tongue interference?
A. See answer to (*) above. Although there are problems with
grammar, vocabulary and syntax, these generally do not have
serious effects on intelligibility. I't is the higher level
skills (cf. Munby) which are more serious. Mother tongue
interference does not occur to any large ~xtent.
Q. Which material or activities have been particularly
successful?
A.• The successful exercises I have carried out have been ones
where there has been close integration with the students'
mainstream lecturers, particularly when the course
materials have related directly to what was being taught by
them. process writing exercises COVering a variety of
skills based on a particular theme have also been very
successful, possibly because of the integrated nature of
the themes.
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We seldom require students to prepare assignments outside
of classes since these are not usually done conscientiously
due to competition from mainstream sUbjects.
Q. What is the main problem that you expezLence with rega:,rdto
administration, students and mainstre'rlmstaff?
A. Our main problem is lack of time. Ideally a commun Lcat.Lon
skills course should run for sixty hours, but we have less
than half that time. another problem, in Ag~iculture, is
that attendance falls off towards the end of the course
when mainstream sUbject demands are heavy " Despite the lip
service that is paid to our courses, there are few
lecturers who are prepared, or able, to co-operate closely.
A major problem is the mismatch between the standards set
in our courses and those set by mainstream subject
lecturers Who exercise a great deal of toleranoe. Thus
esc's teaching is not generally reinforoed.
Q. What would you say are the strengths and weaknesses of the
course?
A. The strengths of the courses are the ESP approach;
integrated teaching i the specially prepared course
materials and small group work. Weaknesses have already
been noted: time limitation and the faot that the courses
are not credit-bearing.
Q. Do you think your course is achieving its aims and how do
you evalUate this?
A. The courses are only partly successful, as has already been
noted. Evaluation of the suc~ess of the course is measured
by student evaluation carried out at the end of the
21
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courses; by noting students' progress in written 1"ork; and,
occasionally! from comments made by mainstream subj ect
lecturers and verbal feedback from individual students.
Q. Does your course aim to improve language skills or academic
skills?
A. Though the courses are aimed at improving both language and
academic sk.ills, the stress, because of time limitation is
on the latter. It is a case of addressi~"g the most pressing
needs first.
Q. Are mainstream staff aware of the skill covered in your
oourse and do they enforce them in any way?
A. Despite adVertising on the part of esc, few mainstream
members of staff have a clear idea of what is taught on the
courses. esc's teaching is not general.ly re-inforced by
subject lecturers.
,
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